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RECOMMENDATION:

That Council endorse the Community Forest Management Strategy and authorize staff to bring
forward related funding requests for Council’s consideration as part of future annual budgets.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

At its Regular Meeting on December 13, 2021, Council directed staff to proceed with public
consultation on a draft Community Forest Management Strategy (CFMS). Based on public feedback
and working in collaboration with the Tree Protection Advisory Committee (TPAC), staff have
finalized the CFMS (see Attachment A), being presented for Council’s consideration of endorsement
and subsequent implementation.
As directed by Council, public engagement on the draft CFMS was conducted in January and
February 2022. Overall, there was positive support for the strategy including the proposed tree
canopy targets.
The proposed increase in tree canopy target for urban areas from 23% to 30% is estimated to result
in an increase in the overall canopy target for the entire Township from 30% to 31%. The proposed
increase was supported by 36% of survey participants. Higher tree canopy targets are achievable
beyond the 30-year horizon of the CFMS, considering the time required for tree growth. A summary
of the engagement process and results is provided as Attachment B to this report.
Implementation of the CFMS requires an inter-departmental approach. Funding requirements for the
implementation of the CFMS actions will be brought forward as part of future annual budget
processes for Council’s consideration of approval, commencing in 2023. These are high level
estimates at approximately $594,000 annually for the initial six-year period and increasing thereafter
based on an increase in the size of tree canopy and number of trees to be maintained as outlined in
the financial strategy section of this report. Opportunities for external funding, such as the federal “2
Billion Trees” (2BT) program, are being and will continue to be explored.
At its March 29, 2022 meeting, TPAC endorsed the CFMS and recommended Council adopt the
strategy and consider funding for implementation.
PURPOSE:

The report presents the results of public engagement and seeks Council’s endorsement of the
Community Forest Management Strategy.
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BACKGROUND/HISTORY:

At its Regular Evening Meeting on April 15, 2019, Council passed the following resolution:
Therefore be it resolved that Council:
1. Request staff to bring forward a Tree Protection Bylaw, based on the City of Richmond
Tree Protection Bylaw;
2. Request staff to undertake an existing tree canopy review and bring forward a Tree Canopy
Protection Standard for the entire Township in the next 6 – 12 months, focusing first on the
Brookswood-Fernridge area so that this standard is known by all the BrookswoodFernridge Neighbourhood Planning Committees and staff concurrent with their advisory
work and Neighbourhood Plan recommendations to Council; and
3. Appoint an 8 – 12-month (maximum) Tree Protection Advisory Committee (TPAC) with
broad-based representation from the entire Township in July 2020 to review both the 2019
Tree Protection Bylaw and the subsequent 2019 – 2020 Tree Canopy Protection Standard
in order to ensure that the adopted 2019 Tree Protection Bylaw is effective, and that the
Township’s Sustainability Charter will be met for the current and future generations who
live in all communities of the Township of Langley.
In response to Council's direction, Tree Protection Bylaw 2019 No. 5478 was prepared for Council's
consideration and was adopted on July 8, 2019. Revisions to the Tree Protection Bylaw 2019 No.
5478 were adopted on July 26, 2021, following review and recommendations from TPAC.
At the October 7, 2019 Regular Council Meeting, Diamond Head Consulting presented the findings
of the Community Forest Assessment Report for the Township. The tree canopy assessment took
stock of the community’s forest and management practices, as a first step in the preparation of a
Community Forest Management Strategy (CFMS).
At the December 13, 2021 Regular Council Meeting, staff provided an update on status of the
Strategy including a review of the findings from initial public engagement, feedback from TPAC, and
a draft of the CFMS.
DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS:

The CFMS was initiated in 2019 following Council’s approval of the project terms of reference. The
work program included four stages:
Stage 1: Background research/inventory (2019 – 2020)
Stage 2: Draft vision statement, principles, goals, and targets (February – July 2021)
Stage 3: Draft strategy framework (August – December 2021)
Stage 4: Final draft strategy (January – April 2022)
Public engagement for Stage 4 was undertaken January 18 – February 18, 2022 to seek feedback
on a draft CFMS. Engagement activities included:
• a public open house with a presentation of the draft vision statement, principles, goals, and
targets, and was attended by 46 participants, and
• online survey where 255 responses were received.
The survey comments for the 30% urban area canopy target:
• 36% support for a 30% canopy cover target in urban areas
• 46% support for increasing the canopy cover target in urban areas
• 8% support for lowering the canopy cover target in urban areas
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The top survey responses among each of the five goals:
• Goal 1 Planning: 74% in support of Biodiversity Conservation Strategy
• Goal 2 Growing: 73% in support of improving planting site construction standards for
streetscapes and developments
• Goal 3 Protecting: 85% in support of retaining significant trees and natural assets
successfully during development
• Goal 4 Managing: 66% in support of establishing and funding adequate levels of services for
community forest management
• Goal 5 Engaging: 65% in favour of providing incentives to encourage tree planting and tree
care on private land
An Engagement Summary can be found in Attachment B.
Canopy Target Setting and Best Practices
The canopy cover targets have been prepared with input from TPAC and public engagement
feedback. This feedback indicates support for the current canopy cover of 30% Township-wide and
strong support for a canopy target that exceeds the 30% for urban areas. The targets have been
developed based on the Township’s unique geography and other factors such as land use patterns,
development densities, public and private land ownership, and climate change.
The CFMS tree canopy target for the entire Township is 31%, with urban areas being the major
focus for tree canopy gains. The Strategy sets forth an increase in urban tree canopy from 23%
today to 30% by 2050. This is a 7% increase in urban tree canopy over 30 years. Urban areas make
up approximately 13% of the Township. The 7% increase in urban tree canopy will contribute to a
1% increase in tree canopy for the Township overall.
While 1% may seem insignificant, it represents significant tree canopy gains within the developed
and developing urban areas. Without the Strategy, it is forecast that the Township-wide tree canopy
will decline from 30% to 28%, with a decline in urban areas from 23% to 20% by 2050. The 30%
canopy target for urban areas is not a maximum target. Rather, it should be seen as a minimum
target and projections show that the canopy will increase beyond 30% past the 2050 goal.
Setting a canopy cover target is a first step in guiding community forest management and goal
setting. Canopy cover targets are used as a tool to measure the complex distribution of benefits
provided by urban forests and as a means of tracking implementation progress.
Implementation Priorities
Implementation priorities have been added to the Executive Summary of the Strategy. The
Strategy’s 30-year vision will be achieved through a 20-year action plan to establish projected tree
canopy targets by the year 2050. A total of 80 actions have been prepared that respond to the five
goals in the CFMS. To advance the goals, high priority actions have been identified as follows:
Goal #1 - Plan: Plan for a more connected and climate resilient network of trees and natural assets
• Adopt 2050 canopy cover targets for the Township, Urban Containment Boundary, and by
community (Action 1A)
• Establish an interdepartmental working group (Action 2C)
• Inventory and map the Township’s green infrastructure network and natural assets on both
private and public lands (Action 3A) and inventory and value public natural assets for inclusion
in the corporate asset management system (Action 3B)
• Prepare a Biodiversity Conservation Strategy (Action 4A) – based on public engagement
feedback and alignment with the Climate Action Strategy and Natural Capital Asset
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Management Plan, this action is valuable in preparing a foundation for long term tree health in
the Township.
Goal #2 - Grow: Plant more trees to grow the community forest equitably and sustainably
• Expand the Township tree planting program (Action 5A), develop 10-year community planting
plans (Action 5B), and create a recommended species list that responds to future climate
stability (Action 6C)
• Review permeability targets and contiguous growing area to support medium to large trees in
new development (Action 7A) and increase soil volumes for street trees (Action 7B)
• Update the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw Schedule I to improve alignment with
the goals and objectives of the Climate Action Strategy, Community Forest Management
Strategy, and Tree Protection Bylaw (Action 8B) - public engagement feedback identified this as
a high priority.
Goal #3 - Protect: Protect the community forest to retain more trees and natural assets during
development
• Review staffing structure, funding, and position descriptions in Urban Forestry to ensure
adequate staffing levels to administer the Tree Protection Bylaw and Township tree protection
services, in addition to the staff positions required to implement the CFMS (Action 8E & 8F)
• Establish a staff working group to determine the standards and procedures for Township tree
protection in a Township Tree Policy (Action 8H)
• Implement a Natural Environment Development Permit Area to protect a green infrastructure
network and other areas of strategic biodiversity concern (Action 9A)
• Enable opportunities for incentives to encourage low impact development designs that either
retain or replace more trees (Action 9B)
Goal #4 - Manage: Manage trees to maintain a safer and healthier community forest
• Define levels of service targets for inventoried trees and natural area planting and maintenance
operations (Action 10A) and develop a 5-year asset management and resourcing plan to
transition to recommended community forest management operations service levels
• Update and expand the Township’s tree inventory to capture all intensively managed trees and
vacant planting sites (Action 10E)
• Develop an Integrated Pest Management Plan for key plant and animal pest species of concern
(Action 11E)
• Develop tree risk management policy and procedures to guide operational tree risk
management (Action 12A)
Goal #5 - Engage: Engage citizens to increase participation in community forest stewardship
• Develop and implement a communications and stewardship plan that identifies key partners
(Action 13A & 14G)
• Engage a broad range of community members in developing 10-year community planting plans
to improve planting design and tree selection that reflects diverse values (Action 14E)
• Develop a tree voucher program for private properties (Action 15B)
• Explore programs to encourage and support people to maintain large trees (>50cm dbh) on their
properties (Action 15C)
Challenges and Opportunities
The anticipated challenges and opportunities facing the Township in achieving the strategic vision
have been identified and used to inform the goals, strategies, and actions. Identification of the
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challenges and opportunities has been led by TPAC with a specific focus on urbanization,
biodiversity, climate change, and the general overall health of the community forest.
• Climate change carries a risk for humans and the community forest. Trees can mitigate some of
those risks by limiting the urban heat island effect and providing shade, cooling, and absorbing
storm water from extreme weather events.
• Equity brings a challenge of achieving equitable canopy targets for each of the Township’s
communities. In Aldergrove, Fort Langley, Murrayville, and Walnut Grove, the challenge is to
increase the urban tree canopy within a built-out environment. This can be achieved through the
completion of an inventory of potential planting space on public and private lands. Incentives and
stewardship efforts can inform residents of the benefits and encourage tree planting. The
Township can identify 10-year planting goals and opportunities to plant trees in public
rights-of-way (street trees) and parks.
• Biodiversity plays a foundational role and is identified as a priority in the implementation of the
Climate Action Strategy and CFMS. Preparation of a Biodiversity Strategy will help establish the
green infrastructure network and enhance protection of natural areas to support a healthy
ecosystem which is essential to the provision of habitat and natural process to support life. Trees
play a critical role in forest biodiversity and important habitat for a wide range of living things.
Development and agriculture challenge forests through fragmentation. This will build on recent
work from Metro Vancouver’s Evaluation of Regional Ecosystem Connectivity Study.
• Forest Health and proper maintenance are essential for having a community forest that
maximizes the beneficial ecosystem services it provides. As more trees are planted,
maintenance will increase. It is important with additional costs for maintenance of trees and
increased efforts to educate the public about the proper maintenance of trees on private land.
• Urbanization can result in both gains and losses in tree canopy cover. Developing communities
require a unique approach that seeks opportunities to increase tree canopy in newly developed
dense urban neighbourhoods and improve retention and space planning for trees as
redevelopment occurs on heavily treed acreages. This same approach to keeping track of
planting spaces can be applied, as noted above. Retaining space for existing trees and finding
space for new trees pose the biggest challenges. Healthy trees require above-ground space for
their canopies and below-ground space and good soils for their roots. The strategy identifies
actions to explore incentives for low impact development, and revisions to the Subdivision and
Development Servicing Bylaw to align with the Tree Protection Bylaw. This includes a review of
the current practice of receiving cash-in-lieu for replacement trees unable to be planted on site.
Valuation procedures accounting for the structural and functional value of the monetization of
trees can be explored along with best practices for tree retention.

• Stewardship refers to activities undertaken by individuals and organizations to protect, monitor,
restore, and advocate for the natural environment whether on public or private land. Examples
include environmental non-profit organizations such as stream keepers, naturalist organizations,
and any individual working towards nature protection. Fostering stewardship can create shared
accountability and success for community forest management across the Township and can be
used to provide incentives to encourage tree planting and tree care on private land. Public
leadership and private partnerships will be critical in successful implementation of the Strategy.
• Reconciliation and maintaining connections to the culture of the Coast Salish people
(particularly the Katzie, Kwantlen, Matsqui, and Semiahmoo First Nations) are opportunities to
explore and learn more about reconciliation to identify culturally appropriate ways to enhance or
restore cultural value connected to treed landscapes and adapt the community forest to climate
change. The Township is committed to working with local First Nations to implement the CFMS.
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Related Corporate Initiatives
The Township’s Sustainability Charter presents a vision of the community that meets the
social/cultural, economic, and environmental needs of current and future residents. The CFMS
supports and advances sustainability initiatives that are underway and ongoing within the Township.
• Biodiversity Conservation Strategy is identified in the Climate Action Strategy as a climate
adaptation tool and is a project being led by the Water, Resource and Environment department.

• Climate Action Strategy identifies the CFMS as an outcome and supports Township goals for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
• Green Building initiatives aim to reduce community energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions during the lifecycle operation of residential buildings in support of the Township’s
sustainability and climate related policies. Dense urban tree canopy plays a significant role in
lowering ground level temperatures and reducing building cooling costs.
• Natural Capital Asset Management Plan is working to identify all significant natural assets and
the value of service that they provide to ensure consideration in decision making and planning.
The CFMS identifies supportive actions in identifying and protecting trees as natural assets.
• Social Sustainability Strategy identifies social equity as the fair distribution of resources among
individuals and communities to facilitate full participation in community life. Trees are a resource
that improve our lives by providing shade which lowers the chance of illness or death related to
heat, reduces stress, and encourages more use of outdoor public spaces. The CFMS identifies
tree equity as an action to achieve equal distribution of the community forest.

• Tree Protection Bylaw is an integral component of tree protection and preserving tree canopy.
The Tree Protection Bylaw will be reviewed periodically for effectiveness and to address
implementation challenges.
Tracking Progress
A set of targets has been prepared to help monitor implementation progress. Recommended
monitoring activities include:
• 10-year Strategy update to measure, track, and align outcomes with the goals
• 5-year monitoring and review of the canopy cover using LiDAR
• 5-year updating to the community tree equity scores
• Annual review of urban trees including diversity of tree plantings (species and genus); street,
park, and young tree pruning cycles; tree mortality rates; tree planting site vacancies; and
replacement tree rates
• Restoration of conservation areas by improving customer service and satisfaction through public
education, stewardship opportunities, tree plantings, timely tree removals and pruning, risk
management information and responses, and pest and disease management
TPAC Endorsement
In addition to its participation in public engagement activities, TPAC has devoted five meetings to
provide input into successive drafts of the strategy. It has provided constructive feedback to staff
and the consulting team. At its March 29, 2022 meeting, TPAC endorsed the CFMS and
recommended Council adopt the strategy and consider funding for implementation.
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Financial Considerations:
A high-level financial review has been undertaken for the CFMS actions and anticipated staffing
resources. In the first few years it is expected that initial actions such as studies, analyses, and
project planning will need to occur to set the foundation for full strategy implementation.
A combination of planning/policy and capital projects are already underway through related
initiatives that are funded or currently seeking funding.
The annual cost of implementing the CFMS varies over time. During the first six years, the annual
implementation costs are estimated at approximately $594,000. However, the annual cost after the
initial six years is anticipated to increase as maintenance costs rise due to the increase in the tree
canopy and number of trees expected to have reached a mature stage. By the end of the 30-year
vision, annual implementation costs would be approximately $2.7M, the majority of which would be
for tree maintenance.

Projected CFMS implementation costs are depicted in the above chart; and further defined and
elaborated as follows:
•

$2.3M - Maintenance Costs are made up of staff time including additional staff required to
annually prune and maintain street and park trees. Ancillary costs such as additional equipment
required to maintain levels of service are not included. These costs will increase in step with the
number of new trees planted on public lands annually. The table below outlines the projected
annual tree maintenance costs in 10-year increments based on the Strategy initiatives to plant
2,450 trees per year on public lands:
Year
Maintenance Cost

2022
$115,000

2032
$1,265,000

2042
$2,300,000

2052
$2,300,000

•

$369,000 - Staff Costs include three additional arborists, complete with support staff and
equipment required for the implementation of the Strategy.

•

$50,000 - Annual Tree Planting Incentives used to encourage tree planting on private property
through stewardship and program initiatives such as the Tree Voucher program. These costs
will be incurred over the Strategy’s 20-year implementation period.
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•

$30,000 - Annual Tree Planting Costs to fund the additional planting of street and park trees.
Cash-in-lieu from development will contribute to tree plantings in this category.

•

$30,000 - Implementation Costs reflect the costs associated with implementing Strategy
actions that require professional consultants to complete services such as the preparation of
native forest management plans. These are upfront costs that can be completed within the first
five to seven years, subject to funding.

•

$15,000 – LiDAR data will be purchased every five years at an approximate cost of $75,000 to
assess and review the state of the Township’s tree canopy. LiDAR data will be collected
throughout the duration of the Strategy.

Funding opportunities are being explored through the federal 2 Billion Trees (2BT) program for
capacity building and tree planting. Capacity building funding applies to projects with a maximum of
$150,000 of grant funding per year. The tree planting funding stream supports planting programs of
a minimum of 10,000 trees per year in an urban/suburban setting.
The Nature Conservancy indicates municipal investments in urban forests can achieve significant
benefits at a cost of $8 per person. Over the lifetime of the CFMS, the estimated cost per person
would range from $4 per person in 2022 to $12 per person by 2052. The average cost per
household would rise from $12 to $28 over the same time period. Based on public engagement
results in Phase 2 of the CFMS strategy process, 79% of survey respondents supported paying $10
annually per household with 65% supporting $25 annually per household.
Conclusion:
In summary, the CFMS identifies 80 actions to be implemented over the next 20 years to achieve
the 2050 goals in response to the challenges and opportunities facing the Township’s community
forest. The CFMS proposes a tree canopy target for urban areas of 30% (7% increase) and a
Township-wide tree canopy target of 31% (1% increase). Implementation of the Strategy will involve
a broad set of community stakeholders and would require an inter-departmental team from the
Township to play a role in fostering a community-wide approach to the management of our forest.

Respectfully submitted,

Aubrey Jensen
COMMUNITY AND POLICY PLANNER
for
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
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Executive summary
The Township of Langley is a "community of communities" growing amongst a
broader fabric of rural and natural areas. Trees and forests are woven throughout
the urban and rural fabric of Langley and are deeply valued by the community for
the range of benefits they provide. The Community Forest Management Strategy
addresses the unique challenges and opportunities for managing trees and forests in
the face of externalities, such as human caused climate change.
The Community Forest Management Strategy provides a comprehensive vision for the
Township’s trees. It captures the state of the community forest and sets goals, targets,
and actions through an implementation plan all in effort to protect and steward the
community forest for generations to come.

The 30 year vision for the strategy is:
Our community forest supports abundant biodiversity and connected wildlife
habitat throughout the Township of Langley. Healthy urban trees, soils, and
natural forest ecosystems support the vital ecosystem processes and habitats
that sustain Langley’s natural heritage.
Our forests also provide easy access to nature and abundant recreation
opportunities that improve the health and well-being of our residents. Langley’s
community forest is locally and regionally recognized as a vital asset for local
biodiversity, for maintaining connections to culture for Coast Salish people
(particularly the Katzie, Kwantlen, Matsqui, and Semiahmoo First Nations), and
for maintaining a healthy natural environment to mitigate and adapt to climate
change.
Our whole community participates in and benefits from stewardship of the
community forest, which will be cherished for generations to come.
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Goals
1. Plan for a more connected and climate resilient network of trees and natural
assets
2. Grow the community forest equitably and sustainaby by planting more trees
3. Protect the community forest to retain more trees and natural assets during
development
4. Manage trees to maintain a safer and healthier community forest
5. Engage citizens to increase participation in community forest stewardship

Targets
• Increase canopy cover to 31% by 2050
• Increase UCB canopy cover to at least 30% by 2050
• Increase Tree Equity Scores to 87 or greater for all Census Dissemination Areas by 2050
• No more than 5% of any species, 10% genus, and 15% any family in the inventory
• Street tree pruning cycle 5-7 years
• Park tree pruning cycle 10-12 years
• Young tree pruning cycle every 3 years for first 3 cycles
• Planting site vacancy rate less than 5% annually
• Restore 1 hectare of habitat on Township property per year
• Inspect tree risk along all trails annually
• Increase customer satisfaction levels above 50%
• Respond to and classify service requests within 5 business days
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Priority actions for implementation
The Strategy’s 30-year vision sets canopy target for
2050. Achieving the 2050 target is accomplished
through a 20-year action plan implementing the
Strategy goals and actions. As the canopy grows it
will reach the 2050 target of 31% Township-wide (30%
minimum for Urban) and will continue to expand
beyond 2050. A total of 80 actions will be implemented
around the Strategy's five goals. A set of high priority
actions have been identified to get the Strategy started:

E.1

and Township tree protection services, in addition
to the staff positions required to implement the
Community Forest Management Strategy (Actions 8E &
8F)
•

Implement a Natural Environment Development Permit
Area to protect a green infrastructure network and
other areas of strategic biodiversity concern (Action 9A)

•

Enable opportunities for incentives to encourage low
impact development designs that either retain or
replace more trees (Action 9B)
Establish a staff working group to determine the
standards and procedures for Township tree protection
in a Township Tree Policy (Action 8H)

Plan
•

Adopt 2050 canopy cover targets for the Township,
Urban Containment Boundary, and by community
(Action 1A)

•

•

Establish an interdepartmental working group to
implement the Strategy (Action 2C)

Manage

•

Inventory and map the Township's green infrastructure
network and natural assets on both private and public
lands (Action 3A) and inventory and value public natural
assets for inclusion in the corporate asset management
system (Action 3B). Prepare a Biodiversity Conservation
Strategy (Action 4A) based on public engagement
feedback and overlap in alignment with the Climate
Action Strategy and Natural Capital Asset Management
Plan. These actions are valuable in preparing a
foundation for long term forest health in the Township.

•

Update and expand the Township’s tree inventory
to capture all intensively managed trees and vacant
planting sites (Action 10E)

•

Define levels of service targets for inventoried trees
and natural area planting and maintenance operations
(Action 10A) and develop a 5-year asset management
and resourcing plan to transition to recommended
community forest management operations service
levels

•

Develop tree risk management policy and procedures
to guide operational tree risk management (Action 12A)

•

Develop an integrated pest management plan for key
plant and animal pest species of concern (Action 11E)

Grow
•

•

•

Expand the Township tree planting program (Action 5A),
develop 10-year community planting plans (Action 5B),
and create a recommended species list that responds
to future climate stability (Action 6C)
Review permeability targets and contiguous growing
area to support medium to large trees in new
development (Action 7A) and increase soil volumes for
street trees (Action 7B)
Update the Subdivision and Development Servicing
Bylaw Schedule I to improve alignment with the
goals and objectives of the Climate Action Strategy,
Community Forest Management Strategy, and Tree
Protection Bylaw (Action 8B). Public engagement
feedback identified these actions as a high priority.

Protect
•

Review staffing structure, funding, and position
descriptions in Urban Forestry to ensure adequate
staffing levels to administer the Tree Protection Bylaw

Engage
•

Develop and implement a communications and
stewardship plan that identifies key partners (Actions
13A & 14G)

•

Engage a broad range of community members in
developing 10-year community planting plans to
improve planting design and tree selection that reflects
diverse values (Action 14E)

•

Develop a tree voucher program for private properties
(Action 15B)

•

Explore programs to encourage and support people to
maintain large trees (>50cm dbh) on their properties
(Action 15C)
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1. Introduction
The Township of Langley’s community forest includes a rich diversity of urban
and rural forest landscapes. From the tall descendants of former old growth
forests to recently planted urban boulevard trees, Langley’s community forest
provides significant benefits and services to the people and wildlife residing in
the Township’s biodiverse urban communities and rural areas.

As one of British Columbia’s fastest growing
municipalities, Langley is in a period of rapid change.
Growing pressures from development and increasing
population, alongside challenges like human
caused climate change and declining forest health,
mean that the community forest will need to be
increasingly resilient to thrive under future growing
conditions. The Community Forest Management
Strategy sets a baseline for Langley’s community
forest and establishes the long-term vision for its
future. This document provides the guidance and
measurable outcomes for the resources required to
sustain a community forest that is resilient to current
and future challenges.

The term “community forest” is used throughout
this Strategy to reference Langley’s varied urban
and rural forest contexts (Figure 1). Trees grow
throughout the Township, including along streets, in
neighbourhood parks and yards, and native forest
ecosystems such as riparian forests along stream
corridors. Rural forested areas often incorporate
larger rural forests, including environmentally
sensitive lands, conservation areas, and larger parks.

Agricultural Land
Reserve
native forest

park tree

yard tree

boulevard tree

green infrastructure

Riparian shoreline

Agriculture

Urban centre

Parkland & rural

Residential

Commercial &
Industrial

Components of the community forest
Figure 1. Components of Langley's community forest.
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Langley’s community forest includes all of the
trees and forested ecosystems in the Township
limits.
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1.1. Structure of the Strategy
The Strategy includes the following sections:

1. Introduction and vision - Introduces the Community Forest Management Strategy and presents the
community's vision for its forest.
2. History and context - Provides the history, management interactions, and policy context to the
Township's community forest.
3. The value of Langley's community forest - Describes key values of the community forest including
ecosystem service provision and valuation.
4. What we heard from the community - Summarizes findings from community engagement on the
Strategy development.
5. Status and trends - Presents the state of the community forest as identified through analysis including
canopy cover, equity, and key tree inventory metrics.
6. Setting a canopy cover target - Describes the approach to determine a canopy cover target for Langley
as well as the target identified.
7. Challenges and opportunities - Identifies key issues facing community forest management and
opportunities for addressing challenges.
8. Goals and targets - Sets key goals and accompanying strategic actions for the Strategy, driven by the
vision.
9. Tracking progress - Provides a system for tracking progress of Strategy implementation.
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2. Background & Context

E.1

2.1. History of the Community Forest
Since time immemorial, the
Katzie, Kwantlen, Matsqui, and
Semiahmoo peoples have lived
on the lands now known as the
Township of Langley. The stories
and cultural activities of these
Coast Salish groups are reflected
across the landscape, once
defined by bountiful rivers full
of salmon, marshes, grasslands,
and native temperate rainforest
(Figure 2). Today, trees continue
to provide important spiritual
and medicinal materials for
Indigenous peoples who have
always been managers of the
community forest. The soft bark
of the western redcedar, for
example, is often used to make

regalia1. Today, remnants of
these former forest landscapes
hold memories of the land and
support a lasting connection to
Indigenous culture.
In the late 18th century, contact
with European settlers altered
Coast Salish ways of life . In 1808,
Simon Fraser traveled the Fraser
River and reached present-day
Langley. Shortly thereafter, the
Hudson’s Bay Company arrived,
and in 1827 Fort Langley was
constructed on the southern
shores of the Fraser River. The
establishment of the Hudson’s
Bay Company resulted in the
displacement of Indigenous

peoples and destruction of
native forest lands to make way
for agricultural practice. Fertile
valley soils enabled wide-spread
agriculture first appearing in what
is now the village of Milner, and
boomed across the Township.
During this same period, native
forests dominated by Douglas
fir, western redcedar, western
hemlock, and Sitka spruce were
cut down throughout Langley as
logging became a critical industry
in the region2.

8,789

Figure 2. Portion of map of the western part of the New Westminster District of BC representing vegetation composition of Langley in
1876. The white outline is the Township land boundary today.
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Figure 3. Hudson Bay Company, Fort Langley on the left bank of the Fraser River (Photo Credit: The U.S. National Archives)

After World War II, the population
of the Township soared as
returning veterans and their
families looked to establish new
homes and businesses. The
opening of the Trans-Canada
Highway further accelerated
this growth by making Langley
more accessible to nearby urban
centres. In response to the rapid
suburbanization of the Fraser
Valley, the Province of British
Columbia created the Agricultural
Land Reserve to protect British
Columbia’s food security and
agricultural production. This
policy, and other right-tofarm legislation, continues to
impact land management in

the Township and neighbouring
municipalities; approximately
75% of lands in the Township
of Langley are within the
Agricultural Land Reserve.
Today, six distinct communities
and surrounding rural areas with
varied forest characteristics make
up the Township’s community
forest. Large areas of the
Township’s native forest are
protected within riparian areas,
municipal parks, and regional
parklands. Still more native forest
is located on private property.
While there are pockets of forest
containing the once abundant
mature, native conifers, much

of the remnant forests are now
comprised of deciduous species
that established following
land clearing associated with
agriculture and logging. Larger
parks, including major regional
parks, contain second growth
forests of red alder, cottonwood,
and bigleaf maple that were
formerly agricultural fields
or homesteads. Elsewhere in
the Township, the legacies of
colonization can be observed
through dyked or diverted
watercourses and wetlands, old
fields and pastures, and remnant
logs and stumps of the precolonial forest past3,4.

\
Figure 4. (Left) Irrigation slough in Langley Prairie 1938 and (right) view of Hudson Bay Company post from Fraser River (1938) (Photo Credit: James Crookall, City of Vancouver Archives)
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Community connections at the Memory Grove
The Township of Langley has a long legacy of residents caring for the
community forest. In 1921, Dr. Benjamin Marr, Langley’s first resident
physician, planted the oldest street of trees in Fort Langley on Glover Road;
including horse chestnuts and western redcedars5. Inspired by Dr. Marr’s
legacy, the community of Langley planted the first Memory Grove of trees
in 2018, and an additional 30 trees in 2021 along the Salmon River Trail6.
The Memory Grove community tree planting initiative was funded by the
Township and multiple partners. A native understory was planted in the
first grove by the First Fort Langley Scout Group in 2018. Other tree grove
plantings have also taken place since Arbour Day celebrations started in
2006.
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2.2. Who are the stakeholders in Langley's Community Forest?

E.1

Many stakeholders play a role in the planning, planting, management, protection, and stewardship of
Langley’s community forest (Table 1).
Table 1. Key stakeholders in managing Langley's community forest

Stakeholders managing
Role
Langley's community forest
Township

Residents/landowners
Community organizations

First Nations

BC Hydro and Fortis
Private industry arborists and
landscape companies
Universities
Metro Vancouver
Province of British Columbia
Government of Canada

Manages trees and forests along streets, in parks, in riparian areas, and on other
Township lands. The Township also regulates the removal and replacement of trees
on private lands.
Advocate for, benefit from and participate in the stewardship of trees and forests on
Township lands through committees, community organizations, and as individuals.
Residents/landowners also manage trees and ecosystems on private properties,
including agricultural farmland.
Steward of all components of the community forest. Proponents of education and
advocacy, grant funding, tree planting programs.
As stewards of these lands, the Katzie, Kwantlen, Matsqui, and Semiahmoo peoples
have an ongoing but disrupted connection to the lands in their unceded territories.
As part of the journey towards reconciliation, the Township, local organizations
and residents have an obligation to ensure we have an awareness of the past,
acknowledgment of the harm that has been inflicted, atonement for the causes, and
action to change behaviour and find alternative ways forward.
Prunes branches and removes trees in proximity to their assets. BC Hydro also
provides funding in support of forest enhancement initiatives to non-profit and non
governmental organizations.
Provide consulting services including tree planting and installation, pruning,
assessments, health care and removal across the community forest.
Platforms of education and research on urban and traditional forestry across a broad
range of topics. Universities also coordinate student co op programs in effort to
provide paid work experience to students in practical workplace settings.
Manages forests in regional parks. Metro Vancouver also provides regionally specific
urban forestry and green infrastructure resources for member municipalities and
identifies, protects, and manages lands with unique natural biodiversity.
Regulates watercourses and their riparian areas and the Agricultural Land Reserve.
The province also monitors forest health and is responsible for native forest climate
change adaptation strategies.
Provides funding for climate adaptation and mitigation, and regulates invasive pests,
plants and diseases.

Tree Protection Advisory Committee (2020-2022)
In 2020, the Township of Langley established the Tree Protection Advisory Committee to
review the Tree Protection Bylaw and the draft Community Forest Management Strategy.
Nine highly qualified professionals with a range of technical experience, all Township
residents, worked alongside staff members to review materials and report back to
Council on the Strategy development from 2020 to 2022.
E.1 - Page8 22
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Ecological Services Initiative
The Ecological Services Initiative (ESI) is a Township pilot project in
partnership with the Langley Sustainable Agriculture Foundation (LSAF)
established to incentivize protecting and enhancing natural areas that
provide ecological systems to the greater community. Initiated in 2016,
the project is the first of its kind in British Columbia's west coast and
resulted in a 3 year pilot along Bertrand Creek in response to impacts from
farming activity and the identification of species-at-risk. The pilot project
is a subset of a larger provincial scale program7.
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2.3. Guiding policies
The Township has several policies that guide and affect outcomes for the community forest, and that
influence this Strategy. This section highlights the higher-level plans and regulatory tools that influence
the community forest. A complete description of the policy context can be found in the Community Forest
Assessment Report.

Higher Level Plans and Strategies
Langley’s Official Community Plan (OCP) establishes
broad directions for growth and environmental
protection and sets the plan hierarchy for distinct
communities and neighbourhoods. The OCP
contains two goals of particular relevance to
community forest management to:

list specific requirements for developments within
the plan area, where Tree Protection guidelines from
the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw
are incorporated by reference.
The policy framework for planning and managing
wildlife habitat within the Township is presented
in the Wildlife Habitat Conservation Strategy.
Specific mentions pertaining to the community
forest include:

•

Manage growth so that social and economic
needs can be met locally without compromising
the Township’s ecological integrity, and

•

Increase biodiversity and natural capital
throughout the Township through the provision
of green infrastructure.

•

Design strategies for managing wildlife corridors
and habitat, in alignment with the Tree
Protection Bylaw

Additionally, the OCP establishes Streamside
Protection Development Permit Areas around all
watercourses; Riparian zones are typically forested.
Future OCP revision opportunities will further take
into consideration recommendations from this
Strategy.

•

Recommended actions to preserve trees (e.g.
contiguous tree corridors and patches)

Community Plans contain high-level policy that
influences the community forest outcomes. In some
cases, more specific direction for the treatment of
trees is incorporated through the Township’s bylaws. Some plans provide a density bonus for trees
retained beyond the requirements of the Subdivision
and Development Servicing Bylaw Schedule I (Tree
Protection).
Neighbourhood Plans establish development
permit areas for sites and site assemblies where the
Township wants to pursue specific urban planning
and design objectives. These plans often contain
specific direction for tree planting as part of the
subdivision or development process. In some cases,
a Neighbourhood Plan can mandate specific tree
spacing or species selection for any planted trees.
The Township of Langley has existing provisions to
include coniferous species in the planting palette in
many neighbourhood plans. Neighbourhood plans

Langley’s recent Climate Action Strategy contains
actions in the Greenspace and Ecosystems priority
area that will be implemented through the
Community Forest Management Strategy. These
include:
•

Increasing tree canopy and shade to make our
parks, trails, and walkways more comfortable.

•

Planting drought-tolerant plants and trees that
can withstand increasing temperatures.

•

Improving maintenance in key locations to limit
erosion around vital waterways and reduce the
impact of invasive species.

•

Encouraging tree planting on private property.

Tree canopy cover by neighbourhood and the
number of new trees planted are key performance
indicators for tracking progress on the Climate
Action Strategy.
Figure 5 illustrates the various regulations and
policies that apply to the management of trees and
forests in different contexts.
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Regulation of Trees in Langley
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Figure 5. Bylaws and policies regulating trees in Langley
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3. The value of Langley's
community forest
Individual trees and forests are natural assets
that provide valuable ecosystem services to the
benefit of the health and wellbeing of people and
the environment. The term ‘ecosystem services’ is
generally used to refer to services generated by a
tree at no or nominal cost (e.g., runoff interception,
carbon sequestration, habitat provision). Further,
‘natural asset’ is generally used to assign fiscal value
to trees, based on the services generated, in effort
to better measure natural assets in the same terms
as traditional grey infrastructure assets like sewers
and roads8. For example, trees intercept stormwater
and in turn, reduce runoff that would otherwise
enter a storm drain. By placing monetary value on
the replacement costs and services provided by
natural assets, trees can be incorporated into asset
management systems and decision making to guide

E.1

annual operational and capital budget investments9.
Trees also have value beyond what can be measured
for asset management. In recent decades, research
has touted the benefits of trees. Many of these
studies are summarized on the website, Green Cities:
Good Health.
Some examples of ecosystem services are described
in the following sections. Services are often grouped
in four broad and interconnected categories of
cultural, provisioning, regulating and supporting
services (see below). For the people surveyed in
Langley, ecosystems services such as habitat for
native plants and animals, rainwater management,
and shade and cooling were the most important
benefits provided by the community forest.

Quantifying Ecosystem Services

1. Cultural
Services that contribute to human quality of life and relate to how people value the
community forest including stewardship, improved mental and physical health, a sense of
place, beautification, spirituality, recreation, and education.

2. Provisioning
Services that provide forest products including timber, food, traditional medicine, clean
water, and firewood.

PC: Catherine Grey

3. Regulating
Services regulating climate and ecosystem processes including pollination, air and water
filtration, flood protection, erosion prevention, stormwater capture, cooling, carbon capture
and storage to mitigate anthropogenic climate change, and noise mitigation.

4. Supporting
Services that underlie all others and enable natural processes to maintain the conditions
to support life including photosynthesis, soil formation, fostering genetic diversity, and
providing habitat for insect, bird, and animal species.
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We can quantify ecosystem services
using the USDA software i-Tree Canopy,
which uses tree canopy cover to
estimate benefits for numerous metrics
(Figure 6). For example, evaluating the
amount of carbon stored in trees and
sequestered annually helps to visualize
the economic impact and contributions
provided towards mitigating climate
change. Ecosystem services can be
compared across various scales (e.g.
neighbourhood) to see who in the
community is benefitting the most.

Wildlife
habitat
Rainfall
interception

Evapotranspiration

$4.2

$125.8

Carbon
sequestered
annually in
trees (Million
CAD)

Carbon stored
in trees overall
(Million CAD)

$ 430,866

$461,590

Annual
avoided runoff
(CAD)

Total air pollution
removed annually
(CAD)

Figure 6. Ecosystem services
provided by the Township's forest
using i-Tree Canopy
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3.1. Supporting Habitat
The community forest supports
high levels of biodiversity in
Langley. It provides essential
habitat for many species of
animals, plants, fungi, and
microbes. Langley's trees and
ground vegetation provide refuge
and food for mammals and birds.
Much of the forest biodiversity
consists of smaller creatures
including insects, pollinators, the
soil microbial communities, and
fungi. In Brookswood Fernridge, a
study confirmed over 122 wildlife
species including nine red or blue
listed species10.

3.2. Providing Clean
Water
Trees and soil capture rain and
stormwater runoff, which is
then filtered as it permeates
into the ground and down into
aquifers that feed streams, lakes
and rivers. The water quality of
Langley’s three aquifers is vital to
residents, farmers and businesses
whose livelihoods and health rely
on these water sources.

3.3. Regulating Water,
Wind, and Air
Rain and stormwater interception
reduce erosion and help to
prevent storm drains from
becoming overloaded, leading to
flooding. Trees also clean our air
by removing harmful pollutants
like particulate matter, carbon

monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide
and provide oxygen in return.
Trees can help to buffer buildings
from wind and provide shade;
conifers planted on southeast and
eastern sides of buildings block
winter winds and help to reduce
building energy use for heating.

3.4. Climate Adaptation
and Mitigation
Heat waves and periods of
drought are expected to increase
over coming years, in large part
due to human caused climate
change. Trees can help our
communities adapt to these
particularly dry periods through
shading and cooling. On hot
summer days, trees act as nature’s
air conditioners by offsetting
the urban heat island effect deciduous trees planted on the
south and west sides of buildings
provide shade. Urban areas with
minimal vegetation generally
experience temperatures several
degrees warmer than urban areas
with significant natural land cover.
Trees also mitigate climate change
by reducing the atmospheric
concentration of carbon dioxide
–both sequestering and storing
carbon thereby reducing the
concentrations released into the
atmosphere.

3.5. Improving Health
and Wellbeing

performance11. One study found
workers with views of greenery
had decreased health problems
and were more satisfied at work
overall12. Access to and views of
nature have also been found to
improve recovery times in hospital
patients13. Further still, nearby
parks and natural areas also
increase the likelihood of people
achieving recommended levels of
physical activities14.

3.6. Stimulating
Economy
Trees stimulate the local economy
by encouraging people to spend
more money and time shopping.
In one study, shoppers spent
9-12% more in retail settings
where a large tree canopy was
present15.

3.7. Increasing
Neighbourhood
Property Value
One study found property value
increases with tree canopy,
at a rate of $1,586 per tree16.
Neighbourhoods with a high
canopy cover raise the value
of homes which can be both a
benefit for current homeowners
and a trade off for low-income
neighbourhoods seeking
affordable housing.

Trees and forests encourage
social interaction, lower overall
stress levels, and improve work
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Pandemic Park Usership
Parks played a vital role during the COVID-19 pandemic as
residents searched for outlets for outdoor activity close to
home. Park use increased significantly during 2020, putting
pressure on existing programming and available budgets.
According to Metro Vancouver, park use increased by 38%
in 2020 and has doubled in January 2021 alone17. This trend
applied across Canada – one study found 94% of cities
observed park usership increased during the pandemic18.
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4. What we Heard from
the Community
4.1. Phase 1 Engagement

Survey Findings

Community engagement took place from May 6
to June 3, 2021. The purpose of engagement was
to inform community members of the Strategy’s
development, involve them in preparing a longterm vision, and consulting with them to identify
opportunities for the future of the Township’s
community forest. Engagement aimed to build an
overall awareness, support, and advocacy about the
community forest and Strategy.

Street Character

Community members were asked to provide their
input through an online public survey and mapping
tool between May 6 to June 3, 2021. An online open
house was also hosted on the evening of May 6,
2021 to provide information about the Strategy and
answer questions from the public.

E.1

The survey included six pictures of typical streets
in Langley with trees of different sizes and density.
Respondents were asked to select the photo that
best matched the street they lived on and the photo
that represented their ideal street. Most respondents
live on streets with mixed spacing and species of
large trees (33%) . Only 5% of respondents lived
on streets with few or no trees. Almost 50% of
respondents would prefer to live on streets with
mixed spacing, species and large trees, followed
by regularly spaced, large trees. Less than 1% of
respondents would prefer few or no trees. Over half
of respondents (58%) already live on streets with
their preferred character.

What most respondents' streets look like today...

What most respondents would prefer their streets to look like in the future...

Photo credit: Google Maps 'Street View' (retrieved 2021)
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Community forest benefits

A vision for the community forest

Respondents were asked to rank six categories of
benefits provided by the community forest from
most to least important. The highest ranked benefits
included:

Respondents were presented with three draft
vision statements centered around natural
heritage, biodiversity and stewardship, and
green infrastructure*. They were asked to rank
the statements in order of preference. Responses
favoured the vision emphasizing biodiversity and
stewardship.

• Ecological (i.e., habitat for native plants and animals) –
83% rated top three
• Environmental (e.g., rainwater management) – 78%
rated top three
• Climate change adaptation and mitigation – 71%
rated top three

* Green infrastructure refers to the natural vegetation,
soils, and bioengineered solutions that collectively
provide a broad array of products and services for healthy
living.

Figure 7. The green slice shows percentage of respondents who ranked each vision as top choice.

Canopy cover Target
83% of respondents
want to see canopy cover
increase in the future. To
achieve an increase or to
maintain canopy cover in the
Township, respondents were
asked what measures they
would agree with on public
and private land, and most
measures were supported
(Figure 8). In their comments,
many respondents also
suggested providing
accessible greenspaces, more
education and enforcement
of tree regulations, providing
incentives, and preventing
clear cuts.

“I would like the Township to ensure that developers leave mature trees in
place and not be allowed to clear cut lands. I would also like developers to
leave wild areas within the developments.” – Survey respondent
PUBLIC MEASURES
Invest in creating additional tree planting space on streets

Plant trees where space available on streets/parks

PRIVATE MEASURES

Strongly disagree

0%
Somewhat disagree

20%
Netural

40%
Somewhat agree

60%

80%

100%

Strongly agree

Create a Community Forest Stewardship Group to
implement education, advocacy and stewardship
initiatives

Support landowners and farmers to plant trees through
voluntary stewardship programs

More tree retention or replacement on private land

More tree retention or replacement with development
0%
Strongly disagree

Somewhat disagree

20%
Netural

40%
Somewhat agree

60%

80%

100%

Strongly agree

Figure 8. Level of agreement on measures to maintain or increase canopy cover on public and
private land
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Current levels of service

Survey respondents were asked to assess their level
of satisfaction with the current level of service on six
community forest management services provided by the
Township (Figure 9). The majority of respondents were
dissatisfied with the preservation and protection of trees
when development or construction projects occur and
with public education provided by the Township. The
majority of respondents were satisfied with tree pruning.
When asked what would increase their satisfaction with
levels of service, respondents commented on increasing
regulation of the tree bylaw to prevent clear cutting,
increasing the protection and retention of trees and
especially mature trees during development, and more
public education.

“More preservation of trees in housing/
industrial developments. For example:
leaving a patch of trees rather than a
single or no trees at all. Not just replacing
mature trees with new smaller trees.”
– Survey respondent

Public education
Tree protection
Risk management
Pruning
Pest and disease management
Planting
0%

10%

Very dissatisfied

20%

30%

Somewhat dissatisfied

40%

50%

Neutral

60%

Somewhat satisfied

70%

80%

90%

100%

Very satisfied

Figure 9. Satisfaction with the current levels of service

Willingness to pay
Survey respondents were also
asked for their willingness to
pay ($0 to $100 per year per
household) to implement the
proposed measures to manage
the community forest. The most
common responses were $100 per
year (27%) followed by $25 per
year (20%), and $50 per year (18%;
Figure 10).

Amount per year per household

Willingness to pay
$100

27%

$50

18%

$25

20%

$10

14%

$5

8%

$0

13%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Figure 10. Willingness to pay to fund community forest measures
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Satisfaction with engagement
Respondents were divided on their satisfaction with
the level of information provided about the Strategy
development and the opportunities available
for public input (Figure 11). Common responses
of themes for increasing the level of satisfaction

included more opportunities for engagement,
more advertising and information about the
Community Forest Management Strategy process,
and reassurance that community feedback would be
incorporated into the Strategy.

Opportunities for input
Information about the Strategy
0%
Very dissatisfied

10%

20%

30%

Somewhat dissatisfied

40%
Neutral

50%

60%

Somewhat satisfied

70%

80%

90%

100%

Very satisfied

Figure 11. Satisfaction with the community engagement

Mapping Tool Findings
One hundred and eighty-five submissions were
submitted by community members to identify
community forest places they value and places
that need improvement. Places that were valued
included:
• Places that were close to where they live;
• Places to walk and recreate;
• Places that showcased community involvement and the
Township’s rural character; and
• Places that provided ecosystem services such as wildlife
habitat, mental health and well-being, and shading and
cooling.

Notable Hotspots
Notable hotspots seen in Figure 12 include the Tall
Timber Estates and surrounding areas, Anderson
Creek, and the area northwest of Parkside Centennial
Elementary School. Respondents highlighted places
where the community forest needs improvement
primarily because they need more trees/greenspace,
require additional maintenance, or are threatened by
development pressure. Hotspots in this case include
Willoughby surrounding Yorkson Creek, the forested
areas adjacent to the Tall Timber Estates, and those
within Walnut Grove and Northwest Langley.

Community Forest Management Strategy | What we heard from the community
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Areas of value				

Areas of improvement

Key
Valued area
Improvement area
Not specified

“I feel deeply connected
to this space and have
enjoyed viewing the
owlettes, hawks, eagles,
woodpeckers, deer, rabbit
and coyotes that live in the
area.”

“These untouched forests
and wetlands are home
to countless wildlife (we
often see deer, hawks, owls,
beaver, herons, songbirds,
frogs) and the area has been
enjoyed by the residents
of Tall Timber Estates for
decades.”

“People here have been
asking for a larger forested
area for years, as they
watch the tree canopy
gradually disappear
around them. “

“The few established and
large trees on the park are
being threatened by the
potential development of a
parking lot to accommodate
regionally travelling active
sports groups at the expense
of neighbourhood use.”

-Mapping tool respondents

Figure 12. Heat mapping of valued community forest places and places in need of improvement in the Township based on 185 submissions
from the community
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How Community Input was Considered

Table 2 below provides a summary table outlining what we heard and how it will be considered during the
development of the Community Forest Management Strategy.
Table 2. What we heard and how it was considered from Community Forest Management engagement

What we heard

How it was considered

Current and future street character
•

Survey respondents live on streets with
mixed spacing and species of large trees

•

The preference for a diversity of species and large trees informed setting an urban tree diversity planting target and
soil volume standards as part of the Strategic Framework.

•

Nearly half of survey respondents prefer
to live on streets with mixed spacing, species, and large trees
•

Climate change adaptation, ecological, and environmental
components recognized and incorporated into vision for
the Township’s community forest

•

A focus on biodiversity and stewardship was incorporated
into the vision for the Township’s community forest.

•

Targets to increase canopy cover have been set.

Survey respondents were dissatisfied
with the preservation and protection
of trees and with public education and
mapping tool participants noted areas of
the community forest needing improvement due to development pressure

•

A goal has been set as part of the Strategic Framework to
strengthen tree protection and replacement standards for
development

•

Recommendations have been made to adjust levels of
service to improve community satisfaction

•

Respondents were satisfied with pruning but dissatisfied with other levels of
service

•

Recommendations have been made to develop and implement a communications and stewardship plan to engage
citizens in community forest stewardship.

•

Survey respondents highlighted the
importance of increasing regulation of
the tree bylaw, increasing protection and
retention, and more public education

Community forest benefits
•

Survey participants ranked ecological,
environmental, and climate change
adaptation and mitigation as the most
important benefits of the community
forest

Vision
•

Survey respondents preferred a vision
with an emphasis on biodiversity and
stewardship

Canopy cover target
•

Survey respondents would like to see
canopy cover increase in the Township

Current levels of service:
•

Community Forest Management Strategy | What we heard from the community
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4.2. Phase 2 Engagement
The second phase of community engagement took
place from January 18th to February 18th, 2022 to
obtain feedback on community forest service targets
and priorities for implementation. An open house
was also hosted on January 18th, 2022 to present the
draft Strategy and answer questions.

Nearly half of the 255 survey respondents live in
Brookswood-Fernridge and Walnut Grove (49%).
Respondents primarily live in the Township (92%),
own a home (87%), and are between 35 and 74 years
old (83%).

Survey Findings
Prioritizing strategies for implementation

Canopy cover target support

Survey respondents were presented with the draft
goals and strategies and asked to prioritize them
for implementation (Figure 13). Respondents
ranked most strategies as relatively high priority.
The highest priority strategies related to tree
and natural asset protection and biodiversity
conservation. The lowest priority strategies related
to tree risk management policy and procedures,
communication, and stewardship.

When asked about their level of support for the
proposed target to increase canopy cover within the
Urban Containment Boundary from 23% to 30% by
2050, 46% of respondents preferred a higher canopy
cover target, while 35% were satisfied with the target
and 7% thought it was too high. In their comments,
many respondents who selected the ‘other’
option indicated desiring a shorter timeframe for
implementation of the canopy target (six mentions).

Develop tree risk management policy and
procedures
Partner broadly on Community Forest Strategy
implementation
Develop and implement a communications and
stewardship plan
Improve tree population resilience/climate
hazard response planning

66

71
80

90

Share accountability and success

92

Integrate green infrastructure

106

Provide incentives to encourage planting/care on
private land

106

Establish and fund adequate levels of services

107

Plant more robust trees

108

Prioritize tree planting equitably

111

Establish canopy cover targets in policy

113

Strengthen tree protection and replacement
standards

118

Improve planting site construction standards

119

Develop a biodiversity conservation strategy

122

Retain significant trees and natural assets

140

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

Figure 13. Level of prioritization for implementation by draft strategy
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Open ended feedback
When asked to share additional
thoughts, respondents were
particularly concerned about tree
retention, clear cutting, and the
protection of mature trees and
natural areas. Several respondents
also made general comments
regarding the implementation of the
Strategy.

"I see too many trees being removed and clear cuts being done.
There is no regard for these forested areas. The wildlife are
losing their habitat. One day there are trees the next clear
cuts, it is really sad the destruction that is happening.”
- Survey respondent comment on tree retention

“I feel the two system approach, development and servicing
bylaw and standalone tree bylaw, give opportunity for
misinterpretation between private landowners, developers
and city departments. Streamlining this process is a priority.”
– Survey respondent comment on Tree Protection Bylaw

“Very glad to see a long-term plan being developed this
is our future and will define who we are as a community”
– Survey respondent general comment on implementation

Engagement and satisfaction
Survey respondents who had reviewed the draft
Strategy were asked about their level of satisfaction
with its content. Survey respondents generally
indicated having understood the content, felt that
the data and metrics were clearly communicated,
had learned new information, and felt the vision,
goals, and targets provided good direction for
management (Figure 14). Most dissatisfaction was
related to disagreement on the proposed canopy
cover target.
When asked about their participation in community
engagement prior to taking the survey, 57%
of respondents indicated having reviewed the
draft while 14% attended or viewed the January
18th online open house. Since the project start,
participation included visiting the online project
webpage (45%) and completing the first survey in
spring of 2021 (33%). Satisfaction with engagement
about the draft Strategy was rated as neutral by
38%, satisfied by 35% and dissatisfied by 26% of
respondents. Respondents who participated in more
than one engagement activity had a higher level of
satisfaction with engagement than respondents who
participated in only one engagement activity.

1%

The vision, goals and targets
provide a good direction for
managing the Township’s
community forest

22%
38%
27%
13%
2%
41%
42%

I learned new information
about the community forest

10%
6%
4%

39%

The data and metrics were
clearly communicated

45%
9%
3%
1%
58%

I understood the content

25%
12%
4%
0%

20%

40%

Don't know

Strongly Agree

Somewhat agree

Somewhat disagree

60%

Strongly disagree

Figure 14. Extent of agreement on a series of statements
regarding the draft Community Forest Management Strategy
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5. Community Forest
Benchmarks
5.1. 2018 Canopy Cover
Canopy cover is a measure commonly used to
describe the extent or size of the overall forest by
measuring the area occupied by tree crowns when
viewed from above. The distribution of trees and
canopy distributed across Langley was mapped using
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technology. This
data from 2018 enables the estimation of both height
and continuity of trees.

For the Township, 2018 canopy cover was estimated
at 30% which included both urban and rural areas.
In just the Urban Containment Boundary, canopy
cover was 23%. Some patterns are visible in the tree
canopy distribution illustrated in Figure 15; areas of
forest are concentrated around watercourses and the
rural areas and parks contain more large patches of
forest compared to urban areas.
40%
35%
30%

Municipal comparison
30%
24%

25%

22%

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Township of
Langley

Surrey

Abbotsford

Figure 16. Comparison of canopy cover by
municipality (includes all lands within the
boundary including ALR)

30%
29%
23%

Canopy Cover in The
Township

Figure 15. Canopy cover in the Township of Langley as of 2018
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Canopy Cover in The
Agricultural Land Reserve
Canopy Cover in the Urban
Containment Boundary
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5.2. Canopy Cover by Community
Canopy cover is lowest in Langley’s older
industrial and commercial areas around
Willowbrook and in the northwest (Figure 17).
The canopy cover is highest in BrookswoodFernridge where large trees have grown on
relatively large residential lots. BrookswoodFernridge is the only community where canopy

cover exceeds the average for the Township as
a whole. Murrayville and Aldergrove have lower
canopy cover because they include considerable
industrial and commercial lands including the
Langley Regional Airport. Willoughby has higher
canopy cover due to retained numerous forest
patches.

NW Industrial
5% Northwest Langley
21%

Walnut Grove
21%

Percent canopy
cover

Fort Langley
22%

5% or less
6-10%

Willoughby
27%

11-15%
16-20%
21-30%

Willowbrook
7%

31% or more

Murrayville
14%

Brookswood-Fernridge
35%

Gloucester
22%

Aldergrove
15%

Figure 17. Canopy cover by community area using the 2018 canopy data, including
canopy in the Agricultural Land Reserve
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How does my neighbourhood compare?
Current Canopy
Cover (2018)

Aldergrove

15%
Brookswood/
Fernridge

35%

Tree Size
Class

22%

32%

Young/small

38%

20%

Semi-mature/
medium

14%

19%

Mature/large

16%

57%

Newly planted

4%

15%

1%

Young/small

21%

5%

Semi-mature/
medium

16%

11%

Mature/large

48%

83%

3%

31%

Young/small

35%

14%

Semi-mature/
medium

13%

14%

Mature/large

22%

69%

Newly planted

19%

Gloucester

22%

Canopy by Size
Class

Newly planted

Newly planted

Fort Langley

Tree Population by
Size Class

2%

Young/small

42%

19%

Semi-mature/
medium

18%

20%

Mature/large

20%

59%

Newly planted

Murrayville

Young/small

14%

3%

29%
39%

19%

Semi-mature/
medium

14%

17%

Mature/large

18%

61%

Community Forest Management Strategy | Setting Canopy Targets

Aldergrove has mostly
young and newly planted
trees. Despite this, the
majority of canopy cover
comes from mature trees.

Brookswood/Fernridge
predominantly has
mature trees.

Fort Langley has mostly
young and newly planted
trees. Despite this, the
majority of canopy cover
comes from mature trees.

Gloucester has mostly
young trees. Despite this,
the majority of canopy
cover comes from mature
trees.

Murrayville has mostly
young and newly planted
trees. Despite this, the
majority of canopy cover
comes from mature trees.
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How does my neighbourhood compare?
Current Canopy
Tree Size
Current
Canopy
Tree Size
Cover
(2018)
Class
Cover (2018)
Class
Newly
planted
Newly
planted

Northwest
Aldergrove
Langley

15%
21%

NW
Brookswood/
Industrial
Fernridge

35%
5%
Walnut
Fort Langley
Grove

21%
22%

7%
14%

4%
3%

38%
35%

20%
15%

Semi-mature/
Semi-mature/
medium
medium

14%
14%

19%
15%

Mature/large
Mature/large

16%
22%

57%
67%

Newly
planted
Newly
planted
Young/small
Young/small

15%
27%
21%
40%

1%
3%
5%
20%

Semi-mature/
Semi-mature/
medium
medium

16%
15%

11%
19%

Mature/large
Mature/large

48%
18%

83%
58%

Newly
planted
Newly
planted

31%
28%

3%
2%

Young/small
Young/small

35%
33%

14%
12%

Semi-mature/
Semi-mature/
medium
medium

13%
14%

14%
14%

Mature/large
Mature/large

22%
25%

69%
71%

Gloucester
Willoughby

WillowMurrayville
brook

32%
29%

Canopy by Size
Canopy
Class by
Size Class

Young/small
Young/small

Newly
planted
Newly
planted

27%
22%

Tree Population by
Tree
Population
Size
Class
by Size Class

19%
22%

2%2%

Young/small
Young/small

42%
32%

19%
10%

Semi-mature/
Semi-mature/
medium
medium

15%
18%

13%
20%

32%
20%

76%
59%

Mature/large
Mature/large

Newly
planted
Newly
planted

24%
29%

Young/small
Young/small

43%
39%

23%
19%

Semi-mature/
Semi-mature/
medium
medium

16%
14%

17%22%

Mature/large
Mature/large

18%
16%

53%
61%

3%3%

Aldergrove has mostly
young
and newly
planted
Northwest
Langley
has
trees.
Despite
this,
the
mostly young and newly
majority
canopy
cover
plantedoftrees.
Despite
comes
from
matureoftrees.
this, the
majority
canopy cover comes from
mature trees.

Brookswood/Fernridge
Northwest Industrial
predominantly
has has
mostly
young
mature trees. and newly
planted trees. Despite
this, the majority of
canopy cover comes from
mature trees.

Fort Langley has mostly
Walnut
Grove
has
mostly
young
and
newly
planted
young
and
newly
planted
trees. Despite this, the
trees. Despite
this,cover
the
majority
of canopy
majority
of
canopy
cover
comes from mature trees.
comes from mature trees.

Willoughbyhas
hasmostly
mostly
Gloucester
young
and
newly
young trees. Despiteplanted
this,
trees.
Despite
this, the
the
majority
of canopy
majority
of canopy
cover
cover
comes
from mature
comes
from
mature
trees.
trees.

Murrayville
hashas
mostly
Willowbrook
mostly
young
youngand
andnewly
newlyplanted
planted
trees.
trees.Despite
Despitethis,
this,the
the
majority
majorityofofcanopy
canopycover
cover
comes
comesfrom
frommature
maturetrees.
trees.
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5.3. Canopy Cover by Land Use
Canopy cover varies widely by land use (Figure
18, left). Canopy cover is highest on park
and conservation lands and on First Nations
land. Canopy cover is lowest in area with high
impervious cover or land uses that preclude
trees such as industrial lands and the airport.

The largest area of tree canopy (Figure 15, right)
is found on agricultural land. If all canopy on
agricultural land were removed, township-wide
canopy cover would drop from 30% to 12%.
The next largest areas of tree canopy are found
in rural lands, regional parks, single family
residential lands and road rights-of-way.

canopy cover
CanopyPercent
cover percent
of each land use

Areaof
ofeach
canopy
(hectares)
Canopy area (ha)
land
use

Utilities and transit

46

Utilities and transit

12%

Townhome

26%

Suburban/Rural Residential

17%

Single Family Residential

27%

Schools/Institutional

10%

Rural

35%

Rural

Right-of-way

20%

Park - Regional

56%

Right-of-way
Park - Regional

Park - Municipal

60%

Park - Municipal

81

Park - Community

23%

Park - Community

21

Office/Business Park

20%

30

Mobile home park

21%

Office/Business Park
Mobile home park

Mixed Employment

2%

Mixed Employment

Townhome
Suburban/Rural Residential

136
4

Single Family Residential
Schools/Institutional

Industrial

10%

Industrial

Hospital

34%

Hospital

Greenspace/Greenway

48%

Greenspace/Greenway

561
19
823
494
614

14
0
71
4
190

Golf Course

27%

Golf Course

First Nations Land

54%

First Nations Land

Conservation/Riparian

63%

Conservation/Riparian

Commercial

11%

Commercial

Cemetary

36%

4

Apartment

28%

Cemetary
Apartment
Airport

4

Airport
Agricultural

5%

10%

118
211
21
41

Agricultural

28%

0%

83

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

5,316

70%
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

Figure 18. Land use summarized by canopy cover percentage (left) and canopy area in hectares (right)
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5.4. Canopy Cover and imperviousness by Watershed
Watersheds can be defined as an area of
land collecting water and draining into a
specified river, lake, estuary and/or ocean. The
permeability of surfaces within a watershed are
intimately related to stormwater runoff volumes
and soil moisture recharge, both of which can
impact watershed health. There are several ways
high proportions of impermeable surface within a
watershed can affect watershed health:
1. Water quantity: Paved surfaces create both fast
and high-volume runoff that can lead to flooding and
can erode soils.
2. Water quality: When rainwater infiltrates into
the ground, it is filtered by the soil and vegetation
before entering waterways and aquifers. Impermeable
surfaces prevent infiltration and generate runoff that
can pick up sediments, fertilizers, pesticides and other
chemicals, transporting these pollutants directly into
waterways through storm sewer outflows or through
surface runoff.

3. Temperature: Paved surfaces absorb heat and
reduce the amount of vegetation and canopy cover
on a site resulting in hotter surfaces, less shading and
warmer water temperatures. This alters the oxygen
levels, chemistry and microorganisms found in soil or
water and can stress aquatic animals.

Figure 19 shows the percentage of impervious
and canopy cover by watershed in the Township.
Watersheds such as the Derby Reach Lowlands
and Nathan Creek have low impervious levels
and high tree canopy. The Northwest Langley
Industrial, and Willowbrook Commercial have the
highest proportions of impervious surface area
and low canopy cover. Watersheds such as Glen
Valley (Nathan Slough) have low canopy and low
impervious levels due to the high proportion of
pervious agricultural land. Watershed health is
expected to be lowest in watersheds with high
impervious cover and low canopy cover.

Percentage of impervious
cover
Percentage of impervious cover
Derby Reach
Lowlands
4%
NW Langley
Industrial
85%

≤5%

16-40%

6-10%

≥41%

Percentage of canopy cover

Derby Reach
Lowlands
43%

11-15%

NW Langley
Industrial
5%

Yorkson
Creek
29%

Latimer
Creek
25%

Glen Valley
(Nathan
Slough)

Palmateer
Creek
8%

3%

Nathan
Creek
5%

Salmon
River
10%

Willowbrook
Commercial
90%

Percentage of canopy cover

Upper Nicomekl
River
23%

West Creek
15%

Yorkson
Creek

≤20%

31-40%

21-25%

≥41%

26-30%

23%

Palmateer
Creek
30%

Latimer
Creek

Glen Valley
(Nathan
Slough)

33%

7%

Nathan
Creek
45%

Salmon
River

Willowbrook
Commercial

30%

4%

Upper Nicomekl
River

West Creek
36%

21%

Pleasantdale
Creek
24%

Pleasantdale
Creek
39%
Murray Creek
9%

Bertrand
Creek
12%

Anderson
Creek
14%

Campbell
River
8%

Unknown btwn
216th-224th St.
7%

Murray Creek
29%

Pepin Creek
9%
Unknown west
of 232 St.
14%

Figure 19. Impervious cover (left) and canopy cover (right) by watershed
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5.5. Patterns in Imperviousness and Canopy Cover
Impervious surface areas are ground surfaces
such as streets and building footprints, where
water does not enter the ground. Mapping
impermeable cover identifies areas that will have
limited soil for additional tree planting capacity
and where runoff problems are likely to occur.
Industrial and residential urban areas tend to
have high proportions of impermeable cover

Canopy cover by census dissemination area

with dense buildings and streets a predominant
feature. In urban areas, the extent of impervious
surface tends to limit canopy cover because it
restricts the space and soil volume available for
trees to grow. In Langley’s communities, locations
with the most impervious cover have the least
canopy cover (Figure 20).

Impervious cover by census dissemination area

Figure 20. Canopy cover (left) and imperviousness (right) mapped at the dissemination area scale using Metro Vancouver's Canopy and
Imperviousness EcoHealth Indicators (Metro Vancouver Open Data)
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5.6. Canopy Change
Changes in global forest cover have been tracked
since 2000 by scientists and the University of
Maryland (Figure 21)19. While the scale of the
satellite data does not detect individual tree
losses, it is useful for detecting large scale forest

Development near Jericho Ridge Greenway Park

2001

cover change. Large-scale canopy change in
Langley has primarily been due to forest lands
being developed into residential areas or cleared
for farming use.

Gloucester Way and 275 St

2018

2001

2018

Murray Creek at 232 St and
32 Ave

2001

2018

Loss year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

2018
Figure 21. Areas of canopy loss between 2001 and 2020 tracked using data from the University of Maryland
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5.7. Natural Forests
Langley is within the Coastal Western Hemlock
biogeoclimatic very dry maritime subzone
(CWHxm1) and includes significant wetlands,
ravines, and second growth deciduous, mixed,
and coniferous forests. Natural ecosystems in
this zone have been extensively disturbed from
urbanization. There is little old growth forest left
and most forests are young or mature second or
third growth.
Climate normals show average yearly
precipitation of 1,483 mm and an average yearly
temperature of 10°C. Records also show extreme
maximums as high as 38°C in July and extreme
minimums as low as -21°C in January. More
typically, winters are mild and summers are cool,
though periods of drought are common in the
summer and in the fall and winter, atmospheric
rivers can result in heavy rainfall events and
flooding. Length of droughts are projected
to increase, along with a higher frequency of

extremes such as heat waves and atmospheric
river events, which could shift the natural forest
typologies resulting from the changing moisture
regime20.
Conifer forests in Langley are typically dominated
by Douglas-fir with lesser amounts of grand fir,
western hemlock, western redcedar and some
deciduous species including red alder, black
cottonwood and bigleaf maple. These forests are
representative of the region’s most typical plant
communities in the sense that they occur on
typical growing sites found in Langley.
Riparian forests are also common in Langley.
These forests occur adjacent to lakes, wetlands,
streams and rivers, and are often dominated by
red alder, black cottonwood and bigleaf maple.
Many riparian forests provide ecological corridors
valuable for the movement of wildlife through
urbanized landscapes.
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5.8. Significant Forest Stands
Significant forests stands in Langley have
been highlighted based Metro Vancouver's
Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI)
combined with forest stands containing
the tallest trees identified using 2018 LiDAR
(Figure 22). The SEI surveys aquatic and
terrestrial habitats based on aerial photo
interpretation and field sampling. Pairing
sensitive ecosystems with height data

for trees taller then 40 meters (identified
from LiDAR) provides a "first glance"
at the distribution of productive and
sensitive forest ecosystems. Tall trees are
predominantly found in riparian forests,
followed by young and mature forests. This
map may not capture all forest stands of
significance in Langley, for example it does
not reflect stands of cultural significance.

Sensitive Ecosystems
Identified by Metro Vancouver Sensitive
Ecosystem Inventory (2014)

Mature forest (modified)
Mature forest (sensitive)
Riparian
River (Riparian subclass)
Wetland
Young Forest
Tall forest stands
Tall trees 40 meters or larger in height

Figure 22. Distribution of signifigant forest stands as determined by height using 2018 LiDAR data and forested sensitive
ecosystems provided by Metro Vancouver's Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (2014 update)
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5.9. Connectivity
Understanding the connectivity between patches
of forest is important to inform decisions about
biodiversity conservation. Metro Vancouver
recently completed a regional connectivity study
to evaluate the connectivity of greenspaces for
a range of terrestrial species21. The map below
illustrates the location of habitat types that play
an important role in connecting habitat areas
in Langley (Figure 23). Protected areas are also
shown but are not ranked for importance given
that they are not at risk. The study found that
existing forest patches between farmland in

Langley are some of the highest ranked in the
region. This regional study was undertaken to
evaluate the value of natural areas for supporting
and connecting a diversity of terrestrial wildlife
habitat across Metro Vancouver. The patches
identified in this study could be used to help
develop a network of hubs and corridors for
protection and restoration; however, the
development of this network should consider
values beyond connectivity such as land use
designation, the presence of sensitive habitat
features and species at risk.

Most important for connectivity
Already protected

Figure 23. Significant forest stands and vegetated ares with a high importance value for regional connectivity
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5.10. Tree Inventory
The Township’s tree inventory includes over 26,900
street and park trees. The tree inventory captures the
location and species of tree but does not presently
include any information on size. Inventory trees are
analyzed below to provide a snapshot of the location
and diversity of these plantings.

Planting Locations
Trees in the inventory are planted along streets,
greenways, in parks, adjacent to facilities, as
heritage tree, memorial trees, and other planting
locations. Most trees are located along streets (69%)
greenways, (16%) and in parks (11%) (Figure 24).

Parks		

Greenways		

Streets

Street
Greenway
Park
Facilities
Heritage
Other
Memorial

Figure 24. Percentage of trees in inventory by location.

TYPES OF TREES PLANTED
A diverse forest is more resilient to future pests and
pathogens that target specific tree species. In total,
65 different genera (e.g., maple, oak, elm etc.) are
found in the Township’s inventory of urban trees.
Murrayville has the largest range of genera with 55
represented and Gloucester has the smallest with
only nine. Despite the many types of trees present in

the inventory, nearly 80% of the inventory is made
up of 12 tree genera (Figure 25). The top three are
maple (25%), cherry/plum (7%), and oak (7%). Maple
is the dominant genera in most communities with
exceptions including Fort Langley where sweetgum
is dominant and Willowbrook, where ash dominates.

Figure 25. Top genera of 26,900 street and park trees inventoried public trees in the Township
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Top Three Tree Species
There are 173 species in the Township's inventory, including those identified at the genus level - the top three
species in the inventory are red maple (10%), Norway maple (7%), and western redcedar (6%).

Red maple - (Acer rubrum)

1. A tree native to eastern
North America, red maple
(Acer rubrum) is a deciduous
tree found along street
boulevards, yards, and parks
and is a commonly planted
medium-sized street tree. The
tree tolerates a wide variety
of conditions common in
the urban landscape such
as air pollution and poor
soil drainage and provides
beautiful autumn coloured
foliage.

Norway maple - (Acer platanoides )

Western redcedar - (Thuja plicata)

2. Norway maple (Acer
platanoides) is a deciduous
tree found along street
boulevards, yards, and
parks. Hailing from western
Europe, this commonly
planted medium sized tree
has a variety of cultivars and
forms and is quite tolerant
of the stressors in urban
environments.

3. Western redcedar (Thuja
plicata) is a native coniferous
tree common of native forests
around the Township, easily
recognized by its soft red bark
that peels in strips. Western
redcedar is not tolerant of
drought and heat but when
provided with wet, acidic
conditions, can be a fast
growing species. The tree has a
variety of cultivars and is often
planted in yards and parks.
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Age of Trees in the Inventory
Langley’s tree inventory includes a date planted
field that provides a coarse indication of the age of
trees in the inventory. Most trees in the inventory are
young, planted from the 1990s onwards (Figure 26).
Several trees captured in the inventory are heritage
trees planted in the late 1880s and early 1900s.
The date and species planted show some of the
fashions in tree planting and species selection

over time in Langley (Table 3). Maple has been an
enduring species choice, which is not unexpected
given the large number of species to choose from
in the maple genus. More recent plantings reflect
the Township’s efforts to plant more native conifers.
Older trees also provide some insight into species
that have been successful and long-lived in the
Township.

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Pre-1950

Pre-2000

2000 - 2010

2011 - 2021

Unknown

Figure 26. Approximate time of planting for trees in the inventory

Table 3. Most common trees planted by time period

Pre-1950

Pre-2000

2001-2010

2011-2021

1

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

2

Redwood

Oak

Ash

Douglas-fir

3

Horse chestnut

Cherry

Western redcedar

Western redcedar

4

Oak

Honey locust

Liquidambar

Spruce

5

Western redcedar

Katsura

Cherry

Ash

6

Walnut

Beech

Katsura

Magnolia
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5.11. Tree Equity Score
Equity is an important consideration for the
community forest, particularly as it relates to the
distribution of ecosystem services that assist with
climate adaptation, such as shade, cooling, and
flood mitigation. People in the community differ in
terms of their vulnerability to climate change. For
example, older adults and younger children are
more vulnerable to extreme heat, and lower-income
households may not be able to afford cooling
systems.
Equity in the distribution of the community
forest has been explored for the Township using
the American Forest’s Tree Equity Score (TES), a
metric that helps cities assess how equitably they
are delivering tree canopy cover to all residents.
It is derived from tree canopy cover, climate,
demographic and socio-economic data. A low tree
equity score indicates that an area is underserved
in terms of tree canopy based on the needs of the
community.

The Tree Equity Score uses the Census Dissemination
Area level to combine canopy and land surface
temperature data with census information. To
calculate the Tree Equity Score, the following steps
were used:
1. A baseline canopy cover target was set based on
land use.
2. The existing canopy gap was calculated by
subtracting the existing canopy cover from the
baseline canopy cover target.
3. A priority index was calculated using the metrics
defined in Table 4.
4. The final Tree Equity Score is calculated by
multiplying the Baseline Gap Score by the priority
index – the lower the score, the greater the priority
to address the existing gap in tree canopy.

Table 4. Priority index indicators used in the Tree Equity Score at the Census Dissemination Area Scale

Indicator

Metric

Climate

Temperature

Income

People in poverty

Age

Dependency Ratio

Race

People of colour

Employment

Unemployment rate

Description
Average surface temperature, as measured from remote
sensing data.
Percentage of people living on incomes below 200% of the
federally-designated poverty line (< CAD 40,000)
Seniors (age 65+) and children (0-14) as a proportion of
working age adults (15-64).
Percentage of people who belong to visible minority groups
as defined by the Employment Equity Act and, if so, the
visible minority group to which the person belongs (Statistics
Canada, 2015).
Percentage of the labour force that do not have a job, are
available, and looking for one.
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Figure 27 below shows the Tree Equity Scores
for each Census Dissemination Area within the
Township's Urban Containment Boundary. Areas
with low tree equity scores have a large gap
between current and target canopy cover, high
land surface temperatures and demographic

factors in the population that indicate higher
need. This information can inform where to
prioritize implementation of this Strategy.

Tree Equity Score
Low (54)
High (100)

Figure 27. Tree Equity Score mapped by census dissemination area within Langley's Urban Containment
Boundary
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5.12. Customer Satisfaction with Levels of Service
Based on survey results, satisfaction with current
community forestry levels of service averages
less than 50%. While respondents were generally
satisfied with pruning, they were dissatisfied

with public education and tree protection.
Respondents were mixed in their responses on
risk management, pest and disease management
and planting.

Table 5. Customer satisfaction with levels of service

Level of service

% Satisfied

% Neutral

% Dissatisfied

Public education
Tree protection
Risk management
Pruning
Pest and disease management
Planting
Average

9%
8%
35%
53%
33%
29%
28%

32%
6%
34%
26%
48%
25%
29%

59%
86%
31%
21%
19%
46%
44%
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5.13. Sustainable Community forest Criteria Performance
As part of the Community Forest Assessment Report, Langley’s community forestry program and services
were evaluated within a community forest sustainability model. These ratings have been updated to reflect
2021 information compiled through staff interviews and workshops and the review of available Township
information. Ratings are summarized in Figure 28. Descriptions of the criteria and ratings are provided in
Section 9.0 Tracking Progress.
GOO
D

R
FAI

POO
R

AL
TIM
OP

2021
COMMUNITY
FOREST
REPORT CARD

Legend

Target

Poor
Fair
Good
Op�mal
Ra�ng

PLAN
Awareness of the community forest as a community resource
Interdepartmental and inter-agency coopera�on on Community Forest Management Strategy implementa�on
Clear and defensible community forest canopy assessment and goal

Good
Good
Op�mal

Green infrastructure asset valua�on

Fair

Municipal-wide biodiversity or green network strategy

Fair

Municipal community forestry program capacity

Fair

Community forest funding to implement the strategy

Fair
GROW

Township tree plan�ng program design, planning and implementa�on
Development requirements to plant trees on private land

Fair
Op�mal

Streetscape speciﬁca�ons and standards for plan�ng trees

Fair

Equity in plan�ng program delivery

Poor

Forest restora�on and na�ve vegeta�on plan�ng

Good

Stock selec�on and procurement in coopera�on with nurseries

Fair

Climate adapta�on/mi�ga�on integra�on with tree plan�ng projects and landscaping

Fair

MANAGE
Tree inventory

Good

Knowledge of trees on private property

Good

Natural areas inventory

Good

Maintenance of publicly-owned, intensively managed trees
Extreme weather response planning

Fair
Good

Tree risk management

Fair

Pest and disease management

Fair

Waste biomass u�liza�on

Fair
PROTECT

Regula�ng the protec�on and replacement of private and Township trees

Good

Regula�ng conserva�on of sensi�ve ecosystems, soils or permeability

Good

Internal protocols guide Township tree or sensi�ve ecosystem protec�on

Good

Standards of tree protec�on and tree care observed during development or by local arborists and tree care
companies

Fair

Coopera�on with u�li�es on protec�on (and pruning) of Township trees

Fair

PARTNER
Ci�zen involvement and neighbourhood ac�on

Fair

Involvement of large private and ins�tu�onal landholders

Fair

Community forest research
Regional collabora�on

Figure 28. Township of Langley's community forest report card for 2021

Fair
Good
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6. Setting a Canopy Cover
Target
6.1. Best practices for setting canopy cover targets
Municipalities set canopy cover targets to track
progress towards achieving goals for community
forest management over time. Meeting the tree
canopy target as planned overtime indicates
the recommended policies and programs in the
Community Forest Management Strategy are
working. If the target is not met, actions and targets
will require revision.
Approaches to setting canopy cover targets
have evolved over the last two decades. In 1997,
American Forests (a 145 year-old non-profit aiming
to create healthy and resilient forests) established
a benchmark target of 40 percent tree canopy cover
for all jurisdictions in forested ecoregions. In 2017
however, the target was retracted because research
no longer supported a universal canopy cover
recommendation. American Forests concluded from
USDA research that canopy cover targets should
instead consider development density, land use, tree
regulation, and the underlying climate.
Today, American Forests supports a more nuanced
approach and has pioneered the Tree Equity
Score which combines measures of tree canopy
cover needs and priorities for trees in urban
neighbourhoods22. The score is derived using canopy
cover, climate, demographics, and socioeconomic
data. The Tree Equity Score can be used to set
canopy cover targets based on population density.
In forested regions, a 40 percent canopy cover target
is used as a baseline and increased in areas of low
population density and decreased in areas of high
population density.

rule can help municipalities plan for canopy cover at
the neighbourhood scale.
How did we set a canopy cover target for
Langley?
Our approach to developing canopy cover targets
was informed by development density, land use,
tree regulation and canopy growth in the Pacific
Northwest climate. We developed canopy cover
targets by completing four steps:
1.

Measuring the current canopy cover

2.

Identifying where future development is likely to occur
and what kind of canopy loss and gain opportunities it
will bring

3.

Estimating the planting opportunities that exist on land
uses today

4.

Forecasting the future canopy cover potential across
land uses based on:

• Tree planting programs
• Tree regulations (existing and recommended)
• Anticipated growth of the existing community forest
• Anticipated loss due to development

Once targets were established for each land use, the
American Forests Tree Equity score was calculated
to inform prioritization of implementation, and the
3-30-300 rule is recommended as a target to guide
neighbourhood planning.

Recently, the Nature Based Solutions Institute
proposed the 3-30-300 rule which sets the
recommended criteria of three trees visible from
every home, 30 percent tree canopy cover in every
neighbourhood, and every home 300 meters from
the nearest public park or green space23. Utilizing the
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6.2. Forecasting future canopy

Canopy potential (how much tree canopy cover is
possible) is driven by the number and size of trees
that were planted into the tree population.
nD

Ge
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CANOPY

Setting canopy cover targets requires knowledge
of the current tree population, estimated planting
rates, and estimated tree loss. Future canopy cover
can be forecast to explore the feasibility of different
canopy cover targets (Figure 29).

Canopy persistence (how long a particular
TIME
generation of trees will be around for) depends on
their mortality/removal rate (life expectancy).

Canopy trend (i.e., increasing, stable, or decreasing)
is determined by the rate at which the loss of tree
canopy is being replaced by the next generation of
trees. When generations are evenly spaced, canopy
trends are linear but, when variably spaced, trend
lines can be uneven.

Canopy trend depends on the rate of loss
and gain (mortality/removal and planting),
the trend line can also bump or dip
depending on the gap between generations

Tree generation
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Stable

Canopy potential controlled by the
number/size of trees planted
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Canopy persistance controlled by the
mortality/removal rate

TIME

Figure 29. Forecasting model for future canopy cover trends over time.

6.3. Setting canopy
cover targets and exploring trends
%
Stable
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g
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Township

Lands within today’s UCB were identified as
urban over five decades ago and, of these lands,
approximately 40% remain to be developed. The
Strategy aims to offset the decline in tree canopy as a
result of urbanization through a set of 80 actions (see
Section 8). These actions strive towards a 30 year
tree canopy target of a minimum of 30% for urban
TIME
areas; and 31% for the Township overall.
De

The Township is experiencing a rapid pace of
development. Over the last decade the Township
population has increased by over 25,000, and this
rate of growth is anticipated to continue over the
next 30 years before nearing an estimated build-out
capacity based on the current Official Community
Plan (OCP). Approximately 75% of the Township is
protected by the Agriculture Land Reserve (ALR),
13% is within the Metro Vancouver region’s Urban
Containment Boundary (UCB), and another 12%
consists of other lands that are outside the ALR and
UCB.
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Three scenarios show how the community forest
could evolve over the next 30 years, while also
extending the trendline beyond the Strategy’s 30
year time horizon to see how the community forest
could evolve to the end of the century.
•

CANOPY

•

‘Growth’ represents a 2050 target that is
forecast to be achievable based on the current
development trends and residential growth
targets identified in the OCP and implementation
of the actions in the Community Forest
Management Strategy. An increase in tree
canopy from 23% to 30% is achievable while also
offsetting tree canopy loss from development.
TOWNSHIP WIDE
With continued effort, the tree canopy will
increase over the long-term in urban areas and
Township-wide.
31%
scenario to
‘Stability’ reflects a hypothetical
30%
28%

30%

CANOPY

•

‘Decline’ represents the Township’s current
canopy trajectory without a Strategy in place to
offset canopy losses. By 2050, it is forecast that
the tree canopy will have decreased
from
23%
to
Growth:
OCP
development
an
20%, and continue declining.

610 ha of canopy removed from the U
Growth, stability, and decline scenarios
for future
Tree mortality replaced (naturally ~1
canopy cover were projected for theDevelopment
Township replanted
and
to 30 trees p
9,350 new
the Urban Containment Boundary. Figure
30trees
andplanted annually for
Figure 31 below represent the outcomes
of the
Stability:
No OCP or CFMS imp
Growth
scenarios explored.
No development
Growth:
OCP development and
Stability

31%
Decline

20%TOWNSHIP WIDE
10%
0%
30% 2018

illustrate what could occur in the absence of
intentional tree removal or planting in urban
lands. The result is a gradual decline in tree
canopy from natural tree mortality, although
initially there would be a lift due to a higher
proportion of young trees, it is followed by a
gradual return to present day canopy cover.

31%
30%
2050
28%

Growth

Forecast to end of century
Stability
Decline

20%

Tree mortality
only or
replaced
natur
Stability:
No OCP
CFMSbyimple
No new tree planting

NoMortality
development
rate 1.5% (3.5% young tree
Tree mortality only replaced by natural
No new tree planting

Decline: OCP development impl

10%
0%

Tree mortality only replaced by natur
No new tree planting
610 haCover
of canopy
removed from the UC
Canopy
in The
Tree
mortality
replaced
(naturally ~12,0
Decline:
OCP
development
im
Township
by 2050
Development
replanted to 30 trees per
9,350
new
planted
annually
610 ha
oftrees
canopy
removed
fromfor
the20U

2018

2050

Forecast to end of century

610 ha of canopy removed from the UC
Newly Planted
Tree mortality only replaced by natural
No new tree planting Young/Small Tre

Semi-mature/M

Mortality rate 1.5% (3.5%Mature/Large
young tree m
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Figure 30. Canopy scenario projections Township-wide
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6.4. Achieving Canopy Cover Targets
Meeting canopy cover targets will require a diverse
range of strategies including improved tree
retention with development and new tree planting
approaches. Section 8 describes the five goals of the
Strategy and provides 80 recommendations to plan,
grow, protect, manage the community forest and to
engage the community in the process.

Achieving canopy cover targets will require that the
Strategy's goals and actions are implemented to
protect existing tree canopy, and provide conditions
for trees to succeed and thrive in the future.
Achieving a canopy targets of at least 30% in the
Urban Containment Boundary and 31% Townshipwide in 30 years will require a specific quantity of
new tree planting over time, and these assumptions
are listed in Table 6.

Table 6. Tree planting rate assumptions used to develop canopy cover target scenarios
Trees Planted
Annually
New Planting Assumptions

Street trees planted (by Township or
development)
See recommendations 5A, 5B, & 6A in
Section 8

Park and buffer trees planted (by
Township for restoration)
See recommendations 5C and 6B in
Section 8

Trees anticipated from development
(74 trees per ha/30 trees per acre)

Within
UCB

Outside
UCB

1,600

Duration of
planting

20 years

850

850 20 years

3,750

30 years

See recommendation 7A in Section 8
Providing incentives to plant on
residential and institutional lands
See recommendations 15A, 15B, and
15C in Section 8
Expansion of the Ecological Services
Initiative
See recommendation 14A in Section 8
New trees estimated per year*

1,000

20 years

2,150 20 years
7,200

Approximate
Increased Cost to
Township
$100,000 increase
in annual
maintenance of
street trees (builds
to ~$2 million per
year plus inflation
at 20 years)
~$30,000
installation and
~$15,000 for 5
years maintenance
per hectare
(~$900,000 plus
inflation over 20
years)
Potential
maintenance of
trees planted on
public land with
cash-in-lieu

Assumptions

Most of this tree planting
would be completed by
development or funded
by cash-in-lieu

1 hectare of restoration
planting per year
(invasives removal
additional if required)

Some of these trees will
be planted on public
land due to cash-in-lieu

Tree rebate program
$50,000 per year +
and/or maintenance
staff time (~$1 milgrants or other incenlion over 20 years)
tives
Costing in
progress

3,000

*These tree numbers are over and above replacements, except for tree canopy . Other than canopy removed for development, it is
assumed that existing trees in the Township will be replaced as a result of Tree Protection Bylaw Requirements (1:1 or 2:1), the Township's
tree planting program or natural regeneration in native forest areas. Tree canopy removed with development was accounted for in the
canopy forecasts.
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How can Canopy Cover be Improved in Different Land Uses?

E.1

In commercial, office and business park land uses trees can be incorporated into wider
buffers and between parking stalls to increase canopy cover.

Buffer planting only

Buffer planting between stalls
and stormwater potential

On residential properties with space, tree planting can be encouraged through incentive
programs, or retention and replacement can be required in new development.

Very little yard planting

More yard planting, or mature
trees retained

In higher density residential areas, parks, greenways or riparian corridors, or wide
planting strips in boulevards can provide canopy from the adjacent public realm.

Canopy in adjacent public
greenway

Canopy from trees planted in
public right-of-way
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7. Challenges &
Opportunities

E.1

7.1. Human Caused Climate change
Climate change is expected to impact both our
communities and our forests in a variety of ways.
Climate projections in the Township’s Climate Action
Strategy show Langley becoming hotter year-round,
rainfall declining in the summer and more frequent
extreme events, including intense rainfall events
and heatwaves24. For our communities, impacts of
particular concern include increased heat stress,
greater risks of flooding in the spring, fall and winter,
and, in summer, more wildfire and smokier air,
and lower stream flows and reservoir levels in the
summer.
For people and animals, the community forest can
be used to help adapt to climate change impacts, as
well as to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. The

term mitigation commonly refers to direct efforts to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, which are widely
recognized to be a major driver of climate change
and its effects. The community forest contributes
to climate change mitigation by sequestering
carbon, reducing energy consumption and reducing
air pollution. Adaptation refers to minimizing the
negative impacts of climate change when they occur.
Community forests assist with climate adaptation
by, for example, providing shade and cooling in
hotter summers and absorbing the stormwater from
extreme weather events. Strategically designed
forested parks in low lying areas can double as flood
protection by being places for water to accumulate
safely in times of flooding. The community forest will
also need to adapt to the changing climate.

Figure 32. Climate change projections from Langley's Climate Action Strategy
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The Future of Hybrid Landscapes
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A changing climate calls for reconsideration of standard approaches to tree planting
that are commonly seen along urban boulevards. Hybrid landscapes consider
individual urban landscapes within a larger shared ecosystem and can address
challenges with impervious surfaces. They present an opportunity to sustain tree
health for future climate projections by incorporating design that is self-sustaining
and require little maintenance, through capturing and filtering stormwater runoff
while providing water to trees and vegetation. Examples such as green walls,
bioswales, rain gardens, and stormwater retention ponds can be found throughout
the Township (Figure 33). The bioswales established throughout Willoughby (Figure
34) are one example of a hybrid landscape approach enacted in the Township.
Continuing to design and implement ingenious planting designs in the public realm
steers the Township towards a climate resilient community forest.

Figure 33. Examples of hybrid landscapes found throughout the Township (top left green wall, top right bioretention pond, bottom
left roundabout rain garden, bottom right planting bed
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Components of a Bioswale
Location: Willoughby
Select drought tolerant &
pest resistant trees

Hardy shrubs provide
habitat and capture runoff

Impervious
Surface
Captures and stores
stormwater runoff

Shallow rock bed treats
stormwater runoff from
impervious surfaces

Pervious
surface

Figure 34. Components of a bioswale in
Willoughby
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Land Surface Temperature (June 30, 2021)
Coolest

NW Industrial
Northwest
Langley

Hottest

Walnut Grove

Fort Langley

Willoughby

Willowbrook

Gloucester
Murrayville

Brookswood
/ Fernridge

Aldergrove

Figure 35. Hottest spots in the Township of Langley on June 30th, 2021

The Urban Heat Island Effect
Heat waves can be deadly for vulnerable populations at risk for heat-related illnesses,
such as heat stroke. Many factors including age, income, accessibility to cool place (e.g.,
trees), and type of housing all play a role in the level of vulnerability to heat events.
During the recent June and July 2021 heatwaves, the Coroner’s Service reported that
more than 595 people died as a result of the extreme heat in British Columbia, including
23 in Langley, the fifth-highest rate in BC33. Figure 35 shows Land Surface Temperature
from USGS Landsat 8 data, showing the hottest spots in Langley on June 30, 2021. The
urban heat island effect, whereby urban areas with dense concentrations of pavement,
buildings and other surfaces are warmer than surrounding rural and natural areas, is
evident in Langley’s urban areas.
Community Forest Management Strategy | Challenges and opportunities
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Climate change also carries risks for the community
forest. Warmer, drier summers are expected to
result in increasing moisture stress and declining
tree health in some species. Milder winters are
anticipated to favour pests and diseases, which
may increase the risk of outbreaks causing tree
mortality. This is particularly true if trees are already
stressed from extreme climate (e.g., heat stress).
More extreme weather events, such as heavy wet
snowfalls, ice storms and windstorms may also
increase damage to trees. Longer growing seasons
and milder winters are likely to increase the range
of plants that can grow successfully in Langley but
may also increase the length of drought periods that
plants must tolerate.
The health of native and ornamental trees in the
community forest will be tested - some will be
tolerant or even thrive under future conditions,
while others, including many of our native trees,
are expected to decline. Our region is already
experiencing the decline of western redcedar from
drought related mortality.

E.1

The best way to ensure that the community forest is
well adapted to future climate is to grow healthy and
resilient trees in good planting sites with adequate
soil volume, good water infiltration, sufficient
drainage, and to protect trees and forests from
disturbance as best as is possible. Future species
selection will need to consider diversity and drought
tolerance through the planting of climate adapted
species in urban areas, as well as exploring native
seed-stock adapted to drought conditions from
other regions. Protection of landscapes that may
form climate refugia for important native species will
also need to be prioritized.
The Township’s Climate Action Strategy included
several actions and targets relevant to the
community forest and each of these have
been either addressed or are supported in the
actions recommended in the Community Forest
Management Strategy. This Strategy will prioritize
maintaining a healthy natural environment to
mitigate and adapt to climate change using
strategies and targets to:

Relevant Strategies

Relevant Targets

•

Establish canopy cover targets in policy

•

Prioritize tree planting equitably for climate
mitigation and adaptation

Increase Township canopy cover to 31% by
2050

•
•

Plant more robust trees to meet community
forest canopy cover targets
Improve planting site construction
standards for streetscapes and
development

•

Retain significant trees and natural assets
successfully during development

•

Improve tree population resilience and
climate hazard response planning

•

Township planting site vacancy rate less
than 5% annually

•

Township tree replacement at 1:1 annually

•

No more than 5% of any individual species, 10% of any genus and 15% of any
family

The actions related to these strategies are listed in Section 8.
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Western redcedar Drought-related Decline
Western redcedar (Thuja plicata) is a culturally significant shade-tolerant native tree
found along Canada’s Pacific coast and generally more resistant to pest and disease.
Adapted to moister soil environments, its distribution throughout British Columbia
mirrors those with high annual precipitation such as coastal and interior forests.
As the climate warms and the length of drought events are projected to increase,
western redcedar is vulnerable to changes in hydrologic regimes, as well as influences
from nearby changes in land use. Symptoms of decline can be observed by crown
thinning, top dieback, and yellowing foliage. Patterns of decline have been observed
in recent years within the Township of Langley and province-wide. A record 138,826
hectares of forest have been effected by drought related mortality throughout British
Columbia in the past three years34. Climate change challenges community forest
planning to reconsider where western redcedar can be retained and planted within
future landscapes.
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7.2. Equity
Not everyone in the community has access to the
same levels of service for the community forest,
nor will everyone experience the impacts of climate
change in the same way. Younger children and older
adults, for example, are more vulnerable to extreme
heat, and lower-income households may not be
able to afford cooling systems. Figure 25 identifies
locations in Langley that had a below average
Tree Equity Score, indicating that these areas have
combinations of high land surface temperature, low
canopy cover relative to the target and vulnerable
populations.

As the Community Forest Management Strategy is
implemented, the Township will prioritize actions
that advance equity in community forest service
delivery. Different measures may be necessary to
ensure fair outcomes across the community. For
instance, priority should be given to funding tree
planting or ecosystem enhancement interventions
or incentives in locations with below average Tree
Equity Scores.
This Strategy will prioritize everyone having
equitable access to nature and community forest
services using strategies and targets to:

Relevant Strategies

Relevant Targets

•

Prioritize tree planting equitably for climate
mitigation and adaptation

•

•

Establish and fund adequate levels of
services for community forest management

•

Partner broadly on Community Forest
Management Strategy implementation

•

Provide incentives to encourage tree
planting and tree care on private land

Increase Tree Equity Scores to 87 (present average) or greater in all Census
Dissemination Areas by 2050

The actions related to these strategies are listed in Section 8.
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7.3. Biodiversity
Biodiversity is a term used to describe the variety of
life on Earth in all its forms and interactions. Healthy
ecosystems are essential to the provision of habitat
and for sustaining natural processes to support a
diversity of life throughout the Township (Figure 37).
Trees play a critical role in supporting high levels of
biodiversity as they provide the framework of habitat
required by many of the species that inhabit the west
coast. Langley’s forests are particularly valued by the
community for the habitat they provide. The most
supported vision for the community forest is centred
around well connected wildlife habitat and high
levels of biodiversity.
Development and agriculture have resulted in
the fragmentation of Langley's original natural
ecosystems (Figure 36). Metro Vancouver's Sensitive
Ecosystem Inventory found that the South Fraser
area contained the highest percentage of the
region's modified ecosystems. These include
freshwater reservoirs, old field, seasonally flooded
agricultural fields, young broadleaf forests, as well
as small patches of young forest. Despite the extent
of modifications, Metro Vancouver's Evaluation of
Regional Ecosystem Connectivity found that forest
patches in between farmland in Langley are some of
the highest ranked patches regionally.
Some of Langley's most sensitive ecosystems are
protected within the Township's municipal park
system, Metro Vancouver's Campbell Valley Regional
Park as well as the riparian corridors protected
by the Township's streamside protection policy.
There are however areas of significant and sensitive
ecosystems that are not under municipal ownership
or otherwise afforded any protections.
The protection of sensitive ecosystems is undeniably
critical for maintaining current levels of biodiversity.
To enhance biodiversity from the current state,
restoration is required of high value habitat areas as
well as corridors to connect them together.
Regional park
forest

Langley has adopted a Development Permit area
to protect streams and their riparian areas. Some
municipalities have created supporting Development
Permit Areas that include other types of sensitive
ecosystems as well as important corridors that
connect them together. A co-benefit of this approach
is that an identified network of high value habitat
can become part of a long-term parks acquisition
strategy and help guide future neighbourhood plans.
We often focus on what is above ground when
thinking about biodiversity. However a vast amount
of living biomass is found below ground, including
plant roots, fungal mycorrhizae, microbia, soil
insects and animals. Recent work by research
Suzanne Simard and others has been exposing
the importance of mycorrhizal fungal networks for
their role facilitating inter-tree communication.
These networks have been found to improve the
health of the whole fore ecosystem by enhancing
understory seedling survival growth, nutrition, and
mycorrhization, improve plant defense chemistry,
and kin selection. Given the importance of soil for
supporting high levels of biodiversity and plant
productivity, as well as its function to filter and store
water, management of soil in urban environments
requires more consideration. Soil removal in Langley
is regulated by the Soil Deposit and Removal Bylaw.
There may be opportunities through this policy to
preserve or reuse native soils in Langley.
Many of Langley's forests and sensitive ecosystems
are located in agricultural areas which make up
75% of the municipality. The Township of Langley
is spearheading a program to assist farmers in
maintaining eco-friendly areas on their lands. The
Ecological Services Initiative (ESI) was created
to help farmers bear the costs of maintaining
the integrity of waterways, forests, and other
ecologically sensitive areas.

Privately-owned
forest

Municipal park
forest

Township forest fragmentation
Figure 36. Spectrum of forests fragmented in the Township
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Securing Greenspace Connectivity
Forest fragmentation is a common challenge in urban areas. One
approach the Township has taken to foster ecological connectivity
within the public realm is by creating greenways. Ecological Greenways
are encouraged in Langley's Wildlife Habitat Conservation Strategy to
connect habitat areas in urban and rural areas while also functioning as
multi-use linear parks for pedestrians and cyclists.
Amenity zoning options, such as, greenway amenity zoning, are applied
in Langley to secure greenways. The Willoughby Greenway Amenity
Zoning Policy is part of the series of Greenway Amenity policies regulated
by the Township. The policies require that developers meet green space
requirements through the implementation of greenways, pocket parks,
and wildlife habitat patches.
A biodiversity conservation strategy should be developed to identify and
recommend policies to protect an interconnected network of natural
areas that conserve ecosystem values and functions.
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This Strategy will prioritize enhancing biodiversity through the protection of connected habitat areas using
strategies and targets to:

Relevant Strategies

Relevant Targets

•

Integrate green infrastructure into
corporate asset management

•

•

Develop a biodiversity conservation
strategy

•

Retain significant trees and natural assets
successfully during development

•

Partner broadly on Community Forest
Management Strategy implementation

•

Provide incentives to encourage tree
planting and tree care on private land

Restore 1 hectare of habitat on Township
property per year

The actions related to these strategies are listed in Section 8.

Figure 37. The Fort to Fort Trail is one example of the Township's rich biodiverse naturalized and planted community
forests.
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What is a biodiversity conservation strategy?
Biodiversity conservation strategies provide long-term plans for ecosystem
protection and restoration. Specifically, they provide a relative measure of
current biodiversity and habitat resources, establish an interconnected network
of protected natural areas that conserve ecosystem values and functions. Targets
are established for the conservation of natural areas and recommendations
are made for policies and procedures. Monitoring programs are established to
measure success using indicator species and natural area metrics. Strategies
can lead to a variety of recommendations for protection and enhancement, such
as land acquisition, and establishing environmental development permit areas
for habitat protection. In the Lower Mainland, the City of Vancouver and City
of Surrey have implemented biodiversity strategies with supporting policies to
preserve biodiversity over the long term.

What is a Natural Environment Development Permit Area?
Environmental DPAs are used to protect natural features from the impacts
of construction or land alteration activities They are often used to protect
environmentally sensitive areas including the marine foreshore, watercourses,
wetlands and sensitive terrestrial ecosystems. Environmental DPAs can help
protect trees from development activity by identifying significant forest
stands and enforcing design guidelines to protect them. Environmental DPAs
can be designed to require that identified forested areas be protected and, if
degraded, restored or enhanced as a requirement of a development application.
Environmental DPAs can be designed to work with, or independently of, a tree
bylaw.
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7.4. Forest Health
Maintaining a healthy tree population is essential
for having a community forest that maximizes the
beneficial ecosystem services it provides. Tree
mortality rates should be as low as possible to
maintain a stable tree population and avoid the
costs and carbon emissions associated with frequent
replacements. Individual trees should be healthy
to avoid the costs and carbon emissions associated
with pruning, watering or other treatments to reduce
stress. Tree diversity should be managed to address
the potential risks of large-scale tree mortality from
pests and diseases.
Maximizing tree life expectancy is the most costeffective way of maximizing benefits and minimizing
costs. In urban street tree populations, annual
mortality rates typically range from approximately
3.5–5.1% (Roman & Scatena, 2011). While the
research on urban tree mortality rates is limited,
some findings suggest that it is young tree mortality,
rather than the loss of mature trees, that drives
urban tree population cycles (Roman, et al., 2013;
Richards, 1979). The reason for this finding is that
large trees are typically in the landscape for a very
long time (~50-150 years) and are removed as
individuals reach the end of their safe useful life
expectancy, possibly decades apart. By comparison,
young trees or smaller, short-lived species need to be
replaced much more frequently (e.g., within 3 to 30
years of planting) and therefore drive replacement
needs. By that logic, a community forest comprised
mostly of long-lived, resilient species and with low
young tree mortality should have the most stable
tree population (excluding pest and disease or
extreme weather-related mortality events).
Declines in tree health, other than those related
to age, are typically due to stressors like drought,
storm damage, pests and disease and construction
damage. At the end of their lives, trees naturally

enter the mortality spiral; stress however hastens
this transition. Scheduling regular maintenance
throughout an urban tree’s life is important for
maintaining a healthy urban tree population,
maximizing tree life spans, and managing potential
risks. Pruning early in a tree’s life promotes good
branch structure, reducing the potential for branch
breakage problems to develop as the tree matures
and avoiding the costs and risks associated with
those failures. Regular maintenance comes at a
cost but, by extending the lifespan of trees in the
landscape, maximizes the benefits returned by each
tree and reduces the cost of premature tree removal
and replacement.
Soil quality, especially in highly-urban areas, can
be a limiting factor for younger tree survivorship.
Soils are also important for sequestering and storing
Carbon. Exploring amendments to poor soils using
engineered soils can be an effective way to improve
the structure, function, and long-term health of soil;
biochar as a soil amendment is gaining popularity
due to its ability to absorb leached pollutants such
as heavy metals, improve moisture and nutrient
retention, and helps reduce carbon emissions by
facilitating the sequestration of carbon25,26,27.
Several pests and diseases can cause widespread
tree mortality. Existing species of concern to
Langley are Douglas-fir bark beetle, birch leaf minor,
Armillaria root disease and gypsy moth. Maintaining
tree health, proactive tree maintenance, species
selection and monitoring for emerging pests and
disease are important for preventing large-scale tree
mortality. Diversity in the community forest in urban
areas can help mitigate the threat of pests, many
of which are species or genus specific. In Langley,
25% of urban trees belong to the maple genus
(Acer), leaving a large portion of the tree population
vulnerable to pests of maples.
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This Strategy will prioritize urban tree health using strategies and targets to:

Relevant Strategies

Relevant Targets

•

Integrate green infrastructure into corporate asset
management

•

Less than 1.5% urban tree
mortality per year

•

Plant more robust trees to meet community forest
canopy cover targets

•

Street tree pruning cycle 5 – 7
years

•

Establish and fund adequate levels of services for
community forest management

•

Park tree pruning cycle 10 -12
years

•

Proactively improve tree population resilience and
climate hazard response planning

•

Young tree pruning cycle 3 years
for first 3 cycles

•

Develop tree risk management policy and
procedures

•

No more than 5% of any species,
10% of any genus and 15% of
any family

The actions related to these strategies are listed in Section 8.

Figure 38. Decline in tree health can be attributed to age and/or one or more contributing stressors, such as drought, storm
damage, pests and disease, or construction damage.
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The Importance of the Understory and Forest Floor
The understory and forest floor found below the tree canopy are key structural
components of the Township's natural forest stands. They include understory
plants and moss, humus and organic matter, decaying wood, fungi, soils and soil
invertebrates that play a role in the natural processes that occur in healthy forest
ecosystems. Figure 39 below shows some common components of the forest layers
- each individual component is linked and effect the growth and health of the trees
within the forest ecosystem - for example, mycorrhizal fungi provide trees with
nutrients and water, in exchange for sugars and food they can't make themselves.

Figure 39. Example of the understory and forest floor
including primary components that contribute to the overall
community forest structure and health
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7.5. Development and Urbanization
Langley has been growing rapidly, both through
“greenfield” development in the urban growth
boundary and through the densification of existing
community areas. New development can result
in both community forest net gains (e.g., where
trees are added to what was agricultural fields)
and net losses (e.g., where native forest is cleared).
Development of new subdivisions often involves
the removal of existing trees because sites are
extensively graded to meet drainage requirements.
Densification of suburban areas can often result in
the transfer of tree canopy cover from private to
public land, as trees on large lots are removed to
make way for houses and are replaced along streets
and in new parks.
It is a reality of development, whether building new
homes or replacing old homes, that there will be
conflicts with trees in the landscape. In the case of
forest stands, the trees have grown up in groups and
often cannot be retained alone due to windthrow
risks. Conventional suburban development is
not conducive to tree retention, as it involves the
stripping of soil from sites, substantial re-grading
and installation of underground services, and
redirecting flows of water into pipes and storm
drains. Even where retained through development,
remnant trees often succumb to these dramatic
growing environment changes, as well as increased
exposure to wind and direct sun. Not all existing
trees and forests could be made suitable for
retention during development. Development policies
can however utilize tree retention and replacement
as a means of achieving the outcomes envisioned for
the community.
The Township of Langley has a three-tiered planning
structure that is instrumental in guiding how its
community forest will evolve with development.
Langley’s Official Community Plan provides the
overarching vision for Langley as a “community of
communities” and the policies which govern the

E.1
Township as such. Community plans set out the
vision, guiding principles, and detailed policies for
specific areas of the Township. Neighbourhood
plans are then completed for some areas
before development can occur. These plans are
implemented through tools such as the Zoning
Bylaw, the Subdivision and Development Servicing
Bylaw, and Development Permit Areas.
Development policies play a major role in
regulating the Township’s community forest. For
example, some community plans prioritize cluster
development to enable the protection of a network
of significant tree patches, conservation areas and
other green infrastructure. Specific areas for cluster
development and conservation are then identified
in neighbourhood plans before development can
occur. The Township’s Subdivision and Development
Servicing Bylaw is geared towards preserving high
value, mature trees during the development process
and requiring replacement of 30 trees per acre on
private land, in addition to new street trees and
trees retained in parklands. The Subdivision and
Development Servicing Bylaw also includes the soil
volume and boulevard requirements for new trees.
However, developments with extensive impervious
surface coverage are often unable to accommodate
30 trees per acre.
The Township has a comprehensive policy structure
in place to guide tree protection, retention and
replacement but there are still opportunities
to improve community forest outcomes and
encourage low impact development by adjusting
development policy provisions. For example,
requiring consolidated planting areas or buffer
planting areas could be contemplated for the
private realm to improve accommodation of trees
on-site in developments with extensive impervious
surface coverage. When this is not possible, a larger
boulevard or greenway area should be secured to
provide canopy from the adjacent public realm.

What is low impact development?
Low impact development is one approach cities can employ to restore ecological function by utilizing
green infrastructure approaches that recreate natural processes most effective across a broad scale35.
Examples of approaches include installing permeable pavements, rain gardens, and bioswales.
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This Strategy will prioritize improving outcomes for the community forest during development using
strategies and targets to:

Relevant Strategies

Relevant Targets

•

Establish canopy cover targets in policy

•

•

Share accountability and success for community forest
management across the Township organization

•

Develop a biodiversity conservation strategy

•

Improve planting site construction standards for
streetscapes and development

•

Strengthen tree protection and replacement standards
for development

•

Retain significant trees and natural assets successfully
during development

E.1

Increase Township canopy
cover to a minimum of 30%
in the Urban Containment
Boundary by 2050.

The actions related to these strategies are listed in Section 8.

Providing adequate planting areas for canopy to grow
When impervious surface cover is high on private land, the public realm can
compensate if planting areas are secured in greenways or on wide boulevards. The
examples below show two examples for securing planting space in the public realm to
replace and grow canopy cover with development:
Left: Walnut Grove
in 1994 with planting
1994
2018
areas secured in public
greenways and boulevards
right: 2018 canopy growth.
Note the light green depicts
2018 tree canopy.

2001

2018

Left: 216 St and 89 Ave
before subdivision of forest
right: 2018 with boulevard
street trees and grouped
trees planted around
retention pond.
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Actions that apply to development sites

This Strategy sets several key actions that will apply specifically to development sites in the Township.
The actions (detailed further in section eight) that will specifically address regulation of development sites
include:
•

Biodiversity conversation strategy (Action 4A)
to recommend policies and procedures including
development of a Natural Environment
Development Permit Area (Action 4C)

•

Township tree policy and operational guidelines
for Township operations, including public works
and capital projects, and development to require
valuation and compensation for Township trees
(Action 2A), and to integrate tree protection and
replacement requirements into contracts and
holdbacks (Action 2B)

•

Streamside Protection and Enhancement
Development Permit Area guidelines will be
reviewed (Action 4D) for species selection

•

Zoning Bylaw and development permit
guidelines to establish permeability targets and
continuous growing area to support medium
to large trees in new developments (Action 7A).
In low to medium density zones, a minimum
percentage of pervious area will be required and
where feasible, underground parking will be set
back from the property line.

•

•

•

During rezoning, require water services for
boulevard trees under hard surfaced areas
(except single-family parcels) (Action 7C).
An incentive program to leverage soil volume
outcomes to support larger trees and green
infrastructure stormwater management
outcomes for public realm tree planting with
development (Action 7G).
Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw
Schedule I updated to align with the Climate
Action Strategy, Community Forest Management
Strategy, and Tree Protection Bylaw (Action 8A).
Updates should at a minimum align the Tree

Protection Bylaw protected tree size with the
Significant Tree definition, enable requirements
for windfirm assessments, improve arborist
reporting requirements, and incorporate credits
for retaining large trees or installing green
infrastructure such as green roofs or soil cells.
•

Tree planting locations will be required to submit
with a tree replacement plan and spatial
coordinates of planted trees upon confirmation
of planting in the Subdivision Development and
Servicing Bylaw and the Tree Protection Bylaw
(Action 8B).

•

Increasing cash-in-lieu requirements in
the Subdivision and Development Servicing
Bylaw and the Tree Protection Bylaw will be
considered (Action 8D) and a staff position for a
Development Arborist (Action 8F)

•

A Natural Environment Development Permit
Area to protect the green infrastructure network
and other areas of biodiversity concern (Action
9D)

•

Opportunities for incentives to encourage low
impact development designs (Action 9B)

•

Opportunities to improve tree retention on
development sites and re-use of native soil,
particularly in new parkland or greenway
amenity locations (Action 9D)

•

Options for private land incentives such as
stormwater utility tax credits, development
incentives, grant programs, or rebates (Action
15A)

•

Communications material to inform permit
applicants about changes to the Tree Protection
Bylaw (Action 15D)
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Tree Density Requirements

The Township has requirements to regulate the growth of the community forest
through the Zoning Bylaw and Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw. The
Zoning Bylaw requires one tree planted per six parking stalls in a minimum of 10
cubic meters of growing medium or 40 cubic meters of structural soil. The Township's
Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw requires 30 replacement
trees per acre
Lorem ipsum
on all development sites - mature tree retention contributes to the greatest canopy
cover (Figure 40). Replacement trees must be 50% native conifers and a credit of three
trees is granted for each retained significant tree.

Confirm development
assumptions and plant
at 74/ha

30 trees per acre = 74 trees per hectare
At maturity, 74 small trees per hectare represents 19% canopy cover
~25 m2
per tree
At maturity, 74 medium trees per hectare represents 37% canopy cover
~50 m2
per tree
At maturity, 74 large trees per hectare represents 74% canopy cover
~100 m2
per tree

Figure 40. Approximate canopy contribution of trees by age of maturity in relation
to the 30 tree minimum.

Examples of properties that meet the 30 tree minimum
*Tree counts and minimum met are general estimates due to the overestimation of trees using LiDAR data.

Low canopy - Small trees

Lot size: .09 acres
Trees required to
meet target: 3
Estimated canopy
cover: 8%
Land use: Single
family residential

Lot size: 0.4 acres
Trees required to
meet target: 12
Estimated
canopy cover:
35%
Medium canopy - Medium trees Land use: Single
family residential

Lot size: 2.37 acres
Trees required to meet target: 71
Estimated canopy cover: 65%
Land use: Agriculture
High canopy - Mature trees
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Mature Tree and Forest Stand Retention
With increasing densification and urbanization, forest stand retention is
often limited to narrow strips and small forest pockets during development.
Lacking the protection of surrounding trees, narrow forest stands can be
subject to windthrow during heavy storm events and declining health due to
changes in surrounding soils and hydrology. When retaining stands of trees,
windthrow potential must be considered and disturbance limited to protect
edge trees. Retention of a stand of mature trees often requires a width of
30 metres or more depending on tree height and the location of windfirm
'anchor' trees that have a lower likelihood of windthrow and can protect the
trees inside the stand.
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7.6. Stewardship
Our whole community participates in and benefits
from stewardship of the community forest, which
will be cherished for generations to come.
Stewardship described here refers to activities
undertaken by individuals and organizations to
protect, monitor, restore and advocate for the
natural environment, whether it be on public
or private land. Stewards include traditional
environmental non-profits such as Streamkeepers
and naturalist organizations, but may also include
any individual working towards nature protection
and enhancement goals on their own land, no
matter the size. Successful implementation of the
Community Forest Management Strategy falls in
the hands of all community members and depends
on actors across varying levels to stewards of the
community forest.
Interest in stewardship participation is increasing
with one study finding 58% of Canadians became
more interested in engaging in stewardship activities
within natural spaces during the pandemic28. The
stewardship sector has initiated, secured capital and
project managed a number of significant restoration
activities in Langley including:
•

•

Arboretum & Botanical Society of Langley
- the Arboretum and Botanical Society of
Langley (ABSL) was formed to direct the growth
of Derek Doubleday Arboretum. They have
worked with Rotary International, Langley
Environmental Partners Society, Langley City
and the Township of Langley, among others to
construct the various gardens and facilities at
the Arboretum. The Arboretum's theme centres
around the surrounding habitat's floodplain and
highlights trees and plants in the natural wetland
environment with numerous educational
programs29.
Community Arbour Day - Community Arbour
Day has been celebrated in Langley since the
early 2000s, highlighting the importance of the
community forest and providing education to
community members to become stewards of
the forest. The day is the product of Nebraska

resident Julius Sterling Morton’s goal to plant
trees. In 1885, the holiday became legalized, with
word spreading around the world to honor the
importance of trees and communities honoring
the tradition. Commemorative trees are planted
in a new park in the township each year to
acknowledge members of the community who
have left a legacy.
•

Langley Environmental Partners Society
(LEPS) - As a non-profit group, LEPS works
to provide a bridge between the community,
businesses, and government to engage
citizens toward healthy watersheds. The
organization provides numerous activities
including environmental education, community
stewardship, agricultural stewardship, and
habitat restoration. The group coordinates
various initiatives, including the Bertrand Creek
Enhancement Society, which seek to plant trees
and plants along creeks and streams throughout
the community forest.

•

Watershed Enhancement - Langley's
watersheds are actively protected, restored,
and enhanced by seven groups of dedicated
volunteers. Activities vary and can include
riparian enhancement, educational activities,
and fish releases which provide benefits
throughout the region's watersheds. The seven
groups include Bertrand Creek Enhancement
Society, Little Campbell Watershed Society,
Salmon River Enhancement Society, Glen
Valley Watershed Society, Yorkson Watershed
Stewardship Committee, and the Nicomekl
Enhancement Society30.

•

Langley Sustainable Agriculture Foundation
(LFSAF) – LFSAF is partnership with the
Township of Langley to run the Langley ESI pilot
project, a farmer-led program offering financial
incentives to agricultural producers who
contribute to a healthy ecosystem. Encouraging
local producers to contribute to clean water
supply, erosion control, pest management, and
habitat preservation creates sustainable food
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production industry that benefits everyone. The
program also helps the Township achieve its
sustainability objectives.
The stewardship sector currently plays an important
role in advising private landowners of community
forest management opportunities and encouraging
community advocacy for Langley’s community
forest. With this Strategy, the stewardship sector is

E.1

well positioned to continue to play a lead role in the
garnering support for community forest initiatives
and providing educational tools to help build
stewardship capacity within the general public.
This Strategy will ensure the whole community
participates in and benefits from stewardship of the
community forest using strategies and targets to:

Relevant Strategies

Relevant Targets

•

Share accountability and success for community
forest management across the Township
organization

•

•

Develop and implement a communications and
stewardship plan

•

Partner broadly on Community Forest
Management Strategy implementation

•

Provide incentives to encourage tree planting and
tree care on private land

•

Strengthen tree protection and replacement
standards for development

•

Retain significant trees and natural assets
successfully during development

Increase customer
satisfaction with public
education and stewardship
opportunities above 50%

The actions related to these strategies are listed in Section 8.
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7.7. Reconciliation
The Township of Langley, through its Sustainability
Charter, seeks to lead with responsible
custodianship and a respect for the land in effort to
build a livable, healthy, and happy community. The
arrival of European settlers in the 1800s changed
Langley’s native landscapes dramatically. The largescale conversion of native forest to agriculture and
to the present-day mix of native and non-native
landscapes has impacted local First Nations access
and experiences within their traditional territory.
The Township continues to explore and learn more

about reconciliation and is committed to working
together with local First Nations to identify culturally
appropriate ways to use community forestry to
support reconciliation, enhance or restore cultural
value connected to treed landscapes and to adapt
the community forest to climate change.
This Strategy will support working towards
reconciliation and maintaining connections to
culture for Coast Salish people (particularly the
Katzie, Kwantlen, Matsqui, and Semiahmoo First
Nations), using strategies and targets to:

Relevant Strategies

Relevant Targets

•

Develop and implement a
communications and stewardship plan

•

•

Partner broadly on Community Forest
Management Strategy implementation

Increase customer satisfaction with public
education and stewardship opportunities
above 50%

The actions related to these strategies are listed in Section 8.
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What can you do to
contribute?
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Wondering how you can contribute to the Township's healthy community forest? Here are five
steps you can take to foster a healthy community forest in your yard:

1
2
3

1. Swap grass with drought tolerant ground cover - swapping out grass, including astro-turf,
with a non-invasive ground cover to preserve an open landscape is one of the best changes you
can make for preserving soil health around trees. Grass removes available moisture from other
plantings including trees in your soil, is prone to invasive pests such as the Chafer beetle, and
depletes long term soil structure. Metro Vancouver provides a growgreen guide to design your
space and choose plants for eco-friendly lawns and gardens. If you choose to maintain a lawn
around your tree, keep the turf away from the tree and prevent mechanical damage to the trunk
by avoiding mowing or weed eating near the base of the tree.
2. Plant trees to ISA standards36 - when establishing a young tree, following appropriate planting
methods is critical. Trees should be planted in a hole 2-3 times wider than the root ball with the
trunk flare visible above ground. Remove burlap or wire baskets to prevent constriction of roots
and lift the tree by the root ball and not the trunk. The same soil should be filled back into the
hole, being careful not to compact the soil. Water the tree deeply and avoid any fertilizations
unless a soil test concludes an amendment should be made. Mulch the tree with a 2-3 inch layer
of coarse wood chip mulch, making sure not to pile up against the trunk ( see mulch 'volcano').
3. Select climate resilient trees - Metro Vancouver has developed a list of suitable urban trees for
a changing climate in the region. Selecting a suitable or very suitable species such as the native
Arbutus tree (Arbutus menziesii) or Garry oak (Quercus garryana) from the list can promote tree
longevity and biodiversity in your yard. Avoid planting tree species with invasive qualities and
consider selecting a pollinator friendly species.

4

4. Monitor tree health - After initial planting, water your trees in dry periods and keep an eye out
for changes in foliage or stem damage that may indicate pests or disease. If you have concerns
about the health of your tree, you can contact an ISA certified arborist to conduct a tree health
assessment and provide advice for management. Tree health can also be reported to citizen
science monitoring programs, such as the Forest Health Watch's i-naturalist mapping program
which allows users to upload observations of tree pests and pathogens to contribute to larger
studies.

5

5. Regular tree maintenance - Tree pruning can help to promote good structure and avoid
problems developing as the tree ages. There are various pruning techniques to achieve a desired
purpose and the ISA provides general guidelines to follow. The most harmful practice to avoid is
topping (cutting large branches from the top of the tree to stubs) which places significant stress
on a tree and increases the risk of decay or weakened branches when the stems regrow from
stubs37. Contact an ISA Certified Arborist if you need help pruning your tree.
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Select climate
adapted tree species

Prune as
needed &
water regularly
in the summer

Example of a mulch
volcano

Water with a
hose for up to
10 minutes, fill
a water bag or
water for an hour
using a soaker
hose

2-3 inch layer of mulch with
coarse wood chips
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7.8. Community forestry Program Levels of Service
Langley’s community forestry program is led by
Parks Operations who provide a wide variety
of services to the public and to other Township
departments related to the management of trees,
trails, and natural areas. The main areas of work
undertaken by Parks Operations are described
in Table 7. Core tasks and service gaps in the
Township's community forestry program". Core
tasks and service gaps in the Township's community
forestry program" on page 76.
There is a growing gap between the levels of service
previously maintained by Parks Operations staff
and the Township’s community forestry operating

budgets. This gap is, in large part, due to the
addition of the Tree Protection Bylaw to the Parks
Operation portfolio. However, climate change is
also expected to increase costs for tree removals,
watering, storm response. In addition, this Strategy
will address service gaps in relation to inspections
and proactive tree pruning, which will have budget
implications.
This Strategy will prioritize levels of service to
achieve healthy urban trees and natural forest
ecosystems on Township lands on using strategies
and targets to:

Relevant Strategies

Relevant Targets

•

•

Increase customer satisfaction above 50%

•

Respond to and classify service requests
within 5 business days

•

Street tree pruning cycle 5 – 7 years

•

Park tree pruning cycle 10 -12 years

•

Young tree pruning cycle 3 years for first 3
cycles

•

Proactively improve tree population
resilience and climate hazard response
planning

Less than 1.5% urban tree mortality per
year

•

Township planting site vacancy rate less
than 5% annually

Develop tree risk management policy and
procedures

•

Township tree replacement at 1:1 annually

•

Restore 1 hectare of habitat on Township
property per year

•

Inspect tree risk along all trails annually

Share accountability and success for
community forest management across the
Township organization

•

Integrate green infrastructure into
corporate asset management

•

Prioritize tree planting equitably for climate
mitigation and adaptation

•
•

•

Establish and fund adequate levels of
services for community forest management

The actions related to these strategies are listed in Section 8.
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The Derek Doubleday Arboretum
Derek Doubleday Arboretum was designed along the Nicomekl River with an "intent
to recognize and celebrate the unique history, culture and natural features" through
growing a "tree collection31." Derek Doubleday Arboretum has evolved over the past
decade to be much more. Visitors can walk the 1km loop while learning about everything
from green roof construction to growing beets! The Arboretum contains a willow garden
with species selected for crafting ability, bird garden, rhododendron garden, dyer's
garden, rose garden, and demonstration garden32. Multiple planting efforts have been
undertaken by the community at the Arboretum, including the Walk to Remember
planting memorial and additional tree groves established in 2011.
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Table 7. Core tasks and service gaps in the Township's community forestry program

Core Task

Program administration

Tree pruning

Tree removals

Conservation areas tree
work

Tree planting

Miscellaneous tree work
Watering

Description

Approximate
% of Operating
Budget

Service Gap

Includes budgeting, Council
reporting, hiring, contract
management, safety, equip5%
ment procurement, strategic
planning, work planning and
supervision, inspections
Street trees inspected every
three-years for clearance and
30%
pruning is implemented over a
three-year period
Trees removed due to risk, poor
health or when necessary due
15%
to Township works

Pruning for health and structure should be occurring
on a pruning cycle of 5-7 years for street trees and 1012 years for park trees. Young trees should be pruned
on a 3 year cycle for the first 15 years after planting
The number of tree removals required each year in
forests is expected to grow due to the impacts of
climate change and summer moisture stress

Trees pruned or remove to
manage risk

10%

There is no proactive inspection of trails or stand
edges

From cash-inlieu

There is no planting in established neighbourhoods,
only with new development. The program budget is
at capacity with the new trees presently being added.
Increased natural area planting is expected to be
required to meet restoration targets and for climate
adaptation.

8%

Lack of inventory of grates, pits, lifted sidewalks and
lack of budget to address issues

Trees planted in parks or in
streets (1,100 – 2,500 per year)
Includes root barriers, tree
grate or tree pit maintenance
and so on
Trees are watered for the first 3
years after planting

12%

Service requests

Staff respond to around 1,200
service requests from the
public per year

11%

Pest control

Aphid management

1%

Storm response

Emergency tree pruning,
removal and debris disposal

Variable (1-5%)

Tree protection bylaw
administration

Reviewing, issuing and
enforcing approximately 600
tree permits per year

7% for 2021

Inventory

Inventories of tree assets
including trees, tree grates and
planting sites

Not budgeted

Staff do not have adequate time to undertake
strategic planning or proactive inspection programs
(e.g., trails, pruning, tree grates etc.)

The period over which watering is required has been
lengthening and is expected to increase to 5 years
The backlog of service requests has grown from 10
to 300 since tree protection bylaw administration
was added to staff workloads, and response times
for non-urgent services requests have grown from 1
week to 6 to 8 weeks
Presently there is no gap but climate change is expected to increase the likelihood of pest and disease
outbreaks
Storm incidents are anticipated to increase in
frequency and severity and the lack of pruning for
health and structure may mean more trees are damaged
The introduction of the tree bylaw added 1,600 hours
of staff time in its first year, and that is expected to
grow in 2022. Staff resources have been redirected
from program administration and service requests.
The inventory does not contain tree size information,
or information on non-tree planting assets (e.g., pits,
grates)
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What could restoration look like?
There are various pathways toward restoring vulnerable community forest
areas, particularly natural areas of native forests. Restoration practices could
include selecting native planting of willows to re-stabilize banks and prevent
further soil erosion, removal of invasive species to assist growth of young native
saplings, or identifying pockets for rewilding using native conifers that will
sustain long-term ecological function with little to no maintenance intervention.
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8. Goals, Strategies and actions
The purpose of Langley’s Community Forest Management Strategy is to achieve the 30-year
vision:

Our community forest supports abundant biodiversity
and connected wildlife habitat throughout the Township
of Langley. Healthy urban trees, soils, and natural forest
ecosystems support the vital ecosystem processes and
habitats that sustain Langley’s natural heritage.
Our forests also provide easy access to nature and
abundant recreation opportunities that improve the
health and well-being of our residents. Langley’s
community forest is locally and regionally recognized

as a vital asset for local biodiversity, for maintaining
connections to culture for Coast Salish people
(particularly the Katzie, Kwantlen, Matsqui, and
Semiahmoo First Nations), and for maintaining a
healthy natural environment to mitigate and adapt to
climate change.
Our whole community participates in and benefits from
stewardship of the community forest, which will be
cherished for generations to come.

Five goals and associated strategies will guide the Township’s work towards achieving the vision:
1. PLAN for a more connected and climate resilient network of trees and natural assets
•
•
•
•

Establish canopy cover targets in policy
Share accountability and success for community forest management across the Township organization
Integrate green infrastructure into corporate asset management
Develop a biodiversity conservation strategy

2. Grow the community forest equitably and sustainably by planting more trees
•
•
•

Prioritize tree planting equitably for climate mitigation and adaptation
Plant more robust trees to meet community forest canopy cover targets
Improve planting site construction standards for streetscapes and development

3. PROTECT the community forest to retain more trees and natural assets during development
•
•

Strengthen tree protection and replacement standards
Retain significant trees and natural assets successfully during development

4. MANAGE trees to maintain a safer and healthier community forest
•
•
•

Establish and fund adequate levels of services for community forest management
Proactively improve tree population resilience and climate hazard response planning
Develop tree risk management policy and procedures

5. ENGAGE citizens to increase participation in community forest stewardship.
•
•
•

Develop and implement a communications and stewardship plan
Partner broadly on Community Forest Management Strategy implementation
Provide incentives to encourage tree planting and tree care on private land
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GOAL #1: PLAN FOR A MORE CONNECTED AND CLIMATE
RESILIENT NETWORK OF TREES AND NATURAL ASSETS

Strategies and detailed actions
Strategy 1. Establish canopy cover targets in policy
Action 1A. Adopt 2050 canopy cover targets for the Township, Urban Containment Boundary and
by community.
Action 1B. Establish canopy cover targets for park classes.
Action 1C. Incorporate targets into all new Community Plans and Neighbourhood Plan Bylaws
and include associated ecosystem services targets for Carbon sequestration and storage,
rainwater interception and air pollution removal.
Action 1D. Re-measure LiDAR derived Township-wide canopy cover polygons every 5 years
to update canopy cover targets, and review and update the Community Forest Management
Strategy every 10 years .
Action 1E. Explore the potential to adopt the 3-30-300 target for neighbourhoods (3 trees visible
from every home, 30% canopy cover and every home a maximum of 300 m from green space).
Strategy 2. Share accountability and success for community forest management across the
Township organization
Action 2A. Develop Township tree policy and operational guidelines concerning tree removal,
replacement, tree valuation and compensation, establishment (i.e., planting), maintenance,
protection, and risk assessment to apply to Township trees impacted by construction.
Action 2B. Integrate Township tree protection and replacement requirements into contracts and
holdbacks related to public works and capital projects.
Action 2C. Create an interdepartmental working group to support implementation of the
Community Forest Management Strategy.
Action 2D. Prepare an annual report to communicate progress on managing identified service
gaps in the Urban Forestry system and progress made on implementing the Community Forest
Management Strategy.
Action 2E. Explore Federal Government climate adaptation funding options to support
implementation of the Community Forest Management Strategy.
Action 2F. Pursue designation as a ‘Tree City’ through the Tree Cities of the World program to
recognize the Township’s commitment to caring for its trees and forests.
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GOAL #1: PLAN FOR A MORE CONNECTED AND CLIMATE
RESILIENT NETWORK OF TREES AND NATURAL ASSETS

Strategies and detailed actions
Action 2G. Create a new standing committee or Tree Protection Advisory Committee to review the
goals, linkages, and iterative opportunities to enhance the CFMS on an annual reporting basis.
Strategy 3. Integrate green infrastructure into corporate asset management
Action 3A. Inventory and map the Township’s green infrastructure network and natural assets
on both private and public lands, including street trees and native forest corridors. Identify
opportunities for tree planting on vacant or underutilized planting sites on public land.
Action 3B. Inventory public natural assets to better evaluate their condition and to determine
their replacement value in an effort to have these features considered in the Township’s Asset
Management Strategy.
Strategy 4. Develop a biodiversity conservation strategy
Action 4A. Develop a biodiversity conservation strategy to:

i. Update measures of the Langley's biodiversity and habitat resources (e.g., Township's 2008 Wildlife
Habitat Strategy, sensitive ecosystem inventory data etc.).
ii. Establish an interconnected network of ecological greenways, protected open space and natural areas
that conserves ecosystem values and functions in consideration of recent connectivity modelling by
Metro Vancouver.
iii. Set conservation targets for natural areas and indicators species.
iv. Recommend policies and procedures, including the development of a Natural Environment
Development Permit Area, stewardship incentives, and guidelines for climate adaptation of native
ecosystems.
v. Prioritize Township owned and managed natural areas for enhancement in line with adaptation
objectives.
vi. Establish a monitoring plan for biodiversity indicators to measure success over time.
vii. Provide a 10 year implementation plan with budget and resourcing estimates.

Action 4B. Develop native forest management plans for Township owned and managed natural
areas including site-level adaptation plans to replace dead/dying early successional stands with
long-lived later successional and climate adapted species in both the overstory and understory.
Create site-level enhancement plans to restore natural forest ecosystems degraded due to
invasive species, erosion or other damaging agents with the goal of restoring at least 1 hectare of
land per year.
Action 4C. Develop a new Natural Environment Development Permit Area to include the green
infrastructure network and other areas of strategic biodiversity concern (separate from the
existing Streamside Protection and Enhancement Development Permit Areas).
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GOAL #2: GROW THE COMMUNITY FOREST EQUITABLY
AND SUSTAINABLY BY PLANTING MORE TREES

Strategies and detailed actions
Action 4D. Review Streamside Protection and Enhancement Development Permit Area (DPA)
guidelines for species selection in relation to future climate.
Strategy 5. Prioritize tree planting equitably for climate mitigation and adaptation
Action 5A. Expand the Township tree planting program to plant trees in established
neighbourhood areas with the lowest tree equity scores, and enabling the use of cash-in-lieu to
fund expanded tree planting on public land.
Action 5B. Develop 10-year community planting plans to guide tree planting, prioritization,
and selection across the Township’s public realm in accordance with community adaptation
objectives.
Action 5C. Explore innovative and emerging practices to enhance forests in urban and rural
areas, such as food forests, regenerative agriculture, soil amendments such as biochar, and the
Miyawaki method to establish mini forests.
Strategy 6. Plant more robust trees to meet community forest canopy cover targets
Action 6A. Develop and fund annual targets for new tree planting in streets and parks based on
the 10-year planting plans.
Action 6B. Develop and fund annual targets for the area of forest restored in parks based on the
native forest management plans.
Action 6C. Create new recommended species lists for streets, private lands, landscaped parks,
and streamside restoration areas that incorporate future climate suitability.
Action 6D. Cooperate with the local nursery industry to obtain trees for streets and landscaped
parks that will be well suited to future climate.
Action 6E. Cooperate with local nurseries to grow native species from seeds guided by the
Province's Tree Species Selection Tool (when available) and from seed selected using the
Province's Climate Based Seed Transfer project.
Action 6F. Explore options to trial and monitor new species for climate suitability in the Derek
Doubleday Arboretum.
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GOAL #2: GROW THE COMMUNITY FOREST EQUITABLY
AND SUSTAINABLY BY PLANTING MORE TREES

Strategies and detailed actions
Action 6G. Explore opportunities to require sustainable design elements such as low impact
development approaches, and rainwater harvesting and grey water recycling/reuse systems with
new developments that could be used to water planted vegetation in streets and parks.
Strategy 7. Improve planting site construction standards for streetscapes and development
Action 7A. Review the Zoning Bylaw and development permit guidelines to establish permeability
targets and contiguous growing area to support medium to large trees in new developments
when feasible across all land use types.
Action 7B. Update the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw and Zoning Bylaw to
increase soil volume requirements for street trees:
Tree size

Min. single tree
soil volume
(m3)
8

Small tree canopy spread is up
to 6 m
Medium tree canopy spread is up 20
to 10 m
Large tree canopy spread is
35
greater than 10 m

Min. shared or
irrigated soil
volume (m3)
6
15
30

Action 7C. With rezoning, require water services for boulevard trees under hard surfaced areas
with structural soil mix and in grass boulevards (with the exception of single-family parcels) and
update standard drawings for water services suitable for tree watering.
Action 7D. Update tree installation details to implement low maintenance alternatives to metal
tree grates, such as flexible pavements, mulch, resin bonded surfacing or porous paving, for
surface treatments in hardscape planting locations.
Action 7E. Require alternatives to sod and grass boulevards where appropriate including mulch
and consolidated tree planting areas to reduce the number of tree wells to be maintained.
Action 7F. Improve the inspection and enforcement process for confirming public realm planting
sites that have been constructed per Township requirements for soil volume.
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GOAL #3: PROTECT THE COMMUNITY FOREST TO RETAIN
MORE TREES AND NATURAL ASSETS DURING DEVELOPMENT

Strategies and detailed actions
Action 7G. Explore the potential for an incentive program to use cash-in-lieu funds to leverage
enhanced soil volume outcomes (to support larger tree canopies from fewer trees) and green
infrastructure stormwater management outcomes than are currently required for public realm
tree planting with development.
Strategy 8. Strengthen tree protection and replacement standards
Action 8A. Review and update the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw Schedule I to
improve alignment with the goals and objectives of the Climate Action Strategy, Community
Forest Management Strategy and Tree Protection Bylaw.
Action 8B. Require tree planting locations to be submitted with tree replacement plans and
require spatial coordinates of planted trees upon confirmation of planting in both the Subdivision
Development and Servicing Bylaw and the Tree Protection Bylaw.
Action 8C. Continue to explore the use of Section 219 covenants to register the requirement for
a replacement tree to be planted on title so that homeowners are aware that a tree is required
to be planted and maintained in a specific location on their land when they purchase the newly
developed property.
Action 8D. Consider increasing the cash-in-lieu requirements in the Subdivision and Development
Servicing Bylaw and the Tree Protection Bylaw consistently with the SPEA maintenance period to
also cover 3 years of maintenance given that establishing trees now requires watering for at least
3 years.
Action 8E. Review staffing structure, funding, and position descriptions in Urban Forestry to
ensure adequate staffing levels to adminster the Tree Protection Bylaw and Township tree
protection services, in addition to the staff positions required to implement the Community
Forest Strategy and support the core services of community forestry operations.
Action 8F. Consider creating a staff position for a Development Arborist in Green Infrastructure
Services to provide tree comments for all development related applications and to follow up on
permit compliance during and post-construction.
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GOAL #3: PROTECT THE COMMUNITY FOREST TO RETAIN MORE
TREES AND NATURAL ASSETS DURING DEVELOPMENT

Strategies and detailed actions
Action 8G. Develop standard operating procedures and/or guidelines for staff to apply the
updated Tree Protection Bylaw in a fair and consistent manner and to document bylaw
infractions and prepare reports to support offence notices during the adjudication process.
Action 8H. Establish a staff working group to determine the standards and procedures for tree
protection and document them in the Township Tree Policy and in contract documents.
Strategy 9. Retain significant trees and natural assets successfully during development
Action 9A. Implement a Natural Environment Development Permit Area to protect a green
infrastructure network and other areas of strategic biodiversity concern.
Action 9B. Enable opportunities for incentives to encourage low impact development designs
that either retain high value trees or replace more trees.
Action 9C. For any forested lands being transferred to Township ownership, require a windfirm
assessment by an ISA Certified Arborist with TRAQ or Registered Professional Forester, mitigation
prior to acceptance, monitoring, and a maintenance period.
Action 9D. Explore opportunities to improve the retention and re-use of native soil, when
appropriate, on development sites and particularly in new parkland or greenway amenity
locations.
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GOAL #4: MANAGE TREES TO MAINTAIN A SAFER AND
HEALTHIER COMMUNITY FOREST

Strategies and detailed actions
Action 9E. Explore options such as promissory notes, bonding that includes a maintenance
budget allocation, or longer maintenance periods to require developers to address soil
mitigation, tree risk and invasive species issues (as identified in professional reports) on any lands
including natural or treed areas to be transferred to Township ownership prior to acceptance.
Strategy 10. Establish and fund adequate levels of services for community forest management
Action 10A. Define levels of service targets for inventoried trees and natural area planting and
maintenance operations.
Action 10B. Develop a 5-year asset management and resourcing plan to transition to
recommended community forest management operations service levels.
Action 10C. Work with Township geomatics staff to identify appropriate software to update the
tree inventory to a cloud-based system that can be hosted on GIS and updated in real time in the
field.
Action 10D. Work with Township engineering and public works staff to share information about
locations requiring frequent repair for trip hazards due to trees, and to identify opportunities for
creative solutions to resolve tree root conflicts (e.g., floating sidewalks, ecopaving etc.).
Action 10E. Update and expand the Township’s tree inventory to capture all intensively managed
trees and vacant planting sites. Collect information including species, diameter at breast height,
condition, useful life expectancy, maintenance, and planting site condition and comments (tree
well, tree pit etc.) and maintain the inventory with the proactive pruning cycle.
Action 10F. Inventory Township owned and managed forest stands for structural stage, species
composition, forest health issues, invasive species and the proportion of live and dead trees.
Strategy 11. Proactively improve tree population resilience and climate hazard response
planning
Action 11A. Track poorly performing specimen tree species or cultivars and proactively replace
those species.
Action 11B. Increase community forest diversity by reducing use of maple species, increasing
use of species well suited to future climate and adding structural diversity (layers of trees and
understory, snags and coarse woody debris) where suitable.
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GOAL #4: MANAGE TREES TO MAINTAIN A SAFER AND
HEALTHIER COMMUNITY FOREST

Strategies and detailed actions
Action 11C. Review and/or prepare municipal response protocols for extreme damage or
mortality event scenarios (e.g. storms, earthquake, etc.), considering park and trail closure
processes, equipment and contractor options, incident command structure(s), interagency
contacts, prioritization for clean up/removal, etc.
Action 11D. Develop a program to re-establish tree wells based on their inventoried condition.
Action 11E. Develop an integrated pest management plan for key plant and animal pest species
of concern such as European chafer and Japanese beetle, emerald ash borer, Asian longhorn
beetle, sudden oak death, Asian giant hornet, hemlock looper, laminated root rot, and giant
hogweed.
Action 11F. Explore opportunities to improve wood waste utilization (e.g., milling western
redcedar removed, converting wood waste into biochar etc.)
Action 11G. Support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions related to community forest
management operations in accordance with the applicable targets identified in Langley’s Climate
Action Strategy.
Strategy 12. Develop tree risk management policy and procedures
Action 12A. Develop tree risk management policy and procedures to guide operational tree
risk management. Audit inspection and response rates periodically to ensure that operational
program is consistent with policy.
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GOAL #5: ENGAGE CITIZENS TO INCREASE
PARTICIPATION IN COMMUNITY FOREST STEWARDSHIP

Strategies and detailed actions
Action 12B. Define any specific risk assessment areas for inspection at more frequent intervals
than the pruning cycle and following storm events (risk assess all other areas with the street/park
pruning cycle and natural areas annual inspections).
Action 12C. Define acceptable risk mitigation options for retaining old trees, Culturally Modified
Trees and wildlife trees in parks and natural areas.
Action 12D. Monitor statistics on current tree risk claims by area, species and age or size class,
and maintenance history.
Strategy 13. Develop and implement a communications and stewardship plan
Action 13A. Develop and implement a communications and stewardship plan that identifies
key partners, explores opportunities to share key messages about the community forest, and
provides direction on how to engage community members in stewardship.
Action 13B. Provide the canopy cover and other community forest data on a public map viewer
and Open Data system.
Action 13C. Host the Community Forest Management Strategy and implementation updates on
the Township’s Urban Forestry page.
Strategy 14. Partner broadly on Community Forest Management Strategy implementation
Action 14A. Continue to support the Ecological Services Initiative to assist farmers in maintaining
eco-friendly areas on their lands, and explore opportunities to recognize their efforts.
Action 14B. Partner with institutions such as BCIT, Kwantlen Polytechnic University, University of
the Fraser Valley and UBC Urban Forestry to identify research and co-op student opportunities to
study the community forest and effectiveness of management outcomes.
Action 14C. Maintain regular contact with the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, Pacific Forestry
Centre, and other stakeholders that track pests and diseases.
Action 14D. Explore opportunities to partner with the school board and institutional land
managers to adopt canopy cover targets and implement the Community Forest Management
Strategy on their own lands.
Action 14E. Engage a broad range of community members in developing 10 year community
planting plans to improve planting design and tree selection that reflects diverse values.
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GOAL #5: ENGAGE CITIZENS TO INCREASE PARTICIPATION IN
COMMUNITY FOREST STEWARDSHIP

Strategies and detailed actions
Action 14F. Work together with local First Nations to identify culturally appropriate ways to use
community forest management to support reconciliation, enhance or restore cultural value
connected to treed landscapes and to adapt the community forest to climate change.
Action 14G. Explore the potential to create a community tree stewards program in collaboration
with a community partner to train volunteers to participate in data collection, coordinating
stewardship events and to train new volunteers and provide presentations and education to
community members interested in participating in stewardship programs.
Action 14H. Continue to collaborate with community organizations that can support the
Township’s implementation of the Community Forest Management Strategy.
Strategy 15. Provide incentives to encourage tree planting and tree care on private land
Action 15A. Explore options for private land incentives to plant or protect trees, protect or
remediate soils, expand pervious surface or install other green infrastructure components,
such as a stormwater utility tax credits, development incentives, grant programs or rebates,
particularly in locations with a low Tree Equity Score.
Action 15B. Develop a tree voucher program for private properties.
Action 15C. Explore programs to encourage and support people to maintain large trees (>50cm
dbh) on their properties.
Action 15D. Create communications material to inform permit applicants about changes to
the Tree Protection Bylaw, why tree protection is important, and to inform them of incentive
programs and education resources available to support private tree planting and care.
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9. TRACKING PROGRESS
9.1. TARGETS FOR TRACKING IMPLEMENTATION SUCCESS

The Strategy’s 30-year vision sets canopy target for 2050. Achieving the 2050 target is accomplished through a 20year action plan implementing the Strategy goals and actions. The following targets and measurement frequencies
are intended to track progress towards implementation. It is recommended that the Strategy be reviewed at 5-year
intervals and updated every 10 years to allow the correction and alignment of implementation outcomes with
Strategy goals.

Targets

Measurement
Frequency

Method

CANOPY
Township-wide canopy cover 31% by 2050
(currently 30%)
5 years
Urban containment boundary canopy cover at
least 30% by 2050 (currently 23%)
Increase Tree Equity Scores to 87 (present average)
or greater in all Census Dissemination Areas by
5 years
2050

LiDAR
Tree Equity Score – Census,
Land Surface Temperature
and Canopy

URBAN TREES
No more than 5% of any species, 10% of any genus
Yearly
and 15% of any family
Street tree pruning cycle 5 – 7 years

Tree Inventory

Park tree pruning cycle 10 -12 years

Yearly

Work history

Young tree pruning cycle 3 years for first 3 cycles
Township planting site vacancy rate less than 5%
annually
Township tree replacement at 1:1 annually

Yearly

Tree inventory

Yearly

Tree inventory

Yearly

Per project basis

Yearly

Inspection records

2 years

Survey repeats

Yearly

Service request records

CONSERVATION AREAS
Restore 1 hectare of habitat on Township property
per year
Inspect tree risk along all trails annually
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Increase customer satisfaction with public
education and stewardship, planting, removals,
pruning, risk management, pest and disease
management and planting above 50%
Respond to and classify service requests within 5
business days
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Clear and
defensible
community
forest canopy
assessment and
goal
No assessment or goals.

Conflicting goals among
departments and/or
agencies.

Ensure all relevant
municipal departments
and agencies cooperate
to advance goals
related to community
forest issues and
opportunities.
Community forest policy
and practice is driven
by comprehensive goals
municipality-wide and
at the neighbourhood or
land use scale informed
by accurate, highresolution assessments
of existing and potential
canopy cover.

Interdepartmental and interagency cooperation
on Community
forest Canopy Assessment implementation

Poor

General ambivalence or
negative attitudes about
trees, which are perceived
as neutral at best or as the
source of problems. Actions
harmful to trees may be
taken deliberately.

Objective

The community forest
Awareness of the is recognized as vital
community forest to the community’s
as a community
environmental, social,
resource
and economic wellbeing.

Assessment
Criteria
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The Township has a
complete, detailed, and
spatially explicit highresolution Urban Tree
Canopy (UTC) assessment
accompanied by a
comprehensive set of goals
municipal-wide and by
neighbourhood or land use.

Complete, detailed,
and spatially explicit,
high-resolution Urban
Tree Canopy (UTC)
assessment based on
enhanced data (such as
LiDAR) – accompanied
by comprehensive set of
goals by land use and other
parameters
Low-resolution and/or
point-based sampling of
canopy cover using aerial
photographs or satellite
imagery – and limited or no
goal setting.

Formal interdepartmental
working agreements or
protocols on all municipal
projects.

Municipal departments,
affected agencies and
community forest managers
recognize potential conflicts
and reach out to each other
on an ad hoc basis.

Common goals but limited
cooperation among
departments and/or
agencies.

Optimal

Trees are widely
acknowledged as providing
environmental, social, and
economic services but are
not widely integrated in
corporate strategies and
policies.

Good

Stakeholders understand,
appreciate, and advocate
The community forest widely
for the community forest
acknowledged as providing
as a community resource.
environmental, social, and
There is widespread public
economic services and
and political support and
community forest objectives
advocacy for trees, resulting
are integrated into other
in strong policies and plans
corporate strategies and
that advance the viability
policies.
and sustainability of the
community forest.

PLANNING

Fair

Indicator for Community Forestry Performance

Indicators for community forestry performance are detailed in the following tables. The indicators should be reviewed with the Community Forest Management
Strategy update cycle. The indicators highlighted in each row indicates the ratings assigned in 2021 and will serve to benchmark the Township's progress on the
implementation of the Strategy, with the objective to achieve the good or optimal indicator for each assessment criteria over time.

9.2. Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Community forest Management

E.1
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Objective
Poor
GROWING

Fair

Good

Indicator for Community Forestry Performance
Optimal
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Comprehensive
and effective tree
selection, planting and
establishment program
that is driven by
canopy cover goals and
other considerations
according to the UFCA.

Tree replacement and
establishment is directed
Some tree planting and
by needs derived from an
replacement occurs, but with
opportunities assessment
limited overall municipalityand species selection is
wide planning and post
guided by site conditions,
planting care.
tree health and climate
adaptation considerations.
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Tree planting and
replacement is guided by
Township
strategic priorities and
tree planting
is planned out to make
Tree replacement and
program design,
progress towards targets set
establishment is ad hoc.
planning, and
for canopy cover, diversity,
implementation
tree health and climate
adaptation within the
timeframe of the Strategy.
Developments are required
to provide a minimum
Developments are required
Developments are
Ensure that new
density of trees per unit
to provide replacement
generally required to
trees are required
measure or, where space
trees or, where space is not
provide replacement but
in landscaping for
is not adequate according
adequate according to soil
Development
Landscaping requirements
the outcomes are often in
new development or,
to soil volume available,
volume available, provide
requirements to
conflict with public trees
where space is lacking,
do not address trees on
provide cash-in-lieu for
cash-in-lieu for equivalent
plant trees on
and other infrastructure
private land.
there is an equivalent
equivalent tree planting on
tree planting on public
private land
due to space limitations and
contribution to tree
public land. Planting density
land. The requirement is
not connected to meeting
planting in the public
not connected to meeting
is determined based on
canopy cover targets.
realm.
meeting a municipal-wide
canopy cover targets.
canopy cover target.
All trees planted are in
Ensure all publicly
sites with adequate soil
Streetscape
owned trees are planted
quality and quantity, and
Specifications and standards Specifications and standards
and servicing
into conditions that
No or very few specifications
with sufficient growing
for growing sites exist but
exist and are adequate to
specifications
meet requirements for
and standards for growing
space to achieve their
are inadequate to meet
meet community forest goals
and standards for survival and maximize
sites.
genetic potential and
community forest goals.
but are not always achieved.
planting trees
current and future tree
life expectancy, and
benefits.
thus provide maximum
ecosystem services.

Assessment
Criteria

E.1

Community
forest funding to
implement the
Strategy
Little or no dedicated
funding.

Team severely limited by lack
of personnel and/or access
to adequate equipment.
Unable to perform adequate
maintenance, let alone
implement new goals.

Municipal-wide
biodiversity or
green network
strategy

Municipal
community
forestry program
capacity

No or very limited planning
and stewardship of natural
areas.

Acquire and restore
publicly-owned natural
areas in pursuit of
meeting municipalwide biodiversity and
connectivity goals.

Maintain sufficient welltrained personnel and
equipment – whether
in-house or through
contracted or volunteer
services – to implement
municipality-wide
community forest
management plan
Maintain adequate
funding to implement
the Community forest
Canopy Assessment.

No recognition of value of
natural forms and functions
within local government.

Poor

Green
infrastructure
asset valuation

Objective

Integrate green
infrastructure asset
value into the municipal
asset management
system to support
valuing and accounting
for natural assets in the
Township’s financial
planning to build
a climate resilient
infrastructure.

Assessment
Criteria

Dedicated funding but
insufficient to implement
the Community Forest
Management Strategy.

Team limited by lack of staff
and/or access to adequate
equipment to implement
new goals.

Dedicated funding sufficient
to partially implement
the Community Forest
Management Strategy.

Team able to implement
many of the goals and
objectives of the community
forest management plan.
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Sustained funding to fully
implement the Community
Forest Management Strategy.

Team able to implement all
of the goals and objectives
of the community forest
management plan.

Biodiversity strategy or
equivalent in effect to
manage, restore and existing
and acquire future natural
areas network throughout
the municipality.

Municipal-wide community
forest, parks or natural
areas strategy guiding
management, restoration
and protection of the
existing natural areas
network.

Area specific management
plans focused on
management, restoration
and protection of natural
areas.

Local government recognizes
and accounts for the value of
natural forms and functions
within an asset management
system and invests in green
infrastructure protection and
enhancement.

Local government recognizes
the value of natural
forms and functions and
has inventoried green
infrastructure within an
asset management system.

Local government recognizes
the value of natural forms
and functions but does
not yet have adequate
information to value green
infrastructure as a municipal
asset.

Optimal

Good

Fair

Indicator for Community Forestry Performance
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Climate adaptation/
mitigation occasionally
incorporated into Township
or private land planting
projects and landscape
designs.

Species selection is not
guided by diversity targets
or climate adaptation/
mitigation objectives.

Climate adaptation/
mitigation not considered
in planting projects or
intentionally designed into
vegetated landscapes

The use of native species
is encouraged on a siteappropriate basis in
public and private land
development projects.

Planting and outreach
includes attention to low
canopy neighborhoods or
areas.

Fair

Optimal

Climate adaptation/
mitigation guidelines in
place for planting projects
and landscape designs on
public and private land.

Climate adaptation/
mitigation targets are
defined for the community
forest and policy requires
planting project and
landscape designs on
public and private land
to contribute to meeting
targets.

Equitable planting
and outreach at the
neighbourhood level are
guided by strong citizen
engagement in identified
low-canopy/high-need areas.
Policies require the use
Policies require the use
of native species and
of native species and
management of invasive
management of invasive
species on a site-appropriate species on a site-appropriate
basis in public and private
basis in public and private
land development projects
land development projects
but are not integrated across guided by a municipal-wide
biodiversity/green strategy
all policy or guided by a
connectivity analysis.
or equivalent.
Species selection is guided
Species selection is guided
by targets for diversity
by targets for diversity
and climate adaptation/
and climate adaptation/
mitigation and required
mitigation and required
stock is secured ahead of
stock or acceptable
the planned planting year
substitutes are usually
from contract or in-house
available from nurseries.
nurseries.
Planting and outreach
targets neighborhoods with
low canopy and a high need
for tree benefits.

Good

Indicator for Community Forestry Performance

Species selection is guided
by diversity and climate
adaptation/ mitigation
but required stock is rarely
available from nurseries
and acceptable substitutes
reduce diversity.
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Diversity targets and
climate adaptation/
mitigation objectives
Stock selection
and procurement guide tree species
selection and nurseries
in cooperation
with nurseries
proactively grow stock
based on municipal
requirements.
Incorporate climate
Climate
adaptation and
adaptation/
mitigation objectives
mitigation
into public and private
integration with
tree planting projects
tree planting
to improve urban tree
projects and
health and resilience,
landscaping
carbon sequestration,
stormwater
management and
cooling.

Forest
restoration and
native species
planting

Tree planting and outreach
are not determined
equitably by canopy cover or
need for benefits.

Poor

Encourage the
appreciation of native
vegetation by the
Voluntary use of native
community and ensure
species on publicly and
native species are widely
privately-owned lands.
planted to enhance
native biodiversity and
connectivity

Ensure that the benefits
of community forests
Equity in planting are made available to
program delivery all, especially to those
in greatest need of tree
benefits.

Assessment
Criteria
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E.1

Knowledge of
trees on private
property

Maintenance of
publicly-owned,
intensively
managed trees

Natural areas
inventory

Tree inventory

Assessment
Criteria

All publicly-owned trees are
systematically maintained
on a cycle determined by
workload and resource
limitations. All immature
trees are structurally pruned.

Publicly-owned trees are
maintained on a request/
reactive basis. Limited
systematic (block) pruning
and/or immature trees are
structurally pruned.

Publicly-owned trees are
maintained on a request/
reactive basis.

No inventory of natural
areas.
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All mature publicly-owned
trees are maintained on
an optimal pruning cycle.
All immature trees are
structurally pruned.

Natural areas inventoried
in GIS and with standard
and complete attribute
information to support
decision-making and
updated in the last 5 years.
Natural areas inventoried
in GIS and with standard
and complete attribute
information to support
decision-making but not
updated in the last 5 years.

Natural areas inventoried in
GIS but not recently updated
and attribute information
not to a standard that can
support decision-making.

A current and
comprehensive
inventory of sensitive
and modified natural
ecosystems and their
quality mapped to
Provincial standards to
provide standardized
ecological information
to support decisionmaking.
Maintain all publicly
owned intensively
managed trees for
optimal health and
condition in order to
extend longevity and
maximize current and
future benefits

Understand the extent,
location and general
condition of privatelyowned trees.
No information about
privately owned trees.

The Township has a point
inventory of private trees, as
well as detailed Urban Tree
Canopy analysis of the entire
community forest integrated
into a municipality-wide GIS
system.

Detailed Urban Tree Canopy
analysis of the community
forest on private land,
including extent and
location, integrated into
a municipality-wide GIS
system

Aerial, point-based or
low-resolution assessment
of tree canopy on private
property, capturing broad
extent.

Optimal

Partial inventory of publiclyowned trees in GIS.

Good

The Township tree inventory
is complete, is GIS-based,
supported by mapping and
is continuously updated to
record growth, work history
and tree condition.

MANAGEMENT

Fair

Complete inventory of
street trees and intensively
managed park trees in GIS
but inconsistently updated.

Poor

Indicator for Community Forestry Performance

A current and
comprehensive
inventory of intensively
managed trees to
guide management,
No inventory.
including data such as
age distribution, species
mix, tree condition and
risk assessment.

Objective
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A closed system diverts
all urban wood and
green waste through
reuse and recycling.
Wood waste from the
community forest is not
utilized.

Wood waste from the
community forest is utilized
as mulch or biofuel.

Low value wood waste from
the community forest is
utilized as mulch or biofuel
and all high value pieces are
milled and stored for later
use or sold on to local valueadded industries.

Wood waste from the
community forest is utilized
as mulch or biofuel and
sometimes high value pieces
are milled and stored for
later use or sold on to local
value-added industries.

No integrated pest
management plan and no
pest management.

An integrated pest
management plan is in place
and implemented.

No integrated pest
management plan and
reactive pest management.

No coordinated tree
risk assessment or risk
management program.
Response is on a reactive
basis only.

A comprehensive risk
management program is
in place, with all public
lands inspected on defined
schedules and operational
standards and budgets in
place for responding to and
managing tree risks within
an appropriate timeframe.

A Township-wide response
plan is in place and a
response drill occurs
annually in advance of the
storm season.

Optimal

No integrated pest
management plan but IPM
policy is in place and IPM is
practiced.

Priority areas of the
Township are inspected
on a regular schedule and
operational standards
and budgets are in place
for responding to and
managing tree risks within
an appropriate timeframe.

Response plan not
documented or not current.

Some areas within the
Township are prioritized
for risk assessment and
management. Little annual
budget is available to
develop a more proactive
inspection program.

Good

Parks/Community forestry
response plan includes callout procedure, roles and
responsibilities, and criteria
for prioritizing tree hazards
and removing debris is in
place.

Fair

Indicator for Community Forestry Performance
Response plan is
documented and includes
call-out procedures, roles
and responsibilities but lacks
details to prioritize hazards
and clean-up.

Poor
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Waste biomass
utilization

Pest and Disease
Management

Tree risk
management

Comprehensive tree risk
management program
fully implemented,
according to ANSI A300
(Part 9) “Tree Risk
Assessment” standards,
and supporting industry
best management
practices.
An Integrated Pest
Management (IMP)
plan guides treatment
responses to existing
and potential
pest threats to the
community forest.

A response plan guides
Extreme weather
call-out procedures,
response
resources available and
planning
the clean-up response.

Assessment
Criteria
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E.1

Objective

Standards of
tree protection
and tree care
observed during
development or
by local arborists
and tree care
companies

No protocols guiding
Township tree or ecosystem
protection for capital design
and construction activities.

General understanding or
support for tree protection
requirements and generally
consistent quality of
information and services
provided.

Informal and inconsistent
processes followed for
Township tree or ecosystem
protection for capital design
and construction activities.

General understanding or
support for tree protection
requirements but large
variation in the quality of
information and services
provided.

Established protocols for
Township tree or ecosystem
protection for capital design
and construction activities
are consistently followed
and outcomes are successful.

Established protocols for
Township tree or ecosystem
protection for capital
design and construction
activities but outcomes are
inconsistent or sometimes
unachievable.

Policies in place to protect
privately-owned natural
areas without enforcement.

No or very limited natural
areas protection policy.

Advocacy for tree protection
requirements, engagement
with Township staff on
improving processes
and standards, and
generally consistent
quality of information and
services provided to high
professional standards.

Biodiversity strategy or
equivalent and integrated
municipal-wide policies
that guide privately-owned
natural area protection and
ensure they are consistently
applied.
Development Permit
Areas in place to protect
privately-owned natural
areas with enforcement but
lack integration with other
municipal policy to enable
effective tree retention.

No or very limited tree
protection policy.

Optimal

Policies in place to protect
public trees and employ
industry best management
practice.

Good

Community forest Canopy
Assessment and integrated
municipal-wide policies
that guide the protection of
trees on public and private
land, and ensure they are
consistently applied.

PROTECTION

Fair

Indicator for Community Forestry Performance

Policies in place to protect
public and private trees
with enforcement but lack
integration with other
municipal policy to enable
effective tree retention.

Poor

Consulting arborists
and tree care companies
understand TownshipLimited understanding or
wide community forest support for tree protection
goals and objectives
requirements.
and adhere to high
professional standards.

Secure the benefits
derived from trees
Regulating the
on public and private
protection and
land by enforcement
replacement
of municipalityof private and
wide policies and
Township trees
practices including tree
protection.
Secure the benefits
derived from
environmentally
Regulating
conservation
sensitive areas by
enforcement of
of sensitive
ecosystems, soils municipality-wide
policies in pursuit of
or permeability
meeting biodiversity and
connectivity goals.
Ensure all relevant
Internal
municipal departments
protocols guide
follow consistent tree or
Township tree
ecosystem protection
or sensitive
protocols for capital
ecosystem
design and construction
protection
activities.

Assessment
Criteria
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Utilities inconsistently
employ best management
practices, rarely recognizing
potential municipal
conflicts or reaching out to
community forest managers
and vice versa.

Utilities take actions
impacting community
forest with no municipal
coordination or
consideration of the
community forest resource.

Landholders manage
their tree resource but are
not engaged in meeting
municipality-wide
community forest goals.

Large private landholders
are generally uninformed
about community forest
issues and opportunities.

As described in “Good”
rating, plus active
community engagement
and access to the property’s
forest resource.

Landholders develop
comprehensive tree
management plans
(including funding strategies)
that advance municipalitywide community forest
goals.

Little or no citizen
involvement or
neighborhood action.

Utilities employ best
management practices,
recognize potential
municipal conflicts, and
consistently reach out to
community forest managers
and vice versa.

Optimal

Community groups are
active and willing to
partner in community
forest management
but involvement and
opportunities are ad hoc.

Utilities employ best
management practices,
recognize potential
municipal conflicts, and
reach out to community
forest managers on an ad
hoc basis – and vice versa.

Good

Proactive outreach and
coordination efforts by the
Several active neighborhood
Township and NGO partners
groups engaged across the
result in widespread
community, with actions
citizen involvement and
coordinated or led by
collaboration among active
municipality and/or its
neighbourhood groups
partnering NGOs.
engaged in community forest
management

PARTNER

Fair

Indicator for Community Forestry Performance
Poor
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Citizens and groups
participate and
collaborate at the
neighbourhood level
Citizen
involvement and with the municipality
and/or its partnering
neighbourhood
NGOs in community
action
forest management
activities to advance
municipality-wide plans
Large private
landholders to embrace
Involvement of
and advance Townshiplarge private land
wide community forest
and institutional
goals and objectives by
land holders
implementing specific
(e.g., schools)
resource management
plans.

All 3rd party utilities
employ best
Cooperation
management practices
with utilities on
and cooperate with the
protection (and
Township to advance
pruning) of Town- goals and objectives
ship trees
related to community
forest issues and
opportunities.

Assessment
Criteria
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Regional
collaboration

Municipalities have no
interaction with each other
or the broader region for
planning or coordination on
community forestry.

Some neighboring
municipalities and regional
agencies share similar
policies and plans related to
trees and community forest.

Some community forest
planning and cooperation
across municipalities and
regional agencies.

The municipality supports
and has input on academic
research occurring in its
community forest and
knowledge transfer occurs.

Widespread regional
cooperation resulting
in development and
implementation of regional
Community forest Canopy
Assessment. Implementation
of a regional Community
forest Canopy Assessment.

The community forest is
a living laboratory - in
collaboration with public,
private, NGO and academic
institutions - integrating
research and innovation into
managing community forest
health, distribution and
abundance.

There is cooperation
and interaction on
community forest plans
among neighbouring
municipalities within the
region, and/or within
regional agencies.

Optimal

Good

Fair

Isolated academic research
occurs in the municipality’s
community forest.

Poor

Indicator for Community Forestry Performance

Community
forest research

Objective

Research is active
and ongoing towards
improving our
understanding of the
community forest
No community forest
resource, the benefits
research.
it produces, and the
impacts of planning,
policy, design and
management initiatives.

Assessment
Criteria
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ATTACHMENT B

Q1 Have you reviewed the draft Community Forest Management Strategy
or attended/viewed the January 18, 2022 online open house?
Answered: 255

Skipped: 0

Reviewed the
draft Commun...

Attended/Viewed
the January ...

Both of the
above

No
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Reviewed the draft Community Forest Management Strategy

51.76%

132

Attended/Viewed the January 18 online open house

4.31%

11

Both of the above

10.98%

28

No

32.94%

84

TOTAL

255
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Q2 To what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements
about the draft Community Forest Management Strategy?
Answered: 120

Skipped: 135

I understood
the content

The data and
metrics were...

I learned new
information...

The vision,
goals and...
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E.1

90%

100%

Strongly Ag…

Don't know

STRONGLY
DISAGREE
I understood the content
The data and metrics were clearly communicated
I learned new information about the community
forest
The vision, goals and targets provide a good
direction for managing the Township’s community
forest

SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE

SOMEWHAT
AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

DON'T
KNOW

4.24%
5

11.86%
14

25.42%
30

57.63%
68

0.85%
1

118

2.52%
3

9.24%
11

45.38%
54

38.66%
46

4.20%
5

119

5.93%
7

10.17%
12

41.53%
49

40.68%
48

1.69%
2

118

12.50%
15

26.67%
32

38.33%
46

21.67%
26

0.83%
1

120
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Q3 Goal #1 PLAN for a more connected and climate resilient network of
trees and natural assets.Please indicate how each of these strategies
should be prioritized below.
Answered: 165
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canopy cover...
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HIGH
PRIORITY
Establish canopy cover targets in policy

MEDIUM
PRIORITY

E.1

LOW
PRIORITY

NOT A
PRIORITY

TOTAL

68.90%
113

22.56%
37

4.88%
8

3.66%
6

164

Share accountability and success for community forest
management across the Township organization

56.10%
92

33.54%
55

6.71%
11

3.66%
6

164

Integrate green infrastructure into corporate asset management

65.03%
106

23.93%
39

5.52%
9

5.52%
9

163

74.39%
122

15.85%
26

4.88%
8

4.88%
8

164

Develop a biodiversity conservation strategy
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Q4 Goal #2 GROW the community forest equitably and sustainably by
planting more treesPlease indicate how each of these strategies should be
prioritized below.
Answered: 165

Skipped: 90

Prioritize
tree plantin...

Plant more
robust trees...

Improve
planting sit...
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High priority
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HIGH
PRIORITY

MEDIUM
PRIORITY

E.1

LOW
PRIORITY

NOT A
PRIORITY

TOTAL

Prioritize tree planting equitably for climate mitigation and
adaptation

67.27%
111

23.64%
39

4.24%
7

4.85%
8

165

Plant more robust trees to meet community forest canopy
cover targets

65.85%
108

25.61%
42

3.66%
6

4.88%
8

164

Improve planting site construction standards for
streetscapes and development

72.56%
119

19.51%
32

2.44%
4

5.49%
9

164
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Q5 Goal #3 PROTECT the community forest to retain more trees and
natural assets during developmentPlease indicate how each of these
strategies should be prioritized below.
Answered: 165

Skipped: 90

Strengthen
tree protect...

Retain
significant...
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Retain significant trees and natural assets successfully
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70%

Low priority
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PRIORITY
Strengthen tree protection and replacement standards
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Not a priority

MEDIUM
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LOW
PRIORITY

NOT A
PRIORITY

TOTAL

71.52%
118

18.18%
30

6.06%
10

4.24%
7
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84.85%
140

7.88%
13

3.64%
6

3.64%
6

165
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Q6 Goal #4 MANAGE trees to maintain a safer and healthier community
forestPlease indicate how each of these strategies should be prioritized
below.
Answered: 164

Skipped: 91

Establish and
fund adequat...

Proactively
improve tree...

Develop tree
risk managem...
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HIGH
PRIORITY

MEDIUM
PRIORITY

E.1

LOW
PRIORITY

NOT A
PRIORITY

TOTAL

Establish and fund adequate levels of services for
community forest management

65.64%
107

25.77%
42

4.29%
7

4.29%
7

163

Proactively improve tree population resilience and climate
hazard response planning

55.90%
90

34.78%
56

6.21%
10

3.11%
5

161

Develop tree risk management policy and procedures

40.99%
66

40.99%
66

13.66%
22

4.35%
7

161
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Q7 Goal #5 ENGAGE citizens to increase participation in community forest
stewardshipPlease indicate how each of these strategies should be
prioritized below.
Answered: 164

Skipped: 91

Develop and
implement a...

Partner
broadly on...

Provide
incentives t...
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High priority
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HIGH
PRIORITY

MEDIUM
PRIORITY

E.1

LOW
PRIORITY

NOT A
PRIORITY

TOTAL

Develop and implement a communications and
stewardship plan

49.08%
80

36.81%
60

9.82%
16

4.29%
7

163

Partner broadly on Community Forest Strategy
implementation

43.56%
71

43.56%
71

7.98%
13

4.91%
8

163

Provide incentives to encourage tree planting and tree
care on private land

64.63%
106

22.56%
37

7.32%
12

5.49%
9

164
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Q8 Do you support the target to increase canopy cover within the Urban
Containment Boundary from 23% to 30% by 2050?
Answered: 160

Skipped: 95

Yes

No, the target
should be...
No, the target
should be lower

I don't know

Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

35.63%

57

No, the target should be higher

45.63%

73

No, the target should be lower

7.50%

12

I don't know

0.63%

1

Other (please specify)

10.63%

17

TOTAL

160

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Higher target - 7% increase over almost 30 years is very minimal. Or Target of 30% in 15
years would be another option.

2/15/2022 7:50 PM

2

I think the target should be reached earlier. This should be 10-15 year goal.

2/6/2022 11:50 AM

3

Raising the target by 1% is insignificate and virtually only a marketing tactic to make the
strategy look more appealing. Township has a very high tree replacement requirement for new
development (30 trees per acre) and significate tree replacement bonding requirements. The
target should remain at 30% until there is signifcate step towards increasing it from 23%. The
is no literaly no value increasing the target and it exceeds that of any other municipality.

2/4/2022 10:33 AM

4

I agree with the current target. Although, success or a reliable metric is only based on the
ability to successfully install and manage trees. ie. Newly planted trees included in growth
statistics assume long term success. Currently, development and servicing bylaws and
departments have an opportunity to support this through further recommendation of structural
soil cell, passive irrigation and other soil volume strategies.

1/30/2022 6:07 PM

5

I agree with the current target. Although, success or a reliable metric is only based on the

1/30/2022 6:03 PM
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ability to successfully install and manage trees. ie. Newly planted trees included in growth
statistics assume long term success. Currently, development and servicing bylaws and
departments have an opportunity to support this through further recommendation of structural
soil cell, passive irrigation and other soil volume strategies.
6

Let people manage their own land that they bought and paid for

1/30/2022 6:10 AM

7

Keep the same

1/29/2022 7:16 PM

8

Complete waste of tax dollars

1/28/2022 3:06 PM

9

I support target but think the date should be moved up or we won't be able to grow anything

1/25/2022 1:51 PM

10

Should be in line with affordability

1/24/2022 9:55 PM

11

There should be no target

1/23/2022 3:52 PM

12

Faster

1/23/2022 1:38 PM

13

Leave home owners alone!

1/23/2022 9:07 AM

14

The timeframe should be lower. 2050 is 28 years from now. Target should be 15 years and if
possible higher percentage.

1/21/2022 9:43 PM

15

Really depends on habitat type or landuse

1/21/2022 4:02 PM

16

2050 is a long time off. Plant more now

1/18/2022 11:43 AM

17

30 years is too distant . Plant NOW

1/18/2022 11:40 AM
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Q9 Do you have any final thoughts regarding the draft Community Forest
Management Strategy that you would like to share?
Answered: 110

Skipped: 145

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I am grateful for this initiative and hope it moves ahead as soon as possible!

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

2

Tree protection bylaw 5478 needs to apply to development sites and dissolve the tree bylaw
under the subdivision and Dev. servicing bylaw. Streamline the tree bylaws to have only 1 tree
bylaw and same standards be applied to development sites. (Development sites only regulates
trees 30cm+, where other sites are 20cm+ etc.) Replacement trees to be collected at 2:1 ratio
and cash in lieu contribution be made to parks if trees cannot be accommodated on site to
fund the strategy. (Development sites are calculated at 30 trees/acre, other sites are 2:1 or 3:1
ratio) Enforce the tree bylaw through issuance of fines and stop work orders to ensure trees
are properly protected during development. (Tree bylaw under development is NOT an
enforceable bylaw-fines cannot be imposed) Collect tree survival securities for trees to be
retained. ISA certified arborists to be hired in green infrastructure department to review arborist
reports during development. (Currently arborist reports are reviewed by Land Arch for
development. No one in the department has ISA arborist certification) Collect cash in lieu when
trees on Township property needs to be removed during development. (none is collected at this
time, only on a voluntary basis) Parks arborist staff to review the plans and arborist reports
when trees/plans are on ToL property or will be Township dedicated space. (This process does
not exist now and Parks staff is having to take over poorly protected trees in Parks dedication
spaces) Explore relocation of trees rather than removal. (Does not seem to be happening)

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

3

we feel that setting 30-year plans for this strategy is unsustainable ,climate change being what
it is, and that 5-10 yr. plans would be more realistic. On a present and practical note, we would
like to see park-tree management staff be technically- trained on how to mow without scarring
the growth-bark of planted trees; and employ proper pruning/ management of broken
trees/limbs. We also must get back to using indigenous species that complement and
encourage our bird and small-animal populations.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

4

This is so important and thank you for prioritizing this issue.

2/18/2022 6:30 AM

5

Here are some things that should be added to the strategy. Township should be looking at the
option of relocating trees instead of removing and replacing them. ISA certified arborists
should be hired to review arborist reports during development. To prevent Parks staff from
having to manage poorly protected trees certified arborist should review plans for ToL parks
and dedicated spaces. There should be one bylaw for landowners and developers. The same
standards should apply everywhere and be enforced and enforceable by fines and stop works
orders. The replacement formula shold be at least 2:1 if not higher. Cash should be collected
"in lieu of" whend the site will not accomodate planting. And a security deposit should be
collected for those trees reained on site. more needs to be done to retain and conserve forests
so they are protected from and during development. Council needs to learn to say no.

2/18/2022 4:16 AM

6

It is important for Urban areas to have a higher than 30% canopy cover as shown,
unfortunately by last summer's heat dome. Too many people lacked shade trees and the
effects were terrible. Buildings in some areas are so tight, for example in Willoughby, the
residents will not be able to have large trees, shady parks, etc.

2/17/2022 9:09 PM

7

-Tree protection bylaw 5478 needs to apply to development sites and dissolve the tree bylaw
under the subdivision and Dev. servicing bylaw. -Streamline the tree bylaws to have only 1 tree
bylaw and same standards be applied to development sites. (Development sites only regulates
trees 30cm+, where other sites are 20cm+ etc.) -Replacement trees to be collected at 2:1 ratio
and cash in lieu contribution be made to parks if trees cannot be accommodated on site to
fund the strategy. (Development sites are calculated at 30 trees/acre, other sites are 2:1 or 3:1
ratio) -Enforce the tree bylaw through issuance of fines and stop work orders to ensure trees
are properly protected during development. (Tree bylaw under development is NOT an
enforceable bylaw-fines cannot be imposed) -Collect tree survival securities for trees to be
retained. -ISA certified arborists to be hired in green infrastructure department to review

2/17/2022 8:45 PM
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arborist reports during development. (Currently arborist reports are reviewed by Land Arch for
development. No one in the department has ISA arborist certification) -Collect cash in lieu
when trees on Township property needs to be removed during development. (none is collected
at this time, only on a voluntary basis) -Parks arborist staff to review the plans and arborist
reports when trees/plans are on ToL property or will be Township dedicated space. (This
process does not exist now and Parks staff is having to take over poorly protected trees in
Parks dedication spaces) -Explore relocation of trees rather than removal.
8

excellent work in putting this together. The TOL needs to significantly increase the budget for
staff who care for the trails and streets trees and there should be someone who does planning
and decision making to be a contact point for community groups and individuals for dialogue
about questions and concerns. THank you!

2/17/2022 6:13 PM

9

Remnant natural areas within the UCB should be prioritized for preservation and conservation.
These are the hubs from which canopy can be increased and expanded; their loss cannot be
compensated for by increasing canopy cover (planting trees) elsewhere. Ecology must be
considered and measured/gauged - not simply canopy cover. Also, the draft CFMS and this
questionnaire mention incentives but do not mention disincentives which should be used for
development of natural areas to both discourage ecological destruction and, because this is
unlikely, provide a means (money) for enhancement of ecological features elsewhere (offsets).

2/17/2022 3:03 PM

10

Saving the remaining mature trees in Langley MUST be the number one priority of this
strategy. The affect of one mature tree in terms of cooling the temperature, cleaning the air,
water and soil retention, beauty, ... is exponentially greater than newly planted trees.

2/17/2022 2:21 PM

11

It needs to be an absolute priority to save the remaining mature trees in Langley on farmland
(ALR) , private properties, and lands scheduled to be developed!

2/17/2022 1:37 PM

12

-When Diamond Head Consulting first did a presentation to TOL council, they recommended a
canopy cover target of at least 40%.-Tree protection bylaw 5478 needs to apply to
development sites and dissolve the tree bylaw under the subdivision and Dev. servicing
bylaw. -Streamline the tree bylaws to have only 1 tree bylaw and same standards be applied
to development sites. (Development sites only regulates trees 30cm+, where other sites are
20cm+ etc.) -Replacement trees to be collected at 2:1 ratio and cash in lieu contribution be
made to parks if trees cannot be accommodated on site to fund the strategy. (Development
sites are calculated at 30 trees/acre, other sites are 2:1 or 3:1 ratio) -Enforce the tree bylaw
through issuance of fines and stop work orders to ensure trees are properly protected during
development. (Tree bylaw under development is NOT an enforceable bylaw-fines cannot be
imposed) -Collect tree survival securities for trees to be retained. -ISA certified arborists to
be hired in green infrastructure department to review arborist reports during development.
(Currently arborist reports are reviewed by Land Arch for development. No one in the
department has ISA arborist certification) -Collect cash in lieu when trees on Township property
needs to be removed during development. (none is collected at this time, only on a
voluntary basis) -Parks arborist staff to review the plans and arborist reports when trees/plans
are on ToL property or will be Township dedicated space. (This process does not exist now
and Parks staff is having to take over poorly protected trees in Parks dedication spaces) Explore relocation of trees rather than removal.

2/17/2022 12:18 PM

13

Be careful when dictating what happens on private land or where trees on public land infringe
on private. Have public tree destroying cars and yards on private land and denied permit.
Expensive application denied. Expensive cleanup for one public tree. Negotiate to plant vs
remove

2/17/2022 6:45 AM

14

Developers must retain a percentage of any mature forest to create a pocket forest within the
development. Replacing mature trees that create animal habitat, protect the aquifer, cool the
air and reduce pollution IS NOT replaced by planting a trees in a development. Bylaws for new
construction need to be looked at so builders CANNOT cut down mature trees but must work
with the property to maintain the mature trees..

2/16/2022 5:50 PM

15

There MUST be a higher canopy cover target if climate change mitigation is truly a goal. This
goal could easily be higher if the plan was not only to plant more trees, but also to
SAVE/maintain many/most of the mature/significant trees already in existence in our
municipality. A young tree's impact on climate change/clean air and shade production is a tiny
fraction of what a mature tree can achieve (at no cost).

2/16/2022 9:49 AM

16

I know that the Township is trying to utilize as much land as possible for new homes. But
please keep in mind that trees take a long time to mature. It is all well and good to plant new

2/15/2022 11:10 PM
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trees when older trees have been cut. But, as I said, it takes time for trees to mature. So
please try to keep as many trees as possible when planning for new home building.
17

Gor crying out STOP bloody CLEAR CUTTING. Township development planners are
disgraceful and lost their minds and fix 208 street

2/15/2022 10:04 PM

18

Immediately STOP clear cutting large areas of land for development/building tightly spaced
townhomes/individual homes without any greenery around them. STOP total degreening of
huge areas - take a look at Willoughby to see what is so totally wrong.

2/15/2022 7:50 PM

19

Keep forested areas already established.

2/15/2022 7:01 PM

20

I have not seen any proof of the Township Council’s management of our trees and forests. I
hope this proposed strategy will not just be a lot of talk.

2/15/2022 6:48 PM

21

i have seen the destruction of over 100 old groth tree within a 250 meter raidus of my home in
the past 6months.whats it gonna take! soon no air .i watched as my neighbour cut down 47
120 year old furs and hemlocks in his back yard and gind them all up .after their whole life on
the planet cleaning they r now going 2 be burnt as fuel to pollute it how ironic!!!!

2/14/2022 4:48 PM

22

Keep up the great work!

2/14/2022 3:42 PM

23

Eliminate the tree section under the SDSB and other bylaws, and the Nuisance Tree Policy,
and streamline and consolidate all under the Tree Protection Bylaw. Have higher standards for
retained trees on development sites. Council should direct staff to review OCPs zoning bylaws
under the umbrellas of the Climate & CFM Strategies. Specifically, with reference to setbacks,
limitations, and requirements. decrease lot coverage permitted on building sites, create &
provide percentage limitations for impermeable coverage, etc. one objective is to preserve high
quality permeable root space to support medium and large canopy trees. Provide definitions of
tree class sizes on page 39-40. Commonly used tree species p49. Room to add note about
climate change suitability? i.e., Maples (messages aren’t aligning within strategy)

2/14/2022 11:53 AM

24

Trees in Brookswood should not be cut down to allow large houses to be built

2/13/2022 6:30 PM

25

The liberals reduced vegetation protection of waterways from 50 metres to 30 metres. Bring
back the 50 metres or more protection of a natural vegetation canopy

2/13/2022 9:41 AM

26

Consider how climate change will impact newly planted trees (heatwave perished young trees)
and how to keep them alive and well.

2/12/2022 11:29 PM

27

Development should retain mature trees and have a minimum percentage of canopy cover

2/12/2022 9:12 PM

28

The inventory of trees Pre-1050 is so low that our job is to aggressively mitigate the loss. I
also suggest that the Amended Tree Protection By-law be amended to include development
sites, thus incorporating the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw into one Bylaw.
Development near riparian areas needs to stop as there are several cases conflicting with the
proposed strategy. Additionally, ALR parcels should have mandated hedgerows, and
deforestation can occur ONLY if done so for agricultural purposes.

2/12/2022 2:34 PM

29

The tree protection bylaw 5478 needs to apply to development sites since that is where
Langley stands to lose most of its tree canopy. One consistently applied bylaw that is fair,
enforceable and effective is needed. Hire certified arborists to properly assess tree removal
applications, not just a rubber stamp. Work with stewardship volunteer groups, school groups,
church communities, etc. to build a network of citizens who can care for trees, remove
invasive species, plant more trees and monitor biodiversity.

2/12/2022 10:56 AM

30

Some parks have large open spaces previously farmed should we not replant in some of these
places?

2/11/2022 7:43 PM

31

Even after the climate change disasters of 2021, development in Langley continues to destroy
tree cover. I live in the ALR and am sickened by the clear cutting that continues to allow for
large single family dwellings. Regulations need to be brought in - and quickly - if we are to save
what little is left.

2/11/2022 10:30 AM

32

It's very important work. Difficult to make big strides with zoning and the community charter.
Getting incentives for builders and developers is a massive key. I like the target of 5% max of
any species, but I do feel that's a lofty goal. People love their Bloodgood Japanese maples...

2/10/2022 9:00 PM

33

I think we can do better than 1% increase in canopy across the Township

2/10/2022 6:26 PM
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34

Must focus in on education and a lot of communication on the benefits of this plan is critical,
we must make changes so future developments of land focus on more on what is good for
Langley and our population rather than future tax revenue and the developers’ profit.

2/10/2022 5:04 PM

35

Trees can be planted and will grow let people cut down trees in the way of development

2/10/2022 3:15 PM

36

Big construction should have to re plant x about of trees on property based on area size and
how much they eliminate

2/10/2022 2:03 PM

37

The overly dense housing in willoughby seems very unhealthy. To cram people into a small
space with a few parks that have to be destinations just seems wrong. There should be more
green areas in developments so community gardens or common green spaces are easily
accessible.

2/10/2022 12:19 PM

38

Developer need to be held accountable to Goal # 3 To protect the community forest to retain
more trees and natural assets during development. They should not be allowed to get away
with removing all mature trees and then not planting the minimum 30 trees required.

2/6/2022 11:50 AM

39

Township should take significate steps to increasing the tree canopy on public lands instead
forcing additional restructions on the land owers and development community. These parties
are limited with the ability to solve this problem and Township should be using the funds taken
from these developments to fund projects on public land. Replacement of 30 trees per acres is
already a significate accomplishment.

2/4/2022 10:33 AM

40

Insist developers follow these guidelines. Consider more green roofs.

2/2/2022 9:06 PM

41

I agree that preserving trees should be part of the development planning for subdivisions.
Rather than cutting every tree in a housing development and then encouraging new trees to be
planted, I would like to see some trees designated to be left standing such as on the perimeter
of roads and at the back of the lots that are in the plan. Also more direction could be given to
the developer about the species of trees that are planted after the houses go up. Maybe there
could be some kind of recognition to the developer and builders for keeping trees, a
designation saying the development was done to protect the environment and mitigate climate
change. Would the Province and/or the Federal Government reward initiatives? Trees give
shade and keep water in the water table. In the end preserving trees reduces flooding and heat
absorption. More groupings of trees in parks as part of development should also be
encouraged. There should be a target for setting aside parks and forest for x number of
hectares that have housing and pavement. Thank you for the survey. t

2/2/2022 2:32 PM

42

Keep the DEELOPERS off any boards. Stop this clear cutting because if you don't now and
only see dollar signs for tax collected then your eye sight is short sighted

1/31/2022 9:39 AM

43

I was saddened to see there were no regulations in the draft management strategy for
protecting heritage trees and wildlife trees. Not all trees are created equal: it is imperative that
Langley designates protection for trees over 100 years old, no matter where they are located,
for example. If a site is found to have a heritage tree, development should work around it. I
have already seen significant trees being removed from development sites because this
strategy is not in place. Also, it is not only canopy cover that is beneficial - wildlife trees
provide nesting habitat, and should be incorporated into a forest management strategy.

1/31/2022 9:20 AM

44

I feel the two system approach, development and servicing bylaw and standalone tree bylaw,
give opportunity for misinterpretation between private landowners, developers and city
departments. Streamlining this process is a priority. Additional resource gained from this can
be applied to administration of the bylaw. New planting species selection requires flexibility to
accommodate nursery shortages. Partnering with nurseries to contract grow is an endeavor
worth exploring.

1/30/2022 6:07 PM

45

I feel the two system approach, development and servicing bylaw tree protection schedule
along with a stand alone private and small lot bylaw, provides opportunity for confusion to
developers, consultants and city staff alike. Enforcement of bylaws is the only way to see
successful increase in canopy coverage. Thoughtful selection of trees and flexibility in species
selection to work with nursery demands. Partnering with nurseries to grow stock is another
endeavor worth exploring. Education to local schools will help establish future public interest
and informed decisions.

1/30/2022 6:03 PM

46

Increasing the amount of permanently protected park space which contains biodiversity should
be a priority.

1/30/2022 4:12 PM
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47

Our neighborhood is full of deciduous trees that drop leaves everywhere. The township plants
unattractive large species that lift the sidewalks, kill lawns, lift driveways, clog storm drains,
stain and crack sidewalks, clog gutters and genearally are a nuisance. People then plant the
trees they want on theur own land. There is no shortage of trees in our subdivision. The
township plants nuisance trees, then expects the residents to look after all the chaos they
cause. We have small city lots, not acreages, so quit planting trees on boulevards as if we did!

1/30/2022 6:10 AM

48

Overall this is a low priority item and a waste of taxpayers money. We have large subdivisions
in places like Brookswood that are still on septic septic systems. Please use taxpayers money
more effectively on higher priority items as such.

1/29/2022 7:16 PM

49

See a change in City engineering specifications for make infrastructure more tree friendly, (ie
permeable pavers and root habitat with CU Structural soils and Silva Cells). Incentivize or fund
tree windbreaks in ALR land to decrease soil wind erosion and create more wildlife corridors.
Promote agroforestry and ecologically restorative agriculture. Increase tree species diversity
with species adapted to future climate, adding assisted migration to the scope of native
species to be planted. In native species planting increase diversity to include less common
species (eg pacific yew, sitka spruce), plant less cedars in dry areas.

1/29/2022 3:35 PM

50

We need more trees. I live in the Yorktown area and behind the Yorktown middle school there
were so many trees. Now they have pretty much all been chopped down and replaced with
fields. I understand they make money and provide a service to the community just wished
more trees could have been kept especially along the paths. I hope for the remaining portion of
the park that more trees are saved. A natural playground similar to Aldergrove would be nice.
Kids love playing and exploring in the forest. Maybe a nice little pond for the tadpoles we see
around here as well. Keep it natural TOL!

1/28/2022 11:22 PM

51

Stop wasting money on projects that the woke morons are pushimg

1/28/2022 3:06 PM

52

I'd like the TOL to stay away from dictating how many trees I must plant to replace one that
has fallen on my property. You manage to cut down trees in parks and never replace them.
Police your property before you ever consider policing mine

1/27/2022 10:10 PM

53

What Langley requires is ‘natural areas’. ‘Management’ is an odd word when used in the
context of this survey. The best environment is one which is undisturbed by people or
government. Some areas were becoming naturalized in Langley but the Township has allowed
new development to take place recently which has destroyed most of nature’s efforts. A row of
trees along a boulevard is not a forest. The ground under the canopy should be left undisturbed
to provide an ecosystem with integrity. Nowhere do I see where the Township is making an
effort in that regard. The Township is actually attempting to manage people’s behaviour, not
allowing nature to flourish. So, you’ve placed us on a treadmill.

1/26/2022 2:59 PM

54

I don't understand why the township has largely given into large developments where acres of
trees are cleared for building both in Brookwood and Willoughby. Ideally more green space
should be included in these major urban developments, Otherwise people hop in their vehicles
to go to already congested park areas. I think someone needs to look beyond just removing
and planting trees

1/26/2022 11:57 AM

55

While a nice tidy plan sounds good, current forests should also be protected. It was activists
and poets who saved the Blauuw Eco forest from destruction not city policy. Who will save the
forest at Buckley Park?

1/26/2022 7:05 AM

56

I'm really proud of Township of Langley for investing financially in Langley Environmental
Partners Society and the Lower Mainland Green Team - both agencies who have demonstrated
they do an excellent job of engaging citizens in restoration and community forest stewardship.
It is progressive and forward thinking work closely with other organizations. Most other
governmental agencies simply dismiss orgs like these two and 1)expect them to fundraise to
provide them with their work totally free and/or 2) try to reinvent the wheel and do it themselves
(mostly for a much higher financial cost and unsuccessfully). Well done for getting it and
understanding that with this climate crisis we must all come together!

1/26/2022 5:06 AM

57

While I can see the importance of a tree canopy I feel that home owners should be able to
manage the trees on their property, especially when they feel the placement of th trees are a
hazard to their home during a strong windstorm or rainstorm. This was not th case when we
applied yo remove trees that were very large and I had worried about for years.

1/25/2022 4:38 PM

58

First TOL allows unregulated tree removal for development and now TOL needs to increase
taxes to restore tree canopy. Very poor management.

1/25/2022 3:11 PM
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59

I have often thought that for the agricultural areas it would be an idea to suggest that land
owners leave a 20-30 foot segment of tree/shrub original growth at the end of their property. ie
in South East Langley say between 240 and 248 each 20 acre parcel back to back should
leave a strip at the place where the two properties meet which would allow for a 60 foot swath
of green for biodiversity, animal protection and corridor, wind protection and temperature
amelioration. We also left trees for shade for cattle in all our fields, and they have
enjoyed/appreciated that very much over the past summers. I am shocked by the extent of the
development without any visible parks in the Willoughby area. This needs to be addressed
before such massive concrete and asphalt is allowed to cover the next area to be developed.
And if the parks can be linked by walkways that would be beneficial to the large populations
which you are creating in these areas. I seem to remember seeing some form of green
concrete paving...ie blocks with gaps in them for grass to grow, making them cooler, beneficial
to co2 consumption and providing better drainage...Japan had some excellent ideas to deal
with floods due to climate change. To think that we can plant trees 20 years from now when
the heat domes are more frequent and more extreme is a pipe dream. I don't suppose that
many of the trees planted for re-forrestration last year survived the summer. I don't see how
the trees on our property will survive many more heat domes without some method of watering.

1/25/2022 1:51 PM

60

While forest cover is the discussion point, it is not the only metric of balanced ecosystems
and healthy watershed. I believe TOL development planners have mismanaged the yorkson
floodplain. Flood events of recent years have shown more rapid drainage of willoghby and
walnut grove. The pump station takes days to catch up when water levels on the Fraser are
high. There is a growing impact to industrial, commercial, farm and residential interests.

1/25/2022 12:35 PM

61

Development of all spaces, green spaces included, is very high in Langley. This is driven by
demand and is VERY profitable for developers. They need to be held accountable for
preserving/protecting mature trees, and revegetating sites with more plants. This must be
enforced by council during the design phase prior to any building approvals from Council. This
is not passing the buck but rather making those that profit the most, the most responsible for
maintaining the values that makes this area so desired. I've slowly watched green areas being
infested with concrete chaos. Look along 208 south of Highway 1. There was one townhouse
complex there when we moved to Walnut Grove. Now, you can't even count them all up.
Council has allowed the removal and denuding of green areas without adequate foresight
(particularly for climate change) or accountability for developers (climate change strategies are
not built in to many planting plans). Council is responsible to the concerns and desires of its
constituents, not responsible for ensure profit margins for developers. Also, stop the cut and
cover bs for utilities. Pave entire sections instead of creating potholes and speed bumps.
Developers make alot of profit, putting the screws to them (accountability and responsibility)
will only lower profits slightly. Stop putting the burden of fixing these shortcomings on tax
payers.

1/25/2022 11:51 AM

62

This should be a referendum due to its cost on taxpayer. The costs to get an arborist is very
expensive and a burden on the taxpayer. Based on the costs to be implemented on having
trees in a private yard I am now unwilling to plant anymore which i

1/24/2022 9:55 PM

63

I see too many trees being removed and clear cuts being done. There is no regard for these
forested areas. The wildlife are loosing their habitat. One day there are trees the next clear
cuts, it is really sad the destruction that is happening. It is always about money and not about
nature.

1/24/2022 8:24 PM

64

This is a no brainer. Of course we need trees. I understand we need to protect our air and
water. Trees do this naturally. They also keep homes cooler during the summer. This is a win
win for the lower mainland.

1/24/2022 7:26 PM

65

Clearcut during development is you main problem. Has been for 20 years sadly Langley has
made a mess of this through poor policy. Community parks should be NATURAL Not replanted
clearcut fields. Stop chopping things down to begin with.

1/24/2022 7:04 PM

66

You will not listen anyhow. Any developer with a fat wallet and good golf swing can influence
every single member of council. Willoughby is a disgrace, an enviromnental disaster and a
social powder keg. This little survey and your "consulations" are an insult.

1/24/2022 6:59 PM

67

Reforestation efforts need to become a reality, not a political slogan. climate change is here
and trees play a crucial part on protecting humans, houses, wildlife, bugs, the ecosytem as a
whole. I encourage ToL to address this in an urgent matter across our township so we can
leave a better future for our children.

1/24/2022 5:09 PM
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68

It seems to be smoke and mirrors. All I see is the Township clear cutting for development. I
suspect this is to the tax payers “we have a tree management plan” while still clear cutting the
tree canopy. Any plan that ties its success 30 years out is a joke.

1/24/2022 5:04 PM

69

lobby ALC

1/24/2022 1:21 PM

70

Stop clear cutting every piece of land to develop condos!!!

1/24/2022 6:58 AM

71

I think there should be a large focus on the overdevelopment of Langley and how the
developers cut down the mature trees that give us more oxygen and plant small shrubs/trees
that take a long time to grow and give us the same amount of oxygen and tree cover.

1/23/2022 3:59 PM

72

Get off my private property

1/23/2022 3:52 PM

73

Why make it so expensive for a private home owner to remove a compromised tree a total rip

1/23/2022 2:31 PM

74

Just because other communities like Vancouver chose a target of 30% is not justification to
reduce some areas down to 30%. The areas currently above this should remain at this. Not be
decreased to facilitate the aggressive development goal the Township has set. Furthermore
near the end of the discussion one council member stomped on it all with a comment about the
aggressive development is happening and that’s how it is. Very discouraging and upsetting.
Basically stomped on all of it with that comment.

1/23/2022 1:48 PM

75

Doesn’t address deforestation by developers

1/23/2022 1:38 PM

76

Protection of our biodiversity and green space is a high priority for our governments and
community. Thanks for your work to make this happen for benefit of future generations and
livability of our community!

1/23/2022 11:20 AM

77

I have watched the tree hugging vision in my community get extreme year over year. Cant cut
an aging dangerous tree on your OWN tax paying property. Those overrated rules have soured
me on any tree plans. Trees grow. Grass grows. Stop using my tax dollars for planting things
that grow naturally and then more tax dollars to shut down roads to maintain the plantings.
Stop the madness and propoganda and stop wasting any more high tax dollars. Leave the tax
payers and their property alone

1/23/2022 10:15 AM

78

There is far too much government involvement and power infringing on home owners rights.
The township of Langley needs to reduce its influence on how private homeowners manage
their properties.

1/23/2022 9:07 AM

79

Stop clear cutting Langley

1/23/2022 6:43 AM

80

We need more trees to address as best we can the effects of climate change. I would like to a
more aggressive plan. The time line seems to far in the future. The time to act is now.

1/22/2022 6:26 PM

81

Just ask anybody what was growing in Langley before we chopped all the trees down I imagine
there was more cedar trees than anything so plant them back that’s what it was originally here
we need more green trees a plant too many leaf trees they don’t retain in the wintertime cedar
trees especially will actually soak up all the rain that touches them once they get large enough
time

1/22/2022 4:24 PM

82

This requires real commitment and political will. Too many developers little or no regard for tree
protection lion. The Township needs stronger regulations and enforcement.

1/22/2022 9:49 AM

83

We live near a highway. More trees is important for air quality and will improve our quality of
life.

1/22/2022 8:04 AM

84

Focus needs to be put on new developments and retaining existing trees- new samplings
planted DO NOT have the same impact as established trees. Also, the online session was
good- but failed to address the majority of questions asked. Need more REAL policies- not just
"ideas."

1/22/2022 2:10 AM

85

Still have very strong concerns about tree and green space in New developments as the
proposed and initial plans always seem to have far more green space allocated than when final
green spaces are completed also the green spaces are far to delayed for work

1/21/2022 6:23 PM

86

Tree protection bylaw 5478 needs to apply to development sites and dissolve the tree bylaw
under the subdivision and Dev. servicing bylaw. Streamline the tree bylaws to have only 1 tree
bylaw and same standards be applied to development sites. (Development sites only regulates
trees 30cm+, where other sites are 20cm+ etc.) Replacement trees to be collected at 2:1 ratio

1/21/2022 6:22 PM
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and cash in lieu contribution be made to parks if trees cannot be accommodated on site to
fund the strategy. (Development sites are calculated at 30 trees/acre, other sites are 2:1 or 3:1
ratio) Enforce the tree bylaw through issuance of fines and stop work orders to ensure trees
are properly protected during development. (Tree bylaw under development is NOT an
enforceable bylaw-fines cannot be imposed) Collect tree survival securities for trees to be
retained. ISA certified arborists to be hired in green infrastructure department to review arborist
reports during development. (Currently arborist reports are reviewed by Land Arch for
development. No one in the department has ISA arborist certification) Collect cash in lieu when
trees on Township property needs to be removed during development. (none is collected at this
time, only on a voluntary basis) Parks arborist staff to review the plans and arborist reports
when trees/plans are on ToL property or will be Township dedicated space. (This process does
not exist now and Parks staff is having to take over poorly protected trees in Parks dedication
spaces) Explore relocation of trees rather than removal. (Does not seem to be happening)
87

Trees are the lungs of the planet. Please conserve as many as you can.

1/21/2022 5:06 PM

88

TOL has done a very poor job of forest or tree conservation when allowing development and
has relied on riparian corridors, parks and private lands. The homeowner should not be
burdened with tree management when the rampant development in the township ignores it.
Very hypocritical.

1/21/2022 4:02 PM

89

Increasing trees planted should be specific to native trees (ie. Cedar, maple, pine) not just the
decorative trees that are small and all over. Eagles, hawks and owls do not nest in those trees.
The township has already destroyed so much wildlife habitat that people in Langley no longer
know what an eagle sounds like because the eagles are gone. Reduce building permits and
require native trees to not be cut down.

1/21/2022 3:57 PM

90

st decelopment keep it rural

1/21/2022 3:20 PM

91

Strengthen the tree bylaw under development. Current tree bylaw can be amended to include
development sites to capture trees 20cm and larger. Seek more replacement trees rather than
30 trees per acre. More enforcement is needed on development sites and collect tree survival
securities and compensations when trees cannot be planted on site.

1/21/2022 1:02 PM

92

Need higher penalties for developers that sheer properties

1/21/2022 12:57 PM

93

There is very limited discussion in the plan around Developers. There should definitely be
stronger fines, harsher punishment/fallout when they go against tree management.
Furthermore, “credits” for keeping significant trees is a flawed system and concept.

1/21/2022 10:15 AM

94

Does the City of Langley have a plan like this?

1/21/2022 7:52 AM

95

We had an enormous tree fall on our property during a summer storm many years ago. I would
just be cautious with the types of trees in urban areas as wind storms do occur and could be
deadly.

1/20/2022 3:54 PM

96

Plant native tree, don't plant trees under powerlines, allow removal of diseased trees. Plant
more trees on school/park sites. Provide tax incentives time for land/homeowners to plant
trees

1/20/2022 1:26 PM

97

clearly communicated, I am just worried that having grey areas ( such as recommendations as
opposed to strict laws) that protect trees is NOT ENOUGH.

1/20/2022 12:52 PM

98

Clear cutting has to stop. Larger lots out in rural areas

1/20/2022 10:36 AM

99

developers should not be allowed to clear cut lots for development. Should have to work
around the trees where possible.

1/20/2022 10:25 AM

100

To maintain the strategy is very important especially for the future of our earth.

1/20/2022 10:01 AM

101

Drought resistant evergreens preferred. Deciduous trees may require more work with leaf
blowing and clearing drains.

1/19/2022 11:53 PM

102

30% Canopy Coverage is TOO LOW. TOL should meet/exceed MetroVancouver canopy
standards. TOL MUST focus more on Tree Retention in new development areas. TOL MUST
combine the Tree Protection Bylaw and the Subdivision Servicing Bylaw into ONE BYLAW.

1/19/2022 9:40 PM

103

Stop allowing developers to clear cut everything!!!

1/19/2022 9:19 PM

104

Very glad to see a long-term plan being developed this is our future and will define who we are

1/19/2022 6:07 PM
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as a community
105

Tree protection bylaw 5478 needs to apply to development sites and dissolve the tree bylaw
under the subdivision and Dev. servicing bylaw. Streamline the tree bylaws to have only 1 tree
bylaw and same standards be applied to development sites. Replacement trees to be collected
at 2:1 ratio and cash in lieu contribution be made to parks if trees cannot be accommodated on
site to fund the strategy. Enforce the tree bylaw through issuance of fines and stop work orders
to ensure trees are properly protected during development. Collect tree survival securities for
trees to be retained. ISA certified arborists to be hired in green infrastructure department to
review arborist reports during development. Collect cash in lieu when trees on Township
property needs to be removed during development. Parks arborist staff to review the plans and
arborist reports when trees/plans are on ToL property or will be Township dedicated space.
Explore relocation of trees rather than removal.

1/19/2022 4:42 PM

106

Trees on private lots get too large , no one should have to pay to remove unwanted or unsafe
trees from private land !

1/19/2022 8:39 AM

107

Survey too confusing

1/18/2022 11:45 AM

108

Protect public trees when road widening

1/18/2022 11:43 AM

109

Protect large existing conifers on edges of public roads

1/18/2022 11:40 AM

110

Without costing information that is required to achieve the goals of the plan, it does not seem
realistic that the plan will succeed

1/17/2022 8:48 PM
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Q10 What activities have you participated in about the Township of
Langley’s Community Forest Management Strategy over the duration of
the project?
Answered: 125

Skipped: 130

Taken the
first survey...
Attended the
first online...
Submitted an
urban forest...
Visited the
online proje...
Reviewed the
draft Commun...
Attended or
planning to...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Taken the first survey (spring 2021)

41.60%

52

Attended the first online open house (spring 2021)

18.40%

23

Submitted an urban forest location using the mapping tool

9.60%

12

Visited the online project webpage

56.00%

70

Reviewed the draft Community Forest Management Strategy

72.00%

90

Attended or planning to attend the second online open house (January 18, 2022)

20.80%

26

Total Respondents: 125
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Q11 How satisfied are you with community engagement about the
Township of Langley’s Community Forest Management Strategy?
Answered: 154

Skipped: 101

Very satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very
dissatisfied
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Q12 Do you live or work in the Township of Langley?
Answered: 157

Skipped: 98
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Q13 Which Township community do you live in?
Answered: 144

Skipped: 111
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TOTAL

144
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Q14 What age bracket do you fall within?
Answered: 153

Skipped: 102
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TOTAL
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Q15 Are you a homeowner or do you rent?
Answered: 158

Skipped: 97
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7
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